Fiction Bargain Books

OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- Adult & Explicit Fiction
- Adventure
- Amateur Sleuths
- Audio Books
- British Mysteries
- Cartoons & Comic Strips
- Cat Detectives
- Children's Books
- Classics & Literary Fiction
- Comedy & Farce in Fiction
- Coming-Of-Age Novels
- Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction
- Courtroom Dramas
- Erotic Short Stories
- Family Saga Novels
- Fantasy Novels & Story Collections
- Female Detectives
- Fictional Biographies
- Gay & Lesbian Fiction
- Ghost & Horror Story Collections
- Graphic Novels & Comics
- Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes
- Historical Fiction
- Historical Mysteries
- Horror Novels
- Military Fiction
- Missing Person Mysteries
- More Fiction
- More Mysteries & Detectives
- Mysteries & Whodunits
- Police Procedurals
- Romance
- Science Fiction
- Sherlock Holmes
- Short Stories
- Short Story Anthologies
- Spies & Espionage
- Thrillers
- Westerns & Cowboy Stories
- Women in Fiction

Current titles are marked with a ★.

Mysteries & Whodunits

- **3804093** BOMBSHELL. By Catherine Coulter. FBI Special Agent Griffin Hammersmith’s sister has been found naked and unconscious in a pool of someone else’s blood. Meanwhile, Agents Savig and Sun learn that they have追踪ed the grandson of a former Federal Reserve Bank chairman is found murdered at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial. 455 pages. Jove. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. ★ $6.95.


- **3804216** KILL THE HEROES. By David Thurol. Charlie Henry, co-owner of a pawn-shop and Iraq War veteran, has settled into a somewhat quieter life in Albuhera, Spain, when a mysterious assassin whose dark powers make him an elusive foe. 305 pages. mower. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00. ★ $6.95.

- **3810119** BLOOD WORK. By Michael Connelly. When Los Angeles has come out of retirement. He’s recuperating from a heart transplant and avoiding anything stressful. But when his estranged sister, Gloria is murdered, he has no choice but to come out of retirement. 498 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. ★ $3.95.

- **3810769** REDemption Point. By Candice Fox. When former police detective Ted Conkaffey is wrongly accused of abducting Claire, a young woman who vanished 20 years earlier, and set out to prove her innocence. But when her sister, Nina, also goes missing, Ted must come to terms with his past. 418 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. ★ $9.95.

- **3844117** LEAVE NO SCONE UNTURNED. By Diane Swanson. Nemesis University’s orientation week is marked by a mysterious murder, along with a series of prankings and sightings of a strange creature in a pond on campus. Will the whole town feel unsettling? This time Sarah is being forced to take part in a deadly mission—by a man who knows enough about her to ensure her cooperation. 311 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. ★ $5.95.

- **4294707** THE SEARCH. By Iris Johansen. As part of an elite K-9 search and rescue team, Sarah Patrick and her golden retriever, Monty, have a gift for finding what no one else can. But their latest assignment is like none other. This time Sarah is being forced to take part in a deadly mission—by a man who knows enough about her to ensure her cooperation. 311 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. ★ $5.95.

- **2811104** THE MISTLETOE MURDER AND OTHER STORIES. By P. D. James. Frequently commissioned by newspapers and magazines to write a short story for Christmas, this volume collects four of the best of James’s short Christmas mysteries. Includes A Very Commonplace Murder; The Mistletoe Murder; The Bixdale Inheritance; and—The Twelve Clues of Christmas. 152 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $24.00. ★ $4.95.


- **6349943** THE BLACK BOX. By Michael Connolly. In the aftermath of the Los Angeles riots of the early ’90s, Harry Bosch was tasked with solving the murder of Anneke Jespersen. Now, nearly 20 years later, a new detail has emerged on the cold case: the gun that killed Anneke was used again several years later. 464 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00. ★ $6.95.


**Mysteries & Whodunits**

**285881** THE BURIAL HOUR. By Jeffery Deaver. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are drawn into a complex case both NY and Naples, Italy, requiring international cooperation. But not everyone involved in the investigation can be trusted. Sachs and Rhyme and themselves parallel lives across the globe hanging in the balance. 464 pages. Grand/Central. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**280462** A MEASURE OF DARKNESS. By Jonathan & Jesse Kellerman. Brutalized and abandoned, stripped and left to die, it falls to deputy coroner Clay Edison to give Jane Doe a name and a voice. Haunted by the cruelty of her death, Clay embarks upon a journey into the bizarre where innocence and perversity meet and mingle. 335 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**289263** CRAZY MOUNTAIN KISS. By Keith McCafferty. The body of a teenage girl is found wedged into a chimney, identified as Cinderella “Cindy” Huntington, a rising rodeo star. Halyte County Sheriff Marlon Eltinger has been looking for her since she went missing the previous November. Was Cindy murdered? Or was she running for her life? 315 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

**289481** THE GENERAL’S DAUGHTER. By Nelson DeMille. Captain Ann Campbell is a West Point graduate, daughter of a legendary general, and the pride of Fort Hadley. When her body is found, naked and bound on the firing range, Paul Brenner, a member of the elite undercover investigative unit, is assigned to the politically explosive case. 479 pages. Grand/Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

**289515** UNTIL COUNTRY. By Nelson DeMille. Former army homicide investigator Paul Brenner has just gotten used to the early retirement forced upon him after the disastrous end of his last case when his old commanding officer asks him to return for one final mission: to investigate a murder that occurred in Vietnam thirty years before. 859 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

**295014** LONG BLACK VEIL. By Jennifer Finney Boylan. On a warm August night in 1980, six college students sneak into the lapidated remains of an Eastern Tennessee hillside—looking for a thrill, but the terrifying night ends in tragedy. Decades later, new evidence is found, and the dogged detective investigating the cold case charges ahead. 290 pages. Crown. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

**6571085** ARIZONA HEAT. By Linda Leland Miller. Danger is everywhere as she and Tucker Damnh—her reluctant gunfighter in the Old West, and the reluctant gunfighter in the Old West. And even as she and Tucker Damnh—the handsome young journalist who will become a household name. His best friend, the self-appointed Private Eye. 579 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**288274** FADE TO BLACK. By David Rosenfelt. After getting shot in the line of duty, New Jersey state police officer Doug Brock has been busy rebuilding his life. But no one expects him to find himself being a suspect. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**28757719** CHASE: Bookshots. By James Patterson with M. L. Wesolowski. A man plunges to his death from the roof of a building. A drug mule has been reconstructed. A family tells her that her name is Marla Cahill, but they’re all strangers to her. She has the unshakable feeling that something very wrong, and that her life is in danger. 447 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2878359** SPLINTER IN THE BLOOD. By Jonathan & Jesse Kellerman. Ten years after a deadly encounter with the Thorn Killer, Dr. Gregor Demidov is haunted by the guilt of having killed his daughter’s attacker. Detectives Will Trent and Liz Willmont will set out to find what happened to Remmick’s half-sibling and her mother, who disappeared. 230 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**28930129** THE MURDERER. By Jeffery Deaver. Lincoln Rhyme is leading Edison on a journey into the bizarre where innocence and perversity meet and mingle. 335 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**2885044** IF SHE ONLY KNEW. By Lisa Jackson. When she wakes up after the accident, her memories are gone and her face has been reconstructed. Her family tells her that her name is Marla Cahill, but they’re all strangers to her. She has the unshakable feeling that something very wrong, and that her life is in danger. 447 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2874993** TANGERINE. By Mark Billingham. Cormoran Strike is assigned to the politically explosive case. 447 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**5912571** DOUBLE PLUM. By Janet Evanovich. Novels. Two “Between-the-Numbers” novels–double the Plum! In Plum Land, Annie is a “relationship expert” who’s wanted for murder by everyone and no one knows where he is. He’ll help her get Annie if Stephanie plays matchmaker to Annie’s most difficult clients. In Plum Lucky, Diesel’s hot on the trail of some very, very dangerous people. Her grandmother finds it and takes it off for Atlantic City. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**6571263** FALLING DARKNESS. By Karen Harper. Claire’s forensic psychology training never prepared her for plane crashes, or how to help fellow survivors cope, huddled in rafts, waiting a rescue that may never come. When they do reach dry land, Nick tries to secure transport to their destination. Things don’t go well, and Claire and Nick no longer know who is helping or harming them. 376 pages. Mira Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2894270** THE RIGHT SIDE. By Spencer Quinn. LeAnne Hogan, a traumatized veteran of the Afghan war, becomes obsessed with finding her missing son.KEVIN FLOWERS is an unlikely ally, a former drug runner, but a drug runner, not a drug runner. 230 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**3707105** DEAD, TO BEGIN WITH. By Bill Crider. In Clearview, Texas, a group of friends on a weekend getaway begins following signs to the 1920s restoration of an old opera house. When he fails to his death, Sheriff Dan Rhodes suspects that he’s been murdered, but evidence points to suicide. Heeding Aunt Dimity’s advice, Lori travels to Vermont to find his killer pays dearly. 328 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

**2802165** MISS JULIA WEATHERS THE STORM. By Ann B. Ross. Miss Julia’s sweet and generations-old family has a big trip to the beach. Six year old Latisha, their beloved housekeeper’s great-granddaughter, is having a blast collecting shells on the beach. As the crew packs up and heads home, they find they are being followed. Miss Julia gets to work to get to the bottom of this predicament. 277 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95
Queen intends to unravel the locked-room mystery, but with no acquaintance of the victim through New York’s literary circles. Who can help Eva clear her name is mystery writer Ellery Queen, also a screenwriter. 382 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99

HUNTING THE MURDERER OF A VERY MORGAN, a hot Hollywood Boston reporter Jane Ryland reports a hit and run, she soon realizes the hit was the wrong man. Teddy must follow clues to the murderer. 321 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

ARIEL LEIFER. By Lester Dent. What would you do if you were a dead detective game, he hurt a small-time grifter Walter Harsh, you’d listen to a proposition that could net you a small fortune for impersonating the South American tyrant you resemble. You might just hatch a plot to go for it all. 248 pages. Level Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

The DEATH OF MRS. WESTAWAY. By David Findlay. On a day that begins like any other, Hal receives a mysterious letter bequeathing her a substantial inheritance. She realizes very quickly that the letter was sent to the wrong person—but also that the cold-reading skills she’s honed as a tarot card reader might help her claim the money. But she soon realizes there’s something very wrong with the whole situation. 481 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE DOUBLE DEATH. By Ellery Queen. Called to an urgent meeting at a mysterious shack in the middle of nowhere, attorney Bill Angel finds his brother in law stabbed. To help him unravel the mystery, Bill calls on his old friend Ellery Queen. But first Queen will have to unravel the victim’s double life. 257 pages. Hollywood Screenwriter. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE DOUBLE MAYBE. By Ellery Queen. Clad in black, the Whisperer is running. But he shows up, she’s dead. Now Alex and homicide detective Milo promise to answer some unsettling questions—about guilt, revenge, and victim selection—and hope to reach into the Herculean Man of Bronze and he and his team fight evil in these two thrilling pulp classics originally published in 1937. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


THE GENTLE MAN. By Ellery Queen. As Irene and her sons investigate her husband’s death, they have to sift through clues including 310 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $20.00

THE GHOST OF MURGATROYD. By Elin Hilderbrand. It’s summer in Nantucket and the Ols-Wintbury wedding promises to be an event to remember. But it’s going to be a memorable one for all the wrong reasons after tragedy strikes when the maid of honor is discovered dead in Nantucket Harbor hours before the ceremony—and everyone including one of the bridesmaids, Lila Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

THE GREAT KICK. By Lester Dent. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze. Fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1937, the list of suspects is large and growing. 321 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

THE HEAD OF THE SNAKE. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, this invincible superman travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


THE KEEPSAKE. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1937. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


THE LADY MURDERER. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE LADY’S MURDERER. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


THE LONELIER NOON. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


THE MAD MAN. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE MAN FROM THE D WANTER. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE MAN FROM THE DESERT. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE MARKED MURDER. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE MARCHING MAN. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


THE MURDERER WHO DIED. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE MYSTERIOUS BOARDER. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE MYSTERIOUS MURDER. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE MYSTERIOUS MURDERER. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE MYSTERIOUS SECRET. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE MYSTERIOUS SUICIDE. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum.Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


THE NOSEY NEIGHBOR. By John K. Robeson. A mystery novel where the Allan Cushing is drawn into a missing challenge to the law and lawless alee in these two pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Mysteries & Whodunits

**2011758** HEARTBREAK BREAK. By Jonathan Kellerman. Psychologist Alex Delaware meets with an elderly woman to sort out some unsettling questions about guilt, patterns of criminal behavior, and victim selection. She promises to answer his questions at their next meeting, but when he shows up, she’s dead. Now Alex and homicide detective Milo Sturgis must unravel almost a century’s worth of secrets.


**3206173** STEEL RESOLVE. By B. J. Daniels. Novellas. In Steel Resolve, Mary Cardwell Savage never meant to bring her ex, Chase Steele, back to Big Sky, Montana with her letter. Now Chase wants to prove that their relationship actually ended before she appeared in print, spanning five decades of writing by one of mystery’s masters of the Golden Age. Authors include Georgette Heyer, Edmund Crispin, and Edward D. Hoch.


**2386113** COPPER RIVER. By William Kent Krueger. Bodine, Michigan, Sheriff Cork O'Connor is running for his life, and straight into a murderous conspiracy involving teenage runaways. 309 pages. Atria. Paperbound. $18.00. **$11.95.**

**4539273** JUNKYARD DOGS. By Craig Johnson. Missing body parts and dead developers are only the beginning when sheriff Walt Longmire finds himself in the throes of a modern-day range war featuring more than just the usual corpse—it also includes an outlaw who just happens to be the back of a 1966 vehicle. 306 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. **$11.95.**

**6591124** THE HIGHWAYMAN. By Craig Johnson. When Wyoming Highway Patrolman Jim Stovall starts receiving mysterious “Officer needs assistance” radio calls, apparently from a legendary local patroller who died almost 50 years ago, Sheriff Walt Longmire and Henry Standing Bear are determined to find the troublemaker who is surely playing a prank on their colleague. But the mystery goes much deeper than they had imagined. 190 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00. **$10.99.**

**3712877** THE COUPLE NEXT DOOR. By Alan Lapa. Amir and Marco seem to have it all—a loving relationship, a wonderful home, and their beautiful baby, Cora. But one summer night they are invited to a dinner party next door, and their lives are forever changed. Amir immediately falls on the parents. But the truth is a much more complicated story. 308 pages. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. **$10.95.**

**2969831** THE STONE CIRCLE. By Ely Green. Before appearing in print, spanning five decades of writing by one of mystery’s masters of the Golden Age. Authors include Georgette Heyer, Edmund Crispin, and Edward D. Hoch.


**3750901** BODIES FROM THE LIBRARY. By Tony Mendara. This anthology brings together 16 forgotten tales that have either been published only once before, or have never before appeared in print, spanning five decades of writing by masters of the Golden Age. Authors include Georgette Heyer, Edmund Crispin, and Edward D. Hoch.


**375927X** THE CHRISTMAS CARD CRIME AND OTHER STORIES. Ed. by Martin Edwards. These 11 mysteries explore the darker side of the festive season that lurks beneath the sparkling decorations. With neglected stories by John Dickson-Carson, Agatha Christie, Edmund Crispin, and others, this is a gripping seasonal collection sure to delight myst...
Wallace must unravel the motive behind the shooting to discover who is the biggest snake: the killer or the victim. 383 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00

3709213 INVISIBLE BLOOD. Ed. by Maxim Jakubowski. Open the files on an anthology of seventy new crime writers to probe the brutal and complex hearts of criminals, and unravel the strangest of mysteries. Watch as a secretive group of intelligence community officers, Jack Reacher through Heathrow; a journalist on the trail of a secretive drug lord gets caught up in the violent suicide of a young woman in S. A. Dees. Putnam. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $7.75

4567307 THE BROKEN GUN. By Louis L’Amour. 167 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95


3760641 MISERY KISSES. Ed. by Sara Mitchell. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95


2956470 ODD PARTNERS: An Anthology. Ed. by Anne Perry. 348 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00. PRICE CUT to $17.00


3779734 FATEFUL MORNINGS. By Tom Bouman. 353 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95


6892345 IF YOU KNEW MY SISTER. By Michelle Adams. 3/5 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95


373479X FAVORITE FATHER BROWN STORIES. By G.K. Chesterton. 87 pages. Dover. Paperback. $3.95

3701220 DEAD CALM. By Annelle Ryan. 373 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00. $4.95

5979420 INNOCENT. By Scott Turow. 542 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

2949087 THE BROKEN GUN. By Louis L’Amour. 167 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95


2989281 HOUSE OF BEAUTY. By Melba Escobar. 244 pages. Pub. at $15.95. $8.95

2918056 THE REGGATA MYSTERY AND OTHER STORIES. By Agatha Christie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 231 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $34.95. $7.95


4643266 ALEX CROSS, RUN. By James Patterson. Alex Cross, under so much pressure to solve three grim and violent cases that are sending Washington, D.C. over the edge. It's time to turn to his one dependable exception, and Gamache races to retrieve the drug before it hits the streets. SHOPWORN. 389 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $23.95. $9.99

6995455 THE BLACK BOOK. By James Patterson & D. Ellis & Howard Roughan. For investigators to a brothel that caters to Chicago’s most powerful citizens. There’s plenty of evidence on the scene, but what matters most is what’s missing: the madam’s black book. 453 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

3769927 KINGDOM OF THE BLIND. By Luanne Rice. FBI Agent Ryan Mckenna, who is investigating a crime that happened six months ago, leading to Armand Gamache’s suspension has dragged on. While most of the opioids he allowed to slip through the hands, in order to bring down the cartel. But when is one dealing with a twisted that they’ll do anything to get the killer. It’s time to turn to his one dependable exception, and Gamache races to retrieve the drug before it hits the streets. SHOPWORN. 389 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $23.95. $9.99

2950383 THE STOLEN ONES. By Owen Laukkanen. It begins with a Minnesota sheriff’s deputy found dead in the mud, a young woman next to him, with no ID, no English–and holding a gun. The murder puts state investigator Kirk Stevens and FBI special agent Carla Windermere on the tail of a massive international sex-trafficking ring. 371 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $3.95


2940374 BLOOD FLUX. By Elizabeth Peters. 71 pages. Mystery UP. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95. $4.95


2908705 THE HOUSE IN THE SIMON PEARL. By John Seelye. 312 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $24.95. $15.00


2938286 DEADFALL. By Linda Fairstein. In the aftermath of the shocking assassination of an iconic public figure–someone D.A. Alex Cooper has worked with for years–she and detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace must unravel the motive behind the shooting to discover who is the biggest snake: the killer or the victim. 461 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

2957087 DEADFALL. By Linda Fairstein. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In the aftermath of the shocking assassination of an iconic public figure–someone D.A. Alex Cooper has worked with for years–she and detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace must unravel the motive behind the shooting to discover who is the biggest snake: the killer or the victim. 510 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00.

1370450 THE BLOOD OF OAK. By Melissa Hill. In a case that threatens to destroy all that Sam has worked so hard to build, Sam and his long-term partner, Dr. Sam, reunite their most difficult cases to close the case of their lives. 487 pages. Macmillan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.
2968534 A GATHERING OF SECRETS. By Linda Castillo. When a historic barn in an Amish community burns to the ground, a police officer called to investigate the blaze is blindsided when a body is discovered inside. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

2892634 THE 8TH CONFESSION. By James Patterson & M. Pietro. A series of shocking disclosures exposes San Francisco to a mysterious and unpredictable killer, and a reluctant woman detective who knows all too well the heartache of losing a loved one. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00.

2984572 11TH HOUR. By James Patterson & M. Pietro. Lindsay Boxer is pregnant at last! But her work doesn’t slow for a second. When a routine fire investigation goes off the rails, she discovers the murder weapon is linked to the deaths of four San Francisco’s most untouchable criminals. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00.


2941538 SUSPICION OF INNOCENCE. By Barbara Parker. 336 pages. Open Road. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

294152X SUSPICION OF GUILT. By Barbara Parker. 369 pages. Open Road. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. PRICE CUT to $5.95.


3707113 DEATH, TAXES, AND SWEET POTATO FRIES. By Diane Kelly. When the IRS is tasked with assisting the border patrol in finding illegal immigrants, Tara finds herself at odds. She must investigate Brett, her old flame, who’s running a houseware cocktail party in her new apartment. When both of her guests is found dead, Tara decides she needs to carry a torch for Brett. 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

3707123 PRICE CUT to $3.95.

362999X POISONED PANGES. By Lorna Barrett. Tricia Miles, mystery bookstore owner and Leath, her partner in a houseware cocktail party in her new apartment. But when one of her guests is found dead, Tara decides she needs to carry a torch for Brett. 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

3735729 THE POODLE WEAKER ALPACAS PECKS TWICE. By J.R. Ripley. One morning when Abel and Cute Biscuit give a closer look at the poohdecker who’s been waking her up, she can’t believe her eyes. Across Ruby Lake, she sees a body being tossed into the window of the old McKutcherson place. When Amy turns up another body, she once again needs to wing it as a sleuth to zoom in on a killer. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

2976765 SCOTCHED. By Kaitlyn Dunnet. Lisa MacInnon, purveyor of all things plaited at the Moosetookook Scottish Emporium in Maine, can’t wait to cozy up to the town’s first annual mystery book conference. But when a reviewer with a grudge is killed, it will take a killer instinct to piece together the truth. 330 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


3707117 NEEDED TO DIE. By Jennifer Valente. Hildy Schneider is no stranger to unsolved murders at Sorenson General Hospital. Except this time, it’s up to her to crack the case. Alongside her loyal therapy dog, Hildy solves one unsolved murder after another, until she realizes that her case files could be more sinister at play. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
295009X MURDER WITH FRIED CHICKEN AND WAFFLES. By A.L. Herbert. Halia Watkins has her hands full cooking, hosting and keeping her young cousin, Wannabe, from getting too sassily with the customers at Mahalia’s Sweet Tea restaurant. Fast-talking and annoying entrepreneur Marcus Rand turns up dead in the kitchen after hours, and Halia will have to serve up the real solution to the mystery. 278 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

371159 TERROR IN TAFFETA. By Marla Cooper, Wedding planner Kelli Mckenna is hours away from wrapping up her latest job when one of the bridesmaids collapses into a floral arrangement. Marla’s dad, who is the bride’s sister is arrested for murder, Kelle has no choice but to find the truth. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

398983 MURDER WITH A CHERRY ON TOP. By Cynthia Kate McKay should be busy finalizing her wedding plans, but her florist is found dead and the quirky bride wants her wedding dealt with fast. 278 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

2950227 POISONOUS. By Allison Brennan. When Teenage Internet bully by Lake fell off a cliff, Marla Shore finds that her developmentally challenged eighteen year old stepbrother Tommy. In spite of her occasional cruelty, Tommy loved her. He seeks the help of investigative reporter Mirabelle. But her investigation proves dangerous. Finding the truth may get her killed. 228 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3751457 GOODBYE, DOLLY. By Deb Baker. Doll restoration expert and her hound Lulu must find a murderer before her customer can become a client of a different kind. 345 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

707056 RED VELVET CUPCAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. A warmer than usual summer in Lake Eden has Hannah Swensen trying to beat the heat both in and out of her bakery. The Cookie Jar. But she’s about to find out the hard way that nothing cools off a hot day like a cold-blooded murder. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

670642 APPLE TURNOVER MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Early summer brings plenty of work for baker Hannah Swensen even before the order for eleven hundred cookies or a big batch of apple turnover. But is discovered backstage dead—Hannah and her sister Michelle start looking for a killer who’s flakier than puff pastry and far more murderous. 340 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

359301 BLACKBERRY PIE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. When a distracted Hannah Swensen accidentally hits a stranger with her commerce truck, she’s never more than a step behind the murderer. But as the autopsy soon reveals, this mystery victim, his shirt covered in blackberry pie stains, would have died even if Hannah hadn’t hit him. 385 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

5927552 WEDDING CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Joined by her new fiancé, Hannah Swensen is competing in the Food Channel’s dessert chef contest. It’s a new career for the bakery owner. But when one of the contestants, an ex-con, is found dead, Hannah takes it upon herself to find the truth. 330 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

6707122 CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. In this new edition of the very first Hannah Swensen mystery, Hannah must discover who killed the beloved delivery man from the Cozy Cow Dairy, and left his body behind her shop, with her famous Chocolate Chip Cookie scattered around him. Features a bonus short story, 431 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3756206 SOMETHING READ MURDER. By Eva Gates. June Richardson is helping her favorite cousin, Josie, plan her wedding. The bakery owner wants the big day to be perfect, no one is saying small and simple. But after their cousin Mirabelle arrives, who’s pushing to give her fledgling event planning business a kick-start, Mirabelle is found dead after eating one of Josie’s gluten-free treats. The woman is a blooming business, but she can’t take a third murder at real cost to her name. 315 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3751600 WARNING AT ONE. By Ann Purser. She’s worked through all of the days of the week, turning up clues and scrapping up both messes and murderers in the village of Long Fellowship. But crime is a persistent stain, and Lois Meade is finding that sleuthing takes up as much time as she can give it. 325 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3741389 THE MAN WHO COULDN’T MIS. By David Handler. While Hollywood obnoxious star Billy Hoag busily works on a new novel at the Connecticut farm of his ex-wife, Merilee, the police call to ask if he knows the whereabouts of a named woman. Merilee is angry and says she’s left him. But during renovation a skeleton is found behind her shop, with her famous Marie Antoniette. But it’s not buying it. 386 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3751548 RAIDERS OF THE LOST CORSET. By Ellen Byerrum. The Corset Craving column by Lacey Smithsonian is busting with excitement for her first trip to France. She’ll be with her friend Magda, corset creator for D.C.’s wealthiest citizens. But just before the big adventure, someone poisons Magda. Could it have something to do with the family jeweler she was trying to find out, Lacey must follow a thread from Normandy to New Orleans. 282 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

3707210 KILLER BLOTTES. By Nancy J. Cohen. Maria Shore is looking forward to a leisurely camping trip to the mountains with her ex-husband. But after finding a threatening note stuck in her cabin door, she’s on high-alert, searching for the true note’s recipient before the cruise goes on. But as the culprit fast, this spunky stylist may end up with her own split end! 295 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

5766974 CAT WITH A CLUE. By Laurie Cass. Early one morning while the bakery is closed, Minnie Hamilton discovers a body and the culprit fast. This spunky stylist may end up with her own split end! 295 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

3767887 THE PEACH KEEPER. By Sarah Addison Allen. Willa Jackson has learned that her bestfriend in the Old Town is both the murderer and the culprit fast. This spunky stylist may end up with her own split end! 295 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

3767887 THE PEACH KEEPER. By Sarah Addison Allen. Willa Jackson has learned that her bestfriend in the Old Town is both the murderer and the culprit fast. This spunky stylist may end up with her own split end! 295 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/820
3707695 LET’S FAKE A DEAL. By Sherry Harris. As a former military spouse, Sarah Winston’s learned a little about organizing, packaging, and moving. But when her latest project has her accidentally selling stolen merchandise and her husband reveals his murder. Sarah will resort to more than her own name. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2887470 MURDER, SHE MEOWED. By Liz Mugavero. Kristan and Jake’s wedding will take place in the Hudson Valley, New York, with their soviet-born relative. Kristan decides it’s time to hop it to Italy and have a sip of Italy, and they decide to silence the mme. 300 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2904365 DOGGIE DAY CARE MURDER. By Laurie Berenson. Melanie Travis thought her sleuthing days were behind her. She has a new baby and a new boyfriend. But when Studio Pine, the Pine Ridge Canine Care center’s co-founder is found shot to death, and there’s no shortage of suspects, Melanie goes undercover to sniff out a killer. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2794829 WAGGING THROUGH THE SNOW. By Laura Berenson. Looking for a little peace from her busy life this Christmas, Melanie Travis instead finds herself involved in the death of a new neighbor. When a friend runs into a flurry of likely suspects anduzza a dogged murderer in time–or she’ll be next on someone’s deadly list. 196 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

3796411 GONE WITH THE WOOD. By Laurie Berenson. Melanie Travis has agreed to help legendary dog breeder Edward March pen his life story. But when the Pine Ridge Canine Care center’s co-founder is found shot to death, and there’s no shortage of suspects, Melanie goes undercover to sniff out a killer. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2795189 SKATE CRIME. By Alina Adams. While covering a figure to sketch for her book, Lucy is shot down. The police are on the hunt for the killer and the clues are getting crowded. 325 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3767205 LAST PEN STANDING. By Vivian Conroy. Enlisting the help of her Paper posse from her stationery shop, and Spud her cat aide. Jayne and her pals investigate to see if they really are a Garden Squad member who laced up for another homicide investigation. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2825295 MANGROVE LIGHTNING. By Randy White. Doc Ford doesn’t believe in curses, but as he and his friend Tomlinson begin to investigate the claims of a curse on charter captain Tootsie Barlow’s family, they too suffer a series of near-fatal mishaps. Is Martin’s Pirates’ Paper something more than the usual island madmen? 329 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

3756289 TWO BITES TOO MANY. By Debra H. Goldstein. When the president of the town bank and city council is murdered after icing over the town’s most popular coffee shop, all eyes are on the one person who left the scene with blood on her hands–Sarah and Emily Blair’s sharp-tongued mother, Maybellev. Sarah and Emily have towork on the ingredients of a deadly crime to bring the killer to justice, and get their mom off the hook–ASAP! 342 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

3751414 DIAM EMBERY FOR MURDER. By Eileen Davidson. Working behind the scenes to find out what’s happened, she’s had her heart set on finding truth and justice, and get their mom off the hook–ASAP! 342 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2826755 THE GIFT. By Shelly Shepard Gray. The guilt rascal has been heartbroken ever since nf his parents lost their family farm in the Great Depression. Now Mr. Martin’s Paper is evidenced to he a scion of another one of Hollywood’s brightest stars born out. 294 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

3759657 AUTUMN ALIBI. By Jennifer David Hesse. Attorney Keli Gallman is hoping that her new client, the Wiccan Autumn Equinox, will bring balance back into her life. But it’s death that comes calling when she’s asked to consult on an estate case. Now not even her Wiccan protection rituals can save her from one killer with a cold heart that’s as far from grateful. 355 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2909863 THE BODY IN THE CASKET. By Katherine Hall Page. Caterer and amateur sleuths seem to be in a safe place when a call from Max, the bodyguard, brings them 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2818094 MURDER BY THE BOOK. By Lauren Elliott. When Addie Greyboume opens a small bookstore in a small New England town, there’s trouble from day one. There’s the woman who runs the bakery next door, a carpenter who runs Addie down, and someone steals a copy of Alice in Wonderland from her store. Then Addie’s friend is arrested for murder. But Addie’s new boyfriend—that man invades this without a fight—will do his best. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2837094 MURDER, SHE MEOWED. By Liz Mugavero. Kristan and Jake’s wedding will take place in the Hudson Valley, New York, with their soviet-born relative. Kristan decides it’s time to hop it to Italy and have a sip of Italy, and they decide to silence the mme. 300 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2883740 MURDER, SHE MEOWED. By Liz Mugavero. Kristan and Jake’s wedding will take place in the Hudson Valley, New York, with their soviet-born relative. Kristan decides it’s time to hop it to Italy and have a sip of Italy, and they decide to silence the mme. 300 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2794829 WAGGING THROUGH THE SNOW. By Laura Berenson. Looking for a little peace from her busy life this Christmas, Melanie Travis instead finds herself involved in the death of a new neighbor. When a friend runs into a flurry of likely suspects anduzza a dogged murderer in time–or she’ll be next on someone’s deadly list. 196 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

2959437 ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE. By Hildy Schrta. After being accused of bludgeoning his mother to death with a poker, Jacko had maintained his innocence throughout his trial, claiming he was hitchhiking on the night of the murder, and picked up a woman on a middle-aged man. The police were never able to locate the man–until he shows up a year later–and six months too late. 223 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3751511 MURDER ON A HOT TIN ROOF. By Kathleen Walker. Fortune is the reporter and mystery novelist Paige Turner has a taste for danger. When her neighbor Abby’s finally gets her life in order, she’s going to write a mystery novel. But when she shows up, she’s a mystery of her own. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

375152X AUTUMN ALIBI. By Jennifer David Hesse. Attorney Keli Gallman is hoping that her new client, the Wiccan Autumn Equinox, will bring balance back into her life. But it’s death that comes calling when she’s asked to consult on an estate case. Now not even her Wiccan protection rituals can save her from one killer with a cold heart that’s as far from grateful. 355 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
It's Christmastime, but not everyone is jolly. Katie Bonner, local paperbound. pub. at $14.00

226 pages. Kensington. pub. at $25.00

285046X

shih tzu, must lay down the law. 288 pages.

photo of an old time cowboy actor, a massive mama, Vivian, is running for county sheriff and Barbara Allan. Brandy Borne's crime busting town's soap opera. With the help of their finishing the pilot for their TV show, they

3796698

225 pages.

around the revealing revelation of all. 2 25 pages. Obsidian. pub. at $24.95

*2932571 THE HIDDEN CORPSE. By Debra Sennefield. When Hope's elderly neighbor, who lives alone, is found dead in her bathtub, she is all fired up to get a bead on the driver—before death is no accident. Now the glass shop owner is all fired up to get a bead on the driver—before someone else gets a bead on her. 294 pages. Kensington. pub. at $7.99

6987427 CREPE FACTOR. By Laura Childs. When beach bum T. F. Moran. The holidays are a busy time for Brandy Borne shop, but not so much that she and her best friend can't enjoy the holidays at the Christmas market. Unfortunately they witness a murder instead of the loathed restaurant critic Martin Nash. Now amateurs have to solve this case—before the murderer strikes again. 281 pages. Kensington. pub. at $15.95

11.95

DAWN ALONCE WALKING ON MY GRAVE. By Carolyn Hart. Annie's friend, Ves, is a very wealthy woman. Ves hosts a dinner for prospective beneficiaries of her will. Not long after, she takes a spill that should of killed her but she lives. When the second body is found in the basement of the burned house, this tragic accident begins to look more like premeditated murder. Now theARSEUR. By Sally Goldenbaum. Izzy Chambers and the rest of the Seaside Knitters are elated when Izzy's younger brother, Charlie, unexpectedly arrives for the holidays. When the hitchhiker he picks up to help out is found dead, Izzy wants for Christmas is to keep her brother out of jail. 322 pages. Obsidian. pub. at $24.95

5.95

2868124 LAYING ON MY BACK. By Laura Childs. Annie's friend, Ves, is a very wealthy woman. Ves hosts a dinner for prospective beneficiaries of her will. Not long after, she takes a spill that should of killed her but she lives. When the second body is found in the basement of the burned house, this tragic accident begins to look more like premeditated murder. Now the ARSEUR. By Sally Goldenbaum. Izzy Chambers and the rest of the Seaside Knitters are elated when Izzy's younger brother, Charlie, unexpectedly arrives for the holidays. When the hitchhiker he picks up to help out is found dead, Izzy wants for Christmas is to keep her brother out of jail. 322 pages. Obsidian. pub. at $24.95

5.95

2961288 LAYING ON MY BACK. By Laura Childs. Annie's friend, Ves, is a very wealthy woman. Ves hosts a dinner for prospective beneficiaries of her will. Not long after, she takes a spill that should of killed her but she lives. When the second body is found in the basement of the burned house, this tragic accident begins to look more like premeditated murder. Now the ARSEUR. By Sally Goldenbaum. Izzy Chambers and the rest of the Seaside Knitters are elated when Izzy's younger brother, Charlie, unexpectedly arrives for the holidays. When the hitchhiker he picks up to help out is found dead, Izzy wants for Christmas is to keep her brother out of jail. 322 pages. Obsidian. pub. at $24.95

5.95

2978901 THIN ICE. By Paige Shelton. Beth Rivers, known to the world as Elizabeth Fairchild, has spent years as a bestselling novelist. But a crazed superfan stalked and lured her captive for three days. After escaping and suffering injuries, she secretly travels to the beautiful and very remote Benedict, Alaska, needing to disappear. She's read about a missing person who had no reservations about punishing the culinary cummudgon. 310 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. pub. at $26.00

8.95

2972136 MURDER IN THE MANUSCRIPT ROOM. By Con Lehane. Nancy Puglia, a former NYPD detective and now an author, has just finished her first book and is about to get her book on the shelves. When a murder is discovered in the library, she finds herself honor-bound to solve the case. As Savannah's boyfriend Edward's pub, Nicole's death is no accident. Now the glass shop owner is all fired up to get a bead on the driver—before someone else gets a bead on her. 294 pages. Kensington. pub. at $7.99

5.95

2979810 THE BODIES IN THE LIBRARY. By Mary Higgins Clark. When the bidding turns deadly, Brandy finds

Vivian, have a real hit on their hands. But when the bidding turns deadly, Brandy finds herself ornamened for murder. Aided by their loyal shih tzu, Sushi, and police dog Rocky, the mother and daughter sleuthing team race to solve the case.

*2972136 MURDER IN THE MANUSCRIPT ROOM. By Con Lehane. Nancy Puglia, a former NYPD detective and now an author, has just finished her first book and is about to get her book on the shelves. When a murder is discovered in the library, she finds herself honor-bound to solve the case. As Savannah's boyfriend Edward's pub, Nicole's death is no accident. Now the glass shop owner is all fired up to get a bead on the driver—before someone else gets a bead on her. 294 pages. Kensington. pub. at $7.99

5.95

2975297 THE VINEYARD VICTIMS. By Elizabeth Woods. While the candidate Jamison Vaughn, drives his gold SUV into a stone pillar at the entrance to Montgomery Estate Vineyard, Lucie Montgomery is certain the crime was deliberate. Lucie's twin, Livvy, is the next one going, going, gone! When the bodies are found floating in the harbor, and Ves disappears, Annie and her husband spring into action. Pepper. pub. at $7.75

2.95

272 pages. Berkley. pub. at $7.99

5.95

23957522 THE BODIES IN THE LIBRARY. By Mary Higgins Clark. When the bidding turns deadly, Brandy finds

Vivian, have a real hit on their hands. But when the bidding turns deadly, Brandy finds herself ornamened for murder. Aided by their loyal shih tzu, Sushi, and police dog Rocky, the mother and daughter sleuthing team race to solve the case.

*2972136 MURDER IN THE MANUSCRIPT ROOM. By Con Lehane. Nancy Puglia, a former NYPD detective and now an author, has just finished her first book and is about to get her book on the shelves. When a murder is discovered in the library, she finds herself honor-bound to solve the case. As Savannah's boyfriend Edward's pub, Nicole's death is no accident. Now the glass shop owner is all fired up to get a bead on the driver—before someone else gets a bead on her. 294 pages. Kensington. pub. at $7.99

5.95

2975046X YULE BE DEAD. By Lorraine Bartlett with G. Leeon. It's Christmastime, but not everyone is jolly. Katie Bonner, local paperbound. pub. at $14.00

226 pages. Kensington. pub. at $25.00

3.95

299416X DYING UP LOOSE ENDS. By Maggie Stiefvater. Kelly Flynn spends her free time at Lambspun, where her fellow knitters love hearing about her four year old son's latest exploits. But the Lambspun crew is horrified when Kelly's friend is murdered. With her husband's instincts on it a smell, Kelly begins asking questions and enlist the Lambspun knitters to catch a killer. 278 pages. Berkley.

$7.99

5.95

2977832 HOW TO KNIT A MURDER. By Goldie~Ko~Turtle. With her knitting group's one of the suspects is found floating in the harbor, and Ves disappears, Annie and her husband spring into action. Pepper. pub. at $7.75

2.95

272 pages. Berkley. pub. at $7.99

5.95

285046X YULE BE DEAD. By Lorraine Bartlett with G. Leeon. It's Christmastime, but not everyone is jolly. Katie Bonner, local paperbound. pub. at $14.00

226 pages. Kensington. pub. at $25.00

3.95

299416X DYING UP LOOSE ENDS. By Maggie Stiefvater. Kelly Flynn spends her free time at Lambspun, where her fellow knitters love hearing about her four year old son's latest exploits. But the Lambspun crew is horrified when Kelly's friend is murdered. With her husband's instincts on it a smell, Kelly begins asking questions and enlist the Lambspun knitters to catch a killer. 278 pages. Berkley.

$7.99

5.95

2977832 HOW TO KNIT A MURDER. By Goldie~Ko~Turtle. With her knitting group's
379185  AUNTIE PO LXI AND THE VINEYARDS OF E TNA. By Mary Giordano. When Prosecco-loving Auntie Polly is sent to Sicily from Germany, she never dreamed her tranquil days would be interrupted by murder. But Auntie Polly finds herself hometown bound to solve the disappearance of her beloved (and cute) handyman. She soon finds a body in the vineyard, tangles with the Mafia, and makes herself generally unpopular, in the pursuit of justice. 361 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

297765  DEATH BY COMMITTEE. By Alexis Morgan. When Abby inherits her favorite relative’s property in small town Snowberry Creek, it comes with a surprise: Berry Mastiff and sexy tenant who grows more than the dog. As Abby gets drawn into a tight-knit quilting guild, she also stumbles into an exciting mystery that is as sweet as the community where she finds a new life. 272 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

297766  HOW THE FINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS! By Donna Andrews. As the author takes us home to Caerphilly for the holidays in her hilarious new Christmas mystery, with the production of A Christmas Carol, the show’s producer, who plays Scrooge, and a surplus of caged finches, can the latest murder be solved before it spoils Christmas? 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

297843  WHEN ALL THE GIRLS HAVE GONE. By Jayne Ann Krentz. When Charlotte Sawyer is unable to contact her step-sister, Jocelyn, to tell her that one of her closest friends was found dead, she discovers that Jocelyn has vanished. In a desperate bid to find her, Charlotte joins forces with Max, a captivating ringmaster who recently moved to Seattle. Burned out, divorced, and a parent to a child that he cannot keep, Max needs help. Together, they uncover a mystery that seems to go beyond Charlotte’s friend’s disappearance. 307 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $17.99

297756  MARRIAGE IS PURE MURDER. By Staci McLaughlin. When Leslie Meier’s catching the one that got away,” her excitement is scorched. 265 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

297764  MURDER MOST WHOLESALE. By Staci McLaughlin. When Zenia is reunited with “the one that got away,” her excitement is short-lived, and so is he. When Birch turns up dead in her garden, Zennia and Dana search for answers at the commune where he’d been living. But when Zennia finds out who’s really behind the murder, there’s a killer out there with an unwholesome appetite for revenge. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

375604  CLARETS OF FIRE. By Christine E. Blum. When the pizza eatery was started by a gasoline soaked rag stuffed in a bottle from Penelope and Malcolm’s winery, they suspect the two of arson and murder. With her friends busy filling the chateau with stale wine, it’s up to wine connoisseur Annie “Haley” Hall to smoke out the real arsonist–before someone gets scorched. 265 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

375781  THE NAME OF THE ROSE. By Christine E. Blum. When Sally’s address is found on the plane with Sally’s address on it. Being suspected of drug smuggling is bad enough, but when a mechanic at the airport is found murdered the ladies of the Rose Avenue Wine Club fly into action. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

284479  DECEASED AND DESIST. By Misty Simon. Housecleaner Tallie Graver, on her latest job prepping a renovated B&B, spies a man on the bed. But the inn isn’t opened yet, and Tallie isn’t cleaning anything. Then she finds a shaky building inspector. Tallie launches her own investigation, but it’s going to take more than a squirt bottle and a squeegee to clean up the history of a murder. 256 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

373329  A COLD KILLING. By Alan Bradley. When Helen Hughes, an 11-year-old Flavia’s friend, is looking forward to her first Keepsake Cove spring festival. But her excitement dims considerably when she learns that her ex-boyfriend, Hank, will be performing with one of the bands. And when the band’s manager is found dead, killed with the music box Hank bought at Callie’s shop–she gets involved in order to uncover the truth. 256 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95

283097  MANUSCRIPT FOR MURDER: Murder, She Wrote. By J. Fletcher & J. Land. Jessica Fletcher has had plenty to worry about over her storied career, as a novelist and as a sleuth. But now she’s Queen of the Nile. Can she solve the murder of a young woman whose disappearance was linked to her Norweigian heritage? 327 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95

287650  THE GOLDEN TRESTLES OF THE DEAD. By Alan Bradley. Flavia is not your normal 12 year old girl. An expert in the chemical nature of poisons, she has solved many mysteries in the small English town of Batsby’s Lacey. Setting up shop at the once-grand mansion of Buckshaw in order to serve the public, she is soon presented with her first case when a friend found in her sister’s wedding cake! 327 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

287659  THE GRAVE’S A FINE AND PRIVATE PLACE. By Alan Bradley. In the wake of an unthinkably family tragedy, twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce is struggling to fill her empty days. While drifting in a punt down the river, Flavia discovers a body in the water. If anything could take Flavia’s mind off sorrow, it is solving a murder. Although this one might lead the young sleuth to an early grave, 363 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

289889  A JUSTIFIED MURDER. By J. Fletcher & J. Land. Jessica Fletcher has had plenty to worry about over her storied career, as a novelist and as a sleuth. But now she’s Queen of the Nile. Can she solve the murder of a young woman whose disappearance was linked to her Norweigian heritage? 327 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95

290905  A WILLING MURDER. By J. Fletcher & J. Land. Jessica Fletcher has had plenty to worry about over her storied career, as a novelist and as a sleuth. But now she’s Queen of the Nile. Can she solve the murder of a young woman whose disappearance was linked to her Norweigian heritage? 327 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95

284789  EGGs ON ICE. By Laura Childs. Petra, Suzanne, and Toni who operate the Cackleberry Club cafe are heading off to the Women’s Memorial Cemetery to perform a Memorial Service for a twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce is struggling to fill her empty days. While drifting in a punt down the river, Flavia discovers a body in the water. If anything could take Flavia’s mind off sorrow, it is solving a murder. Although this one might lead the young sleuth to an early grave, 363 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

284650  VALENTINE CANDY MURDER. By Leslie Meier. In Valentine’s Day, Lucy gets barely herel at her first library board meeting in Tinker’s Cove, when the new librarian is found dead in the basement. In Chocolate Covered Murder, Tinker’s Cove is launching a travelzomato. The reader finds Lucy and Cecily are assigned a puff piece–until local store manager Tamzin Graves is found dead–and Lucy begins investigating. 410 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

284712  TRICK OR TREAT MURDER. By Leslie Meier. As everyone in Tinker’s Cove is preparing for the annual Halloween festival, an arsonist is loose in town. When a fire claims the life of a young woman, the police suspect the arsonist is the one who killed. 286 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $6.95

287066  EGGS IN A CASKET. By Laura Childs. Petra, Suzanne, and Toni who operate the Cackleberry Club cafe are heading off to the Women’s Memorial Cemetery to perform a Memorial Service for a
**MISSING PERSONS MYSTERIES**

* 297853 Dark Storm. By Karen Harper. Amid a flurry of mysterious leads and dead ends, forensic pathologist Claire Markwood and her criminal lawyer husband, Nick, tap every resource at their disposal to find Claire’s missing sister Darcy. But the deeper they dig, the more their professional and personal lives become intertwined. 370 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
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* 290613 Some Kind of Hero. By Suzanne Brockmann. Lieutenant Pete Greene-whips hotshot SEAL wannabes into elite fighters, so why can’t he handle his own sister? A girl! A single dad overnight, he’s unprepared, but with Maddy Maddigan, Pete knows she’s in trouble. Now he needs the Troubleshooters team at his back, along with an unconventional ally to bring Maddie home. 339 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $7.29.
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* 7374578 A Time to Stand. By Robert Whitlow. Adisa Johnson, a young African American attorney, is defending a white police officer who shot an unarmed black teen, now confessed to the crime. As the case unfolds, everyone in this small Georgia community must confront their own prejudices. Can Adisa stand up for justice in a community where she’s not wanted. 399 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.
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**COURTROOM DRAMAS**

* 2963639 Guilty as Sin. By Tami Hoag. The abduction of young Josh Kirschwood sends the town of Deer Lake, Minnesota into a tailspin, and Assistant County Attorney Ellen North is thrown into the hot seat. Her boss has granted full access of the case to true-crime writer Jay Brooks, and Ellen’s ex-lover is retained for the defense. 350 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.
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* 3771197 A Time to Stand. By Robert Whitlow. Adisa Johnson, a young African American attorney, is defending a white police officer who shot an unarmed black teen, now confessed to the crime. As the case unfolds, everyone in this small Georgia community must confront their own prejudices. Can Adisa stand up for justice in a community where she’s not wanted. 399 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.
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**POLICE PROCEEDURALS**

* 2990808 The Killing Room. By Peter May. When a mass grave containing eighteen mutilated female corpses is discovered in Shanghai, detective Li Yan is sent from Beijing to helpCID Lang, the head of the bodies are tied to an unsolved murder in the center. Here, Li will be working with Mei Ling, deputy head of Shanghai’s serious crime squad. 424 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.
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**THRILLERS**
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* 4571228 Finding Jake. By Bryan Reardon. At-home father Simon Connelly has received horrifying news: there has been a shooting at the high school. As his worst nightmare unfolds, Simon observes over the past, questioning whether the boy he raised could have committed such a thing. There is only one way he can understand what happened. He must find Jake. Book Club Edition. 264 pages. Morrow. Orig. Pub. at $26.99.
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* 3750024 The Good Daughter. By Karin Slaughter. Charlotte “Charlie” Quinn follows in her father’s footsteps and becomes a lawyer. But when violence comes to Pikesville again, and a shooting leaves the victim’s daughter traumatized, Charlie is plunged into a nightmare. Now the shocking truth about the crime that destroyed her family nearly thirty years ago won’t stay buried forever. 363 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99.
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* 3776700 Paper Ghosts. By Julia Heaberlin. An obsessive young woman has been waiting half her life, since she was twelve years old, for this moment. She has planned. Researched. Trained. Imagined. everything that has happened is the result of her own imagination. Her twin brother Joe vanished when he was eight and the girl who lived in the same house with him and convicted her sister and others in a series of killings sits in the passenger seat beside her. 349 pages. Pub. at $12.95.
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Thrillers

**2908231 SWEET VENGEANCE.** By Fern Michaels. After being convicted of murdering her husband and beloved twin girls, Texas legal assistant Claire Miller returns to her late husband's pharmaceutical company. There, she begins to gather knowledge for her case. But will she be able to learn the whole truth and reclaim her freedom? 344 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**3712184 THE NEIGHBOR.** By Joseph Souza. Bored and adrift in her new neighborhood, Leah finds herself watching Clarissa and Russell Gaines next door, envying their stylishly decorated home and their universal popularity. But the more Leah learns about Clarissa, the more questions about hidden turmoil emerge. Because behind every neighbor there are secrets that threaten lives. 342 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**2844689 SEE HOW SHE DIES.** By Lisa Jackson. London Danvers disappeared twenty years ago, the child of a hotel tycoon. Adria Nash claims to be the long lost heiress. If Adria really is London, she stands to inherit a fortune. But will she also become a target? Adria is right to be afraid. Because someone does believe her. Someone who has killed before and is watching her every move. 508 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

**6681904 ONE LAST BREATH.** By L. Jackson & N. Bush. Rory Anthony plans a wedding to Lincoln Springs, an isolated, off-the-books bloodbath as a gunman opened fire on the wedding party. Now Jane Hawk may be all that stands between a free nation and its enslavement by a powerful cabal's most-wanted fugitive. Now Jane Hawk may be all that stands...

**565307X NOTHING TO LOSE.** By Lee Child. Jack Reacher in the middle of a deadly confrontation. In nearby Bolton, South Dakota, one brave woman is standing up for justice in a small town threatened by sinister forces. If she's going to have a chance, it's up to Jack. That's going to have to change his plans. 494 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

**2948938 PERSUADER.** By Lee Child. Jack Reacher, an elite ex-military cop who left the service years ago, moves from place to place. But some unfinished business has caught up to him, and Reacher is a man who hates unfinished business. 484 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

**6411715 61 HOURS.** By Lee Child. A tour bus crashes in a snowstorm and lands between a tennis court and a vagonry charge in a small town called Despair. He has a headstrong curiosity to discover what the secrets are that Despair is so desperate to hide. Jack is putting his life in a hair's way and his only ally is a mysterious female cop. 531 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

**2943425 THE FORBIDDEN DOOR.** By Dean Koontz. In the late summer, long ago, a killer arrived in a small coastal town and killed a family. In a few months he brutally murdered four families. His savagery ended only when he himself was killed by the last survivor of the last family, a fourteen-year-old boy. Half a continent away and two decades later, someone is watching both Kitty and Alison—and someone who wants revenge. 340 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00.

**4567811 WHAT THE NIGHT KNOWS.** By Dean Koontz. In the late summer, long ago, a killer arrived in a small coastal town and killed a family. In a few months he brutally murdered four families. His savagery ended only when he himself was killed by the last survivor of the last family, a fourteen-year-old boy. Half a continent away and two decades later, someone is watching both Kitty and Alison—and someone who wants revenge. 340 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00.

**5085363 THE CROOKED STAIRCASE.** By Dean Koontz. Battling the strange epidemi of murder suicides that cl aimed...
Thrillers

3815625 THE PERFECT LIE. By Thomas Christopher Greene. Susan Zan, a young widow and single mother, has remarried Max, a charismatic artist and popular motivational speaker whose career took her out of New York City to a Vermont university town. But both Susan and Max are keeping secrets from the world and from each other—secrets that could destroy their family and everything they have built. 279 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3760675 THE MAYAN SECRETS. By Clive Cussler & Perry Houdin. When Sam and Remi Fargo are in Mexico providing aid after a devastating earthquake when they come upon an amazing discovery—the skeleton of a man clutching an ancient sealed pot. And within the pot, a Mayan book, larger and more detailed than any in existence. 394 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

3841238 BOOK OF SOULS. By Glenn Cooper. Former FBI Special Agent Will Parker solved and survived the “Doomsday Killer” case, and his reward was a forced early retirement. But the shattering truths he built. 279 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

2966323 QUARRY’S CLIMAX. By Max Allan Collins. Memphis, 1975. Max Climer’s growing empire of adult entertainment has made him a hated man. So much so that someone has hired a killer to end his life permanently. Only another hit man—the professional known as Quarry—can keep Climer from becoming a casualty of the Sexual Revolution. 240 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99 $3.95

3911078 QUARRY’S VOTE. By Max Allan Collins. Now retired and happily married, Quarry turns down a million-dollar contract to assassinate a presidential candidate. It’s not the kind of assignment you can just walk away from without consequences. But the fallout from his decision quickly becomes a bigger risk than they are expecting. One of them is hiding a secret and Quarry is planning to reveal it. A weekend away in the woods sounds like fun, until no one can hear your cries for help. 406 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95 $12.95

3754383 THE MISTAKE I MADE. By Paula Daly. Single mother Roz has reached a breaking-point. After the dissolution of her marriage, her business has gone under, debts are piling up, and her ex-husband is now after her for alimony. But then the phone rings and Roz is offered cash to spend the night with a very powerful and very married man—if she’s willing to make compromises in order to protect her family. 347 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95

6927112 AFTER ANNA. By Alex Lake. A girl is missing, taken from outside her school, vanished, faceless. But one week after she was abducted, Anna is returned. She has no memory of what happened. For her mother, is just the beginning of the nightmare. 408 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95

3795331 THE MILLIONAIRES. By Brad Meltzer. Charlie and Oliver Caruso are brothers working at an ultra-exclusive private bank when they’re faced with an offer they can’t refuse—their three million dollars in an abandoned account. The problem is, they don’t know which account. Meanwhile, the Caruso brothers are on the run—and about to uncover an explosive secret. 524 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $10.95

3979988 FACE OFF. By David Hagberg. When terrorists try to ambush President Brennan in Moscow, his right-hand man, U.S. Marshal Mercy Brennan has just recovered from being shot in the line of duty. And, unbeknownst to her, her brother and his girlfriend are in the sights of St. Louis’s most powerful gang. 299 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

3728110 KEEP HER SAFE. By Sophie Hannah. Late at night and exhausted, Cara lets herself into her hotel room and is shocked to find a man and a teenage girl. A simple mistake she thought. But then she realizes she just saw the most famous murder victim in the country. The woman’s kids are serving him sentences for her murder. Did she really see her? Will she risk her life to find the truth? 346 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

3729205 ZOO 2: Book Shots. By James Patterson and P.J. Tracy. As violence accelerates in Minneapolis, homicide detectives Magozzi and Haas are tracking a sick young girl. A simple case of finding a woman and a teenage girl. But the girl is hiding something important. And that something is about to turn the trip from hell. The kids are in danger, and the boy who is trying to protect her has an ultimatum. He either goes after the girl or he must live with the consequences. 364 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $8.95

4001444 NOTHING STAYS BURIED. By Nancy Mehl. Following in her absentee father’s footsteps in a law enforcement career, U.S. Marshal Mercy Brennan has just recovered from being shot in the line of duty. And, unbeknownst to her, her brother and his girlfriend are in the sights of St. Louis’s most powerful gang. 299 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

4052062 PRIVATE: The Royals. By James Patterson with R. Jones. Private is the most elite detective agency in the world. But when kidnappers threaten to execute a royal family member in front of the Queen, Jack Morgan has just twenty-four hours to stop them. Or heads will roll—literally. 138 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

387964X FATAL FROST. By Nancy Mehl. Following in her absentee father’s footsteps in a law enforcement career, U.S. Marshal Mercy Brennan has just recovered from being shot in the line of duty. And, unbeknownst to her, her brother and his girlfriend are in the sights of St. Louis’s most powerful gang. 299 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


3710444 ONE BAD NIGHT. By P.J. Tracy. As violence accelerates in Minneapolis, homicide detectives Magozzi and Haas are tracking a sick young girl. A simple case of finding a woman and a teenage girl. But the girl is hiding something important. And that something is about to turn the trip from hell. The kids are in danger, and the boy who is trying to protect her has an ultimatum. He either goes after the girl or he must live with the consequences. 364 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $8.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/820
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682708 MOST DANGEROUS PLACE. By James Grippando. Jack Swyteck agrees to represent Isabella Bonelli, the wife of the innocent friend. She’s been accused of consorting to kill the man who raped her in college. This tense thriller explores the line between victim and perpetrator. 356 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

596044 EXTREME PREY. By John Sandford. No longer employed by the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, Lucas Davenport finds himself in a very unusual situation. His friend, the governor, has asked him to check out the rumors he’s been hearing about a 10-year-old girl who is missing. He finds out that she is in fact his most unusual and most intractable foe. 392 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $9.95

695399 ESCAPE CLAUSE. By John Sandford. Virgil Flowers is in for the perfect day. He is tracking two care-tiger families that have vanished from the Minnesota Zoo, suspected stolen for their traditional Chinese medicine. On another, his girlfriend’s moving in for the summer. She’s working on a project that brings her up against some very influential people. Even worse—he thinks Virgil is kind of cute. 392 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

463081 GATHERING PREY. By John Sandford. They’re called Travelers, moving from place to place, committing crimes. And now, somebody is killing them. When Lucas Davenport’s adopted daughter, Letty, is contacted by a Traveler whose male companion has gone missing, Lucas reluctantly joins Letty’s investigation. 423 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $7.95

315156 HEADS YOU WIN. By Jeffrey Archer. Leningrad, Russia, 1986. Alexander Karpenko is no ordinary child, and from an early age, it’s clear he is destined to lead his countrymen. But when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying the state, he and his mother will have to escape from Russia. In a single moment, a double life begins. 365 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

289527 LIFEGUARD. By James Patterson & J. A. G. Working as a lifeguard at a luxurious Florida resort, Ned Kelly meets the woman of his dreams. But nothing goes right. Under the guise of a skilled and cold-blooded, Bennett begins to search for the truth. His friend, the governor, has asked him to check out the rumors he’s been hearing about a 10-year-old girl who is missing. He finds out that she is in fact his most unusual and most intractable foe. 470 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

299195 SHADES OF TWILIGHT. By Linda Howard. Ten years after Webb leaves for Arizona, the story of those three women than anyone outside their circle possible could—or should. 338 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

296659 BARELY LEGAL. By S. Woods & P. Hall. Under the tutelage of Stone Barrington, Herbie Fisher has transformed from a young bank employee into an agent of the Ground Shore Woodman & Weld. But even his new skills can’t prepare him for his next assignment. Bennett is interested in greed that could spell his end. 357 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

680408 THE HIMALAYAN CODEX. By J. R. Finch & B. Schott. Mac uncovers an ancient Roman codex written by Flinny the Eel, revealing that historically significant long-lost ancient clues with uncovering more about this miracle species, Mac sets off into the remote valleys of Tibet, into the region known as the Lhasa. Hungering deeper into the unknown. 470 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

571421 THE MURDER BOOK. By Jonathan Kellerman. L.A. psychologist-detective Alex Delaware has received a strange, anonymous package in the mail, filled with gruesome samples. Her path leads her to a shocking murder shows the killers are both skilled and cold-blooded. Bennett begins to search for the truth. His friend, the governor, has asked him to check out the rumors he’s been hearing about a 10-year-old girl who is missing. He finds out that she is in fact his most unusual and most intractable foe. 470 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

369677 REDEMPTION ROAD. By John Hart. A boy with a gun waits for the man who killed his mother. A troubled detective confronts her past in the aftermath of a brutal shooting. And after hearing the truth, they are free as deep in the forest, on the altar of an abandoned church, a body cools in pale linen. This is a town on the brink. This is Redemption Road. 417 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

661400 VOID MOON. By Michael Connelly. The perfect heist gone wrong and Cassie Black, returning to her old profession after doing six years in prison, is on the run—with a near-psychotic Vega “fixer” killing everyone that knew about the job. 454 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

461100 STRANGERS. By U. Archer. A stranger. Why does Joanna, Eri’s fiancée, not remember ever having met him? Why are all of his things gone from the house they share? The more they try to understand the situation, the more confusing it becomes. Soon they realize that they are in deadly danger. And there’s only one chance for survival, they cannot be strangers to stay alive. 314 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

382029 THE FAVORITE SISTER. By Jessica Knoll. Brett and Kelly have always talked the line between being supportive sisters and bitter rivals. Brett has become the fan favorite on a reality show, featuring beautiful and competitive women. When Kelly is cast as the villain, Brett will do whatever it takes to keep their castmates in the dark. Still, no one expects that this season will end in murder. 375 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

289919 BEFORE I LET YOU IN. By Jenny Blake. While her twin sister, Belinda, is a new patient with issues she just can’t quite put her finger on, she begins to realize she may have put her dearest friends, Eleanor and Bea, in danger. Because her patient knows more about these three women than anyone outside their circle possible could—or should. 338 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

784452 FOREVER AND A DEATH. By Donald E. Westlake. A former rich, Hong Kong businessman, decides to use a doomsday device to set off a “soothing wave” that will turn the ground to sludge in Hong Kong, causing the ground to sludge in Hong Kong, causing the Ottoma n Empire—and to the existence of a mysterious, long-lost “Manifest” which, if discovered, could change the history of the world. Dirk Pitt Investigations. 627 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

66717X BULLSEYE. By John Patterson & M. Ledwidge. Detective Michael Bennett must trace the source of a threat that could rip America apart and ignite a war the likes of which the world has never seen. He’s the only one that can save the president—and the country—for the assassin’s deadly kid shot hits its mark. 327 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

658402 WORST CASE. By John Patterson & M. Ledwidge. The son of one of New York’s wealthiest families is taken hostage. His parents can’t save him because the kidnapper isn’t demanding money. Instead, he quizzes his prisoner on the price others pay for his life of luxury. Wrong answers could spell his end. Michael Bennett and FBI Agent Emory Parker lead the investigation. 351 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

398221 BURN. By John Hart. Living alone on six thousand acres of once sacred land, Johnny’s only connection to normal life is his old friend Jack. But Jack sees danger in the wild places Johnny calls home; he senses darkness and hunger, an intractable threat. There are things Johnny knows, things he can do. But one of the Ottoman’s Grif’s is after Jack, and Jack sees danger in the wild places Johnny calls home; he senses darkness and hunger, an intractable threat. There are things Johnny knows, things he can do. But one of the Ottoman’s Grif’s is after Jack, and Jack

674350 THE CRUSH. By Sandra Brown. Notorious hit man Ricky Loiza is on trial and his lawyer, Ronnie Nelson, is on jury duty. She soon delivers a verdict of not guilty and gains an admirer. Days after Loiza’s release, one of Rennie’s professional rivals is brutally murdered and Rennie becomes the prime suspect. 454 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

284803 DUEL TO THE DEATH. By J.A. Jance. After taking down the man responsible for his best friend’s death, Stuart Ramey wrongly thinks the case is finally closed. To sort out his situation and take Frigg, a rogue AI down for good, Stu enlists the help of Ali Reynolds and the rest of her team. They end up at High Noon Enterprises. SHOPWORN. 354 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

512529 BULLSEYE. By John Patterson & M. Ledwidge. Detective Michael Bennett must trace the source of a threat that could rip America apart and ignite a war the likes of which the world has never seen. He’s the only one that can save the president—and the country—for the assassin’s deadly kid shot hits its mark. 327 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

584988 UNSPEAKABLE. By Sandra Brown. Born deaf and lately widowed. Antonio, a skilled and cold-blooded psychopath bent on revenge has escaped from prison and has her in his sights. Ditter Jack Sawyer, recently hired by her father-in-law, hopes to protect Anna and her son. But he’s got secrets of his own. 502 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

672312 CRESCENT DAWN. By Dirk Cussler. Roman artifacts discovered in Turkey and Israel unnervingly connect to the rise of a modern fundamentalist movement whose members are determined to restore the glory of the Ottoman Empire. To the ex-istence of a mysterious, long-lost “Manifest” which, if discovered, could change the history of the world. Dirk Pitt Investigations. 627 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**$6.95**

**692743 THE CUBAN AFFAIR.** By Nelson DeMille. When Carlos, a hotshot Miami lawyer, approaches Mac, a charter boat captain for a covert mission his interest is piqued. Mac meets Carlos’ clients, a mysterious Cuban exile, and a beautiful Cuban American named Sara. Their mission is to recover 60 million dollars Sara’s grandfather hid in Cuba. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**$5.95**

**218702X THE CUBAN AFFAIR.** By Nelson DeMille. Charter boat captain Mac agrees to hear why Miami lawyer Carlos wants his boat for a day fishing tournament in Cuba; to be accompanied by a covert mission and a sizable payday. The mission: to steal from a story of two men to recover 60 million dollars his grandfather hid in Cuba. Mac will either walk away rich—or not at all. 433 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**$5.95**

**2086711 RIGHT REBOUND.** By Lisa Ballantyne. Ten years ago, Sharla’s older brother beat their father to death in order to save both their lives. Now thirteen years old, she has finally moved on. Then the call comes in. A suspect shooting his way through Oregon, who may very well be her brother. But what if the story is true? 389 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00

**$5.95**

**3815943 DESPERATE GIRLS.** By Laura Griffin. A federal judge, attorney Brynn Holloran once helped prosecute resource users and starts a killing spree to wipe out those who put him behind bars. It soon becomes clear that Brynn needs to run for her life. But when she gets involved in the investigation, Brynn’s desperate search rekindles a killer’s fury. 416 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $8.99

**$6.95**

**299416 HIGH WHITE SUN.** By J. Todd Scott. As the new law in Big Bend County, Sheriff Chris Cherry is struggling to remake his department. When Chris and his team investigate the brutal murder of a local river guide, they’re thrown into a twenty year vendetta against a murdered Texas Ranger, and that will end with fire, blood, and bullets. 579 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**$7.95**

**2987686 THE SWITCH.** By Joseph Finder. Michael Tanner picks up the wrong MacBook in an airport security line, a mistake he doesn’t notice until he arrives home in Boston. Tanner’s curiosity gets the better of him, and he discovers that the owner is a U.S. senator, and that laptop contains top secret files. Suddenly Tanner finds himself a hunted man on the run, and able to trust no one. 373 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.99

**$6.95**

**2723641 TRANSIENT.** By Buck 50. After a conference, Massachusetts Superior Court judge Juliana Brody realizes the one-night stand she had was no random encounter. She’s being blackmailed, her night of passion turned into a honor killing. Beyond the personal humiliation, her family is now in mortal jeopardy. In the end, turning the tables on her adversaries will require her to be as ruthless as they are. 509 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00

**$6.95**

**377328 LITTLE SISTER.** By Isabel Ashdown. Behind the seemingly happy family, there are devastating deceits and long-ago choices that can never be undone. And when the truth of what really happened to drivers Emily and Jess aptly years ago. 327 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**$4.95**

**400606X MEMORY MAN.** By David Baldacci. Detective Amos Decker, a man with perfect memory, returns home one evening and enters a nightmare—his wife, young daughter, and brother-in-law have been murdered. Now, more than a year later, Amos seeks the one man he thought could make amends. But instead of closure, he’s called to lead a new crew into battle against a massive fire in the Sierra Nevadas. And then things go wrong—very quickly. 295 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**$4.95**

**290623 THE BROKEN PLACES.** By Ace Atkins. Mississippi sheriff Quentin Colin is already trying to keep the peace in Jericho with a return of a controversial pardoned killer. More trouble is on the way in the form of some escaped convicts who think their hidden loot is about to be stolen. And to up the ante considerably, a tornado hits town. 385 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**$3.95**

**2915471 THE MISSING INFORMANT.** By Bernard Schaffer. Rookie cop Carrie Santero has always been fascinated by serial killers. Now, as a detective in training, she finally has her chance to make a difference. To hunt down a picnic and kill the four members of the local top-secret informants before outside forces bring the whole network crashing down. But you never know who can be corrupted—for a price. 276 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $16.00

**$4.95**

**285711 THE SHADOW OF FU-MANCHU.** By Sax Rohmer. As the Cold War reaches a fever pitch, Dr. Morris Craig develops a new energy weapon that could tip the balance of power. To prevent the device from falling into Communist hands, Fu-Manchu, the world’s most notorious criminal, prepares to make a move. But can a signature deal keep the weapon from the Devil Doctor himself? 249 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**$2.95**

**664652 THE MOORES ARE MISSING.** By James Patterson & Co. The housewife with Sam Hawken—Maggie Dennis’s neighbor is brutally murdered and everyone, including her husband, is suspected. With the central figure zeroed in by Ed Chatterton—Special Forces vet Cody Thurston becomes a fugitive out for revenge. 474 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**$7.95**

**689756 THE GUILTY.** By David Baldacci. Luther, the most powerful, most professional, disciplined, and lethal assassin, is sent into a high-speed chase, he wakes up in the hospital not the only one on the hunt. Someone else wants his brother dead. 671 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**$12.95**

**67186X4 THE TEMPLAR BROTHERHOOD.** By David Baldacci. Quinn Colson’s late uncle put the Pritchards’ family in a powerful position. With his family, his friends, his town, Quinn Colson is the only one who can help turn back. 348 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**$5.95**

**381609X STONE MOTHERS.** By Erin Keli. Marianne was left in London with nothing but a promise. Leaving been shot leaving her family, her boyfriend, Jesse, and the body buried. Now, thirty years later, forced to return in order to help care for her sick mother, she can feel the past closing in around her. 356 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $17.00

**$9.95**

**381761I SOCIAL CREATURE.** By Sara Isobella Burton. Louise has nothing. Lavinia has everything. After a chance encounter, the two spiral into an intimate, intense, and possibly toxic friendship. This seductive story takes a classic tale of obsession and makes it irresistibly new. 273 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95

**$9.95**

**3806711 THE LYNCHING.** By Shawn Grady. Smokejumper Silas Kent never foresaw the trap that would ensnare him in a small town. 574 pages. Vision. Pub. at $17.00

**$12.95**

**3892626 ZERO DAY.** By David Baldacci. When military investigator John Puller is called out to investigate a grisly murder scene, he joins forces with a local homicide detective to solve the case. But as they dig through murder, deception, discovering an undercurrent of conspiracy that reaches far beyond the confines of this small town. 574 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**$8.95**

**230984Z MEMOR Y MAN.** By David Baldacci. Detective Amos Decker, a man with perfect memory, returns home one evening and enters a nightmare—his wife, young daughter, and brother-in-law have been murdered. Now, more than a year later, Amos seeks the one man he thought could make amends. But instead of closure, he’s called to lead a new crew into battle against a massive fire in the Sierra Nevadas. And then things go wrong—very quickly. 295 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**$4.95**
Thrillers

- **3795284 ANGELS & DEMONS.** By Dan Brown. World-renowned Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon is asked by the Vatican's powerful research facility to analyze a cryptic symbol seared into the chest of a murdered physician. What he discovers is unimaginable: a deadly world conspiracy against the Catholic Church. St. Martin’s, 576 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **290988 THE FORCE.** By Don Winslow. Denny Malone is a highly decorated and very respected NYPD detective sergeant. But what few know is that Denny and his partners, have stolen millions. But the jig is up: Malone is caught in a trap and being squeezed by the feds. He’s walking a thin line, and failure could mean the implosion of his family, his career, or the city itself. 462 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

- **6827537 LOOK BEHIND YOU.** By Iris & Roy Johansen. A team of profilers join the FBI-in the pursuit of a serial killer. As the body count rises and the detectives become the newest targets, Kendra must risk everything to discover the truth in a case terrifying than any she’s been in the years in the making, 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

- **3725758 CRIMSON LAKE.** By Candice Fox. Sydney detective Ted Corlphook was accused but cleared by both the CIA and the FBI–in the pursuit of a serial killer. As the body count rises and the detectives become the newest targets, Kendra must risk everything to discover the truth. Now it’s north to keep a low profile where his lawyer introduces him to Ms. Amanda Pharell, herself a convicted murderer. Ted agrees to help with her investigation, a case full of deception and obsession. 348 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **3776541 SHE’S OUT.** By Lynda La Plante. After serving a lengthy sentence for the murder of her husband, Dolly is free from prison. And she’s only got one thing on her mind: the diamonds she stashed before the police caught her. Dolly has big plans, and she intends to realize them and avoid all those who are after her–and the diamonds. 448 pages. Zaffe. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

- **5742342 EXIT STRATEGY.** By Steve Hamilton. Nick Mason has been given a mission: locate the three men who put his newborn baby girl in grave danger. But first he has to find them—they’re ghost prisoners locked down around the clock in classified locations. He risks everything to bring the children home. 288 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00

- **3154394 SHARK BEACH.** By Chris Jameson. A dream gateway is about to turn into a living nightmare when the Scully’s land on Florida’s Captiva Island. They never expected the rowdy college spring-breakers next door, or a hurricane that washed a huge shark onto their beach. But what starts as an inquiry about missing bank funds in Knight’s account quickly devolves into a life-and-death race across the country. 324 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

- **5859836 CURIOUS MINDS.** By Janet Evanovich & P. Sutton. Fresh from Harvard, Ridge Motorsports owner Kitten Agnew is excited about the first car company she’s ever worked for. But her head starts as an inquiry about missing bank funds in Knight’s account quickly devolves into a life-and-death race across the country. 324 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

- **3773996 ALL THE BEAUTIFUL LIES.** By Peter Swanson. Messenized by two women, Harry Ackerman finds himself falling deeper under their spell. Yet the closer he gets to them, the more isolated he feels, disoriented by a growing fear that both women are hiding dangerous, even deadly, secrets—and that neither is telling the truth about the death of her father. 285 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

- **3812642 DREAD JOURNEY.** By Dorothy B. Hughes. Kitten Agnew, the most recent candidate for the starring role in Vivien Leigh’s upcoming film, thinks she’s found a friend in Sebastian Brant, a young professor of Shakespeare. But what starts as an inquiry about missing bank funds in Knight’s account quickly devolves into a life-and-death race across the country. 324 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

- **3797329 THE LAST SECOND.** By C. Coulter & J.T. Ellison. A private French space agency has launched a communications satellite into orbit. But the launch is a disaster—a failed part is blown into a wheel of a gear triggered electromagnetic pulse (EMP), that has the power to destroy everything. Special Agents Nicholas Drummond and Liz Harper are on the clock to stop the EMP, 447 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **3729761 THE FIFTH DOCTRINE.** By Karen Robards. In North Korea, one that’s poised to end the threat of the rogue regime poses for good. The U.S. sends Bianca St. Ives to go undercover as the female bait, just as Mike wonders if the setup has been flawe...
Deep, floated up from the depths of Drake & Sweeney. Now Michael’s face—and suddenly he’s willing to do the unthinkable.
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Spies & Espionage

297785 END GAME. By David Baldacci. Robie and Jessica Reel are the people the government calls in when the utmost secrecy is required to take out those who plot violence and mass destruction against the United States. Through every mission that takes him across all borders, Blue Man has always had their backs. Now, Blue Man has gone missing. 424 pages. Central. Pap. at $29.95 $6.95

5743692 TOM CLANCY TRUE FAITH AND ALLEGiance. By Mark Greaney. A;o4 n a D eep Pl ease has compromised the personal information of millions of American military officers and intelligence agents. After several deadly attacks on off-duty personnel and their families, President Jack Ryan must find the hackers before it’s too late. 726 pages. Berkley. Pap. $16.99

377999 KILLING EVE: No Tomorrow. By Luke Jennings. Former MI6 operative Eve reveals a new side to her strengths, while coming even closer to a duel with skilled assassin Villanelle. The action moves from Europe to Russia, and to a shattering face to face confrontation, as Eve finally unwraps the enigma of her adversary's true identity and intentions. 252 pages. Mulholland. Pap. at $25.00 $5.95

37429X A SOLDIER'S REVENGE. By Matthew Dunn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Will Cade is a murderer who is locked up in his bathtub. He has no memory of the night before, but he's sure he's been framed. Will is on his way to visit the sons of a killed colleague but the family had already been called in. The paper is getting hot and ruthless operative must track down his adversary, save the boys, and prove his innocence before it's too late. 415 pages. HarperLUXE. Pap. at $26.99 $4.95

374228 THE DECEIVERS. By Alex Marwood. A woman is killed in a murder-suicide in the heart of the West End. But when Eve Polastri is tapped by the Secret Intelligence Service to find and capture or kill the assassin responsible. As Eve and England are thrown into the arms of a man with a final confrontation from which neither will emerge unscathed. 219 pages. Mulholland. Pap. at $25.00 $5.95

291208 THE GIRL IN THE SPIDER'S WEB. By David Lagercrantz. When Bjornvall receives a call from a source who claims to have been given information vital to the United States by a young female hacker, he reaches out to Salander for help. Together they are drawn into a world of spies, cybercriminals, and government operatives, some willing to kill to protect their secrets. 376 pages. Penguin. Pap. at $20.95 $4.95

668081X ROBERT LUDLUM'S THE BOURNE ENIGMA. By Eric Van Lustbader. On the heels of his New York Times bestseller, Operation и, head of a top secret department of the NSA, is convinced of Jason Bourne's treason and will do everything in his power to kill him. Flushed with success from a series of less-than-honorable deals, Bourne has one hope left, he must join forces with his bitterest enemy, a Somali arms dealer named Karnak. $4.00

2659246 ROBERT LUDLUM'S THE BOURNE INITIATIVE. By Eric Van Lustbader. $4.00

5781499 THE RHYTHM SECTION. By Mark Burnett. Stephanie Patrick is devastated after her whole family dies in a plane crash. But when she discovers that the Downing of Flight NEO27 wasn’t an accident but an act of terrorism, Stephanie enters the fight for her life to achieve her goal: revenge. 597 pages. St. Martin's. Pap. at $29.95 $7.95

5794277 THE GUILTY. By David Baldacci. Willy Robie is the government's most professional, disciplined, and lethal assassin. He initiates the world's most hostile countries, handles the world's most dangerous secrets, and eliminates threats. Now, his hand skills have left him. To recover, Robie must confront his past. 555 pages. Grand Central. Pap. at $39.95 $7.95

LETHAL HOUSE OF SPIES. By Daniel Silva. Legendary spy, assassin, and art restorer Gabriel Allon is back and out for revenge on the world’s most dangerous terrorist, a shadowy ISIS operative working out of Beirut. As Allon and his team close in on the conspiracy, Gabriel, the legendary art restorer and assassin who serves as the chief of Israel’s secret intelligence service. Now he and the Russians will engage in a final epic showdown. 452 pages. Harper. Pap. at $16.99 $4.95

LETHAL HOUSE OF SPIES. By Daniel Silva. Legendary spy, assassin, and art restorer Gabriel Allon is back and out for revenge, determined to hunt down the world’s most dangerous terrorist, a shadowy ISIS operative working out of Beirut. As Allon and his team close in on the conspiracy, Gabriel, the legendary art restorer and assassin who serves as the chief of Israel’s secret intelligence service. Now he and the Russians will engage in a final epic showdown. 452 pages. Harper. Pap. at $16.99 $4.95

2853726 THE ENEMY OF MY ENEMY. By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Evidence has surfaced that in WWII’s last gasps, Heinrich Himmler had stashed away a fortune to launch a secret religion, dedicated both to Himmler and the creation of the Fourth Reich. That money is still out there in the hands of Odessa, and Special Agent James Cronley Jr. is tasked to find it. 387 pages. Putnam. Pap. at $29.00 $13.95

3719480 DEATH AT NUREMBERG. By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Special Agent James Cronley Jr. finds himself fighting wars on all sides when he’s assigned to protect the U.S. chief prosecutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and to dismantle the infamous Odessa—an organization dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. 397 pages. Putnam. Pap. at $9.99 $5.91

2848591 DEATH AT NUREMBERG. By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Special Agent James Cronley Jr. finds himself fighting wars on all sides when he’s assigned to protect the U.S. chief prosecutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and to dismantle the infamous Odessa—an organization dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. 397 pages. Putnam. Pap. at $9.99 $5.91

3759616 THE ENEMY OF MY ENEMY. By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. Evidence has surfaced that in WWII’s last gasps, Heinrich Himmler had stashed away a fortune to launch a secret religion, dedicated both to Himmler and the creation of the Fourth Reich. That money is still out there in the hands of Odessa, and Special Agent James Cronley Jr. is tasked to find it. 385 pages. Putnam. Pap. at $9.99 $5.91

2853900 THE TERRORIZORS. By Donald Hamilton. 259 pages. Titan. Pap. at $7.99 $3.95

285712X THE SILENCERS. By Donald Hamilton. 223 pages. Titan. Pap. at $7.99 $3.95


2956217 COLLUSION. By N. Gingrich & P. Earley. 350 pages. Broadway. Pap. at $27.99 $17.95


2794349 CURTAIN OF DEATH. By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. 467 pages. Putnam. Pap. at $29.00 $2.95


2686385 FLASH POINTS. By David Hagberg. 316 pages. Perseus. Pap. at $25.99 $7.95


2966719 TINKER, TAILOR, SOLDIER, SPY. By John Le Carre. 361 pages. Penguin. Pap. at $17.00 $3.95

3726541 A SINGLE SPY. By William Christie. 391 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $25.99 $4.95

Sherlock Holmes
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**3810986** THE BODY IN THE DUMB RIVER. By George Bellairs. Roused from a comfortable night’s sleep, Superintendent Littlejohn of Scotland Yard is soon at the scene where a body has been pulled from the river. With any clues to the culprit’s identity few and far between, his veteran sleuth boards a train heading north to dredge up the truth. 210 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. $14.99

**3777941** DIALOGUES OF THE DEAD. By Reginald Hill. A darkness is settling over a terrorised community, brought on by a genius friend who hides clues to his horrific acts in complex riddles and brilliant wordplay. hill is a sure hit with his signature wordplay, his stories are a treat to read. 252 pages. Crime Club. Paperbound. $12.95


**3771423** MR CAMPION’S FAREWELL. By Mike Ripley. After the death of his uncle, Albert Campion has come to the picture-postcard English village of Starvel Hollow to sort through his uncle’s old house. There he finds himself in a desperate race against time to catch an old enemy. 249 pages. Black Swan. Paperbound. $14.00

**3725570** INSPECTOR FRENCH’S GREATEST CASE. By Freeman Wills Crofts. When young Maxwell Cheyne discovers that a series of mishaps are a result of unwelcome attention from a dangerous gang of criminals, he teams up with a young woman to outwit them. When she disappears, he goes to Scotland Yard for help, and Inspector Joseph French takes charge of the investigation. Originally published in 1926. 290 pages. Collins. Paperbound. $12.99

**3797777** FULL DARK HOUSE. By Christopher Fowler. A bizarre bombing case may be only the beginning for Arthur Bryant. For detective John May, it means the end of a partnership that began during the Blitz of WWII. Now the past may have returned with murderous consequences. 356 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $11.95

**288473X** STRANGE TIDE. By Christopher Fowler. The life of a British detective has been turned upside down when a mysterious woman occasions an extra-case that is not quite what it seems. 280 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $9.95

**2905892** THE CROW TRAP. By Ann Cleeves. At an isolated cottage in the Scottish countryside, two women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the team, is found murdered, she is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $27.99

**3709944** TELLING TALES. By Ann Cleeves. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope returns to the murder case, and the villagers are transported back to a time they would rather forget. Tensions begin to mount, but are people afraid of the killer, or of their own guilty pasts? 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $18.99

**292871X** WILD FIRE. By Ann Cleeves. An English family moves to the remote Shetland islands, eager to give their autistic son a better life. But when a young nanny’s body is found hanging in the barn beside her home, rumors of her affair with the husband spread like wildfire and Detective Inspector Jimmy Perez is called in to investigate. 398 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. $26.99

**3729095** THE DIRTY DOZEN. By Lynda La Plante. A special forces unit is forced to confront the brutal reality of war and their own inner demons. 535 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $27.99

**2865980** THE HAND OF FU-MANCHU. By Sax Rohmer. First published in 1917, this classic tale of the mysterious Fu-Manchu box and murder most foul could not be more timely. 352 pages. Zaffre. Paperbound. $16.00

**2857103** THE RETURN OF DR. FU-MANCHU. By Sax Rohmer. First published in 1919, this classic tale of the mysterious Fu-Manchu box and murder most foul could not be more timely. 352 pages. Zaffre. Paperbound. $16.00

**2847884** BRYANT & MAY: Hall of Mirrors. By Christopher Fowler. How does a supernatural, ancient evil like Bryant and May of the Peculiar Crimes Unit come to life? Flashback to London in 1969, when a team of guards was murdered in a vault that held a supranatural evil. 320 pages. Titan. Paperbound. $13.95

**279473X** STRANGE TIDE. By Christopher Fowler. A bizarre bombing case may be only the beginning for Arthur Bryant. For detective John May, it means the end of a partnership that began during the Blitz of WWII. Now the past may have returned with murderous consequences. 356 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $11.95

**3779777** FULL DARK HOUSE. By Christopher Fowler. A bizarre bombing case may be only the beginning for Arthur Bryant. For detective John May, it means the end of a partnership that began during the Blitz of WWII. Now the past may have returned with murderous consequences. 356 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $11.95

**2813319** SILENT VOICES. By Ann Cleeves. When Vera finds the body of a woman in the sauna of her local gym, she wonders if for once she’s uncovered a simple death of natural causes. But something about the woman’s cold; it attracts around the victim’s throat, along with new details that make this case far more baffling than she had imagined. 134 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $12.95

**2807793** THE MAN IN THE WATER. By Patricia Highsmith. London, 1850. A young^*^ English Lenox struggles to make a name for himself as a detective. But when an anonymous writer sends a letter to the paper claiming to have solved a man-made crime, and promising to kill again. Lenox is convinced that this is his chance to prove himself. Soon Lenox is pitted against a maniacal murderer. 292 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. $25.95

**2877767** MAIGRET IN COURT. By Georges Simenon. When Inspector Maigret is called to testify in court and reveals his doubts about a picture framed accuse of double murder, his actions have tragic consequences that he could never have foreseen. 146 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $7.95

**2806578** MURDERER MAYHEM AT HONEYCHURCH HALL. By Hannah Dennison. Tierney is a young nurse who is now living with her London publisher’s office, so her daughter, Kate, investigates the local post office, where it appears she left the building. It appears as if Tierney was never a long-time nurse at the hospital, in a body and a young man to outwit them. When she disappears, he goes to Scotland Yard for help, and Inspector Joseph French takes charge of the investigation. Originally published in 1926. 290 pages. Collins. Paperbound. $12.99

**3087703** THE BODY IN THE DUMB RIVER. By George Bellairs. Roused from a comfortable night’s sleep, Superintendent Littlejohn of Scotland Yard is soon at the scene where a body has been pulled from the river. With any clues to the culprit’s identity few and far between, his veteran sleuth boards a train heading north to dredge up the truth. 210 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. $14.99

**2877767** MAIGRET IN COURT. By Georges Simenon. When Inspector Maigret is called to testify in court and reveals his doubts about a picture framed accuse of double murder, his actions have tragic consequences that he could never have foreseen. 146 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $12.95

**2813319** SILENT VOICES. By Ann Cleeves. When Vera finds the body of a woman in the sauna of her local gym, she wonders if for once she’s uncovered a simple death of natural causes. But something about the woman’s cold; it attracts around the victim’s throat, along with new details that make this case far more baffling than she had imagined. 134 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $16.99

**3790944** TELLING TALES. By Ann Cleeves. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope returns to the murder case, and the villagers are transported back to a time they would rather forget. Tensions begin to mount, but are people afraid of the killer, or of their own guilty pasts? 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $18.99

**2905892** THE CROW TRAP. By Ann Cleeves. At an isolated cottage in the Scottish countryside, two women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the team, is found murdered, she is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $27.99

**3709944** TELLING TALES. By Ann Cleeves. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope returns to the murder case, and the villagers are transported back to a time they would rather forget. Tensions begin to mount, but are people afraid of the killer, or of their own guilty pasts? 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $18.99

**2905892** THE CROW TRAP. By Ann Cleeves. At an isolated cottage in the Scottish countryside, two women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the team, is found murdered, she is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $27.99

**3709944** TELLING TALES. By Ann Cleeves. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope returns to the murder case, and the villagers are transported back to a time they would rather forget. Tensions begin to mount, but are people afraid of the killer, or of their own guilty pasts? 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $18.99

**2905892** THE CROW TRAP. By Ann Cleeves. At an isolated cottage in the Scottish countryside, two women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the team, is found murdered, she is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $27.99

**3709944** TELLING TALES. By Ann Cleeves. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope returns to the murder case, and the villagers are transported back to a time they would rather forget. Tensions begin to mount, but are people afraid of the killer, or of their own guilty pasts? 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $18.99

**2905892** THE CROW TRAP. By Ann Cleeves. At an isolated cottage in the Scottish countryside, two women are thrown together because of an environmental study. Women who each know the meaning of betrayal. But when Rachel, the leader of the team, is found murdered, she is horrified to discover a body. When another death occurs, D.I. Vera Stanhope enters the picture. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $27.99

**3709944** TELLING TALES. By Ann Cleeves. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope returns to the murder case, and the villagers are transported back to a time they would rather forget. Tensions begin to mount, but are people afraid of the killer, or of their own guilty pasts? 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $18.99
LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3823148 GRACE IS GONE. By Emily Elgar. Everyone in Ashton, Cornwall, knew and loved Meg and her daughter Grace. So when Meg is found bludgeoned in her bed and Grace is missing, the community is rocked. A local journalist, Jon, and Meg’s old flame, leads an unexpected search for the truth. What emerges is a tragedy more twisted than anyone could imagine. 322 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95 ★ 3771512 DEATH HAS DEEP ROOTS. By Michael Gilbert. Convicted of murder, Victoria Larkby is sentenced to a life sentence behind bars. One of the gallow's. Final opportunity remains: the defendant calls on solicitor Rumbold to replace the defense council, and grants an eighth trial. With everything to lose, Rumbold begins to trace the roots of the brutal murder back into the war-torn past. 278 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 ★ 288479X THE BLACK ASCOT. By Charles Todd. After saving an ex-convinced of murder, Rutherford receives an astonishing tip about a legendary crime by the Black Ascot killer from the grateful man. Implausible though it sounds, Rutherford must report this information to his superior at Scotland Yard. Struggling against all odds to keep the Black Ascot killer to justice--but what if the tip was wrong? 342 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95 ★ 3734625 NOTHING VENTURED. By Jeffery Archer. William Warwick finds himself fighting following Britain’s declaration of war on Germany, Maisie Dobbs investigates the disappearance of a young apprentice working a secret government contract. Maisie’s investigation leads her to London’s underworld, in a case that serves as a reminder of the link between money and war. 325 pages. Harper/Perennial. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95 285337X JOURNEY TO MUNICH. By Jacqueline Winspear. During the months following the British Secret Service on an undercover mission, Maisie encounters unexpected dangers and finds herself questioning whether it’s time to return to the work she loved. But the Secret Service may have other ideas. 268 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95 374270 TO DWELL IN DARKNESS. By Deborah Crombie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Recently transferred to the London borough of Camden from Scotland Yard headquarters, Superintendent Duncan Kincaid and his new murder investigation team are called to a deadly bombing at historic St. Pancras Station, International Station. With the help of his former sergeant, Doug Cullen, Melody Talbot, and Gemma, Kincaid begins to untangle the truth. 466 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95 ★ 3765513 DEATH ON THE NILE. By Agatha Christie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The tranquility of the Nile is shattered by the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway had been shot through the head. She was young, stylish, and beautiful. A girl who had everything until she lost her life. As Hercule Poirot investigates, he finds nothing is ever quite what it seems in this exotic setting. 422 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 ★ 2873282 THE MURDER ON THE LINKS. By Agatha Christie. Eleven years after the famous sleuth, with the help of his old friend Jeeves, rushes to answer the call but arrives too late. Stabbed in the back, Renauld lies in a shallow grave on the golf course alongside his estate. 200 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95 ★ 3699777 A LEGACY OF SPIES. By John le Carre. Peter Guillam, colleague and disciple of George Smiley of the British Secret Service receives a letter from his old service summoning him to London. His Cold War past has come to claim him. Insomniac, Guillam struggles to piece together the toast of secret London to be scutinized by a generation with no memory of the Cold War and no patience for its justifications. 264 pages. Viking. Pub. at $29.00 PRICE CUT to $9.95 2845865 TRIPLE CROWN. By Felix Francis. Jeff Hinkle, investigator for the British Horseracing Authority, is on loan to the U.S., where he has been asked to look into the suspicious death of a jockey after a hit and run. Hinkle begins to suspect there’s illegal activity going on with the American racing. Suspicion turns into something much worse when the American Jockey is hit. 383 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95 ★ 6953239 THE VAULT. By Peter Lovesey. A skeletal hand is unearthed, then a skull is excavated. The bones came from different corpses, and one is modern. Detective Superintendent Hannah Scarlet and her assistant, who is expected to behave like a proper royal and avoid scandal. Instead, his love ofexcelment leads him to a decidedly unprincely hobby: sleuthing. Included here are three of Bertie’s sleuthing adventures: Bertie and the Tin Man; Bertie and the Seven Bodies; and Bertie and the Crime of Passion. 634 pages. Soho. Pub. at $31.95 $23.15 ★ 2919842 BERTIE: The Complete Prince of Wales Mysteries. By Peter Lovesey. Novels. As Prince Regent, the future King Edward VIII knew that he was expected to behave like a proper royal and avoid scandal. Instead, his love of excelment leads him to a decidedly unprincely hobby: sleuthing. Included here are three of Bertie’s sleuthing adventures: Bertie and the Tin Man; Bertie and the Seven Bodies; and Bertie and the Crime of Passion. 634 pages. Soho. Pub. at $31.95 $23.15 PRICE CUT to $9.95 3953085 THE SECRET HANGMAN. By Elly Griffiths. A waitress and mother of two, Jacquel ine Wins pear. During the months before Christmas, a local journalist, Jon, and Maisie Dobbs investigate the disappearance of a young apprentice working with the British Secret Service on an undercover mission, Maisie encounters unexpected dangers and finds herself questioning whether it’s time to return to the work she loved. But the Secret Service may have other ideas. 268 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95 3957857 BLOODHOUNDS. By Peter Lovesey. A rare stamp and a corpse are discovered. Inspector Peter Diamond learns that both the person who found the stamp and the victim belong to an elite group of mystery collectors. To save a postmortem, a Police Constable is pitted against a local restaurateur and the only key is in the pocket of a man with an air of aghast. 360 pages. Soho. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95 ★ 3957857 BLOODHOUNDS. By Peter Lovesey. A rare stamp and a corpse are discovered. Inspector Peter Diamond learns that both the person who found the stamp and the victim belong to an elite group of mystery collectors. To save a postmortem, a Police Constable is pitted against a local restaurateur and the only key is in the pocket of a man with an air of aghast. 360 pages. Soho. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95 ★ 3763676 THE VANISHING BOX. By Elly Griffiths. During the critical season for the British Museum, Max Gallowy and his daughter Ruby have landed a headlining gig at the biggest theater in the city. But when a member of the supporting act is found bludgeoned in her bed and Grace is missing, the local journalist, Jon, and Maisie Dobbs investigate the disappearance of a young apprentice working with the British Secret Service on an undercover mission, Maisie encounters unexpected dangers and finds herself questioning whether it’s time to return to the work she loved. But the Secret Service may have other ideas. 268 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95 3942258 THE HOUSE AT SEA’S END. By Elly Griffiths. The bodies of six men are found buried in the theater. 358 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95 ★ 3787391 THE BLOOD CARD. By Elly Griffiths. Elizabeth II’s coronation is looming, but DI Edgar Stephens is busy investigating the death of a local fortune teller. Meanwhile, her old pal, magician Max Mephisto, is rehearsing for his television debut. But upon hearing of the DI’s investigation of his murder, Colonel Cartwright, has been found dead, the two men join forces to find out what happened. 372 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95 2824428 A ROOM FULL OF BONES. By Elly Griffiths. After receiving a mysterious letter, Ruth Galloway visits a museum to supervise the opening of a coffin containing a medieval bishop’s bones, she finds the curator lying dead on the floor. Soon after, the museum’s wealthy owner is also found dead. DCI Harry Nelson is called in to investigate, thrusting him into a thorny case once more. 346 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95 ★ 3777869 THE COFFIN TRAIL. By Martin Edwards. When tucked away in a quiet valley in the Lake District that Daniel knew as a boy. One home to Barrie Gilpin, accused of a savage murder, Daniel has always believed Barrie is innocent. Now Callum’s skeletons begin to rattle. 285 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95 3740587 THE HANGING WOOD. By Martin Edwards. Two years ago, teenager Callum Hinds went missing in England’s Lake District. His uncle was suspected of having done the boy harm, but committed suicide before the boy’s body turned up. DCI Hannah Scarlet and her squad re-open the case, and Callum’s skeletons begin to rattle. 266 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95 3740653 THE SERPENT POOL. By Martin Edwards. Seven years ago, Bethany Friend was found drowned in mere inches of water in the lonely Serpent Pool in England’s Lake District. What could have led the wealthy owner to take his own life? DI Edgar Stephens is busy investigating the death of a local fortune teller. Meanwhile, her old pal, magician Max Mephisto, is rehearsing for his television debut. But upon hearing of the DI’s investigation of his murder, Colonel Cartwright, has been found dead, the two men join forces to find out what happened. 372 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95 2858616 A VERY PRIVATE MURDER. By Stuart P awson. A wealthy owner is also found dead. DCI Harry Nelson is called in to investigate, thrusting him into a thorny case once more. 346 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95 ★ 3781968 PERFECT CRIME. By Helen Fields.警务 Inspector Thomas Lynley and his wife Deborah into the troubled psyche of the wealthy owner is also found dead. DCI Harry Nelson is called in to investigate, thrusting him into a thorny case once more. 346 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95 ★ 3783884 TRUTH OR DIE. By Kate Darlington. A wealthy owner is also found dead. DCI Harry Nelson is called in to investigate, thrusting him into a thorny case once more. 346 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95 ★ 3788621 FALL FROM GRACE. By David Astin. 300 pages. Two Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95 See more titles at erhbc.com/820
become aware of one such baby farmer, but she suspects the stigma, many find lodging with “baby farmers,” women who

3773418


Nancy Atherton. 232 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00


18792* THE JUDGE HUNTER. By Christopher Buckley. London, 1884. Charlie, who conspired to kill his father are either dead or disappeared. Fed up with his needy relative, Samuel Pepys, an administrator in the Navy Office, offers his nephew an assignment in the colonies that is in no position to add the questions and capture two judges who signed the death warrant of Charles 1. 348 pages. S.S. Pub. at $17.00

4.95

2966972 THE PARIS SPY. By Susan Elia MacNeal. In the darkest days of WWII, American-born spy and code-breaker extraordinary Maggie Hope secretly navigates Nazi-occupied France in search of two brave women: her half-sister, Elise, vanished after being saved from a concentration camp, and vital SOE agent, Calvert. 301 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $26.00

4.95


By Rhys Bowen. The queen agrees to the marriage, but has a little missive for George before she can say “I do!” 290 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Pub. at $5.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Historical Mysteries

★ 378144 POPPY REDDEM AND THE MIDNIGHT MURDERS. By Tessa Afllie. Summer is when the world has been at war for three long, desperate years. In the remote English village of Little Buffenden, Poppy Reddem spends her nights patrolling as the village’s air-raid warden. When three members of the community are found dead, Poppy decides to start her own investigation with the help of a charismatic American pilot.


★ 375215 WOLF ON A STRING. By C.S. Harris. Ten years after surviving the death of her husband, the West, Constance leaves her quiet country life and decides to take her revenge. She’s ready to take the world by storm. From the moment she sets foot on Manhattan’s air, she’s determined to spare no one. 341 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00

★ 378054 LAETITIA RODD AND THE CASE OF THE WANDERING SCHOLAR. By Jacqueline Winspear. Large Print Edition. During the months following Britain’s declaration of war on Germany, Maisie Dobbs investigates the disappearance of a young apprentice working at a London contract firm. Her investigation leads her to London’s underworld, in a case that serves as a reminder of the link between money and war. Large Print. Hardcover. Pub. at $27.99


★ 291732 TO DIE BUT ONCE. By Jacqueline Winspear. LARGE PRINT EDITION. From the moment she sets foot on Manhattan’s air, she’s determined to spare no one. 341 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00

★ 697480 THE PAINTED QUEEN. By E. Peters & J. Hess. LARGE PRINT EDITION. For Amelia Peabody, arriving in Cairo for the 1912-1913 excavation season will be unforgettable, as a parade of murder suspects make her question her suspicions. In the underworld of the Middle East, she must unravel a truly complex case of superstitions as she carves out a place for herself in an uncertain future. 479 pages. Center Point. Paperback. Pub. at $37.95

★ 2918049 PRAYERS OF THE DEVIL ANSWERS. By Shayrin McCrum. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Suddenly thrust into the role of primary caretaker for her family following the death of her great-grandfather, Ellie Robbins is appointed to serve out his term as sheriff of their rural Tennessee mountain town. Soon enough, dark secrets come to light, and Ellie must grapple with small town suspicion. In the underworld of the Middle East, she must unravel a truly complex case of superstitions as she carves out a place for herself in an uncertain future. 479 pages. Center Point. Paperback. Pub. at $37.95

★ 374229 A CASUALTY OF WAR. By Charles Todd. LARGE PRINT EDITION. An explosion and fire at the Ashton Gunpowder Mill in Kent killed more than a hundred men. It’s called an accident, but for Bess Crawford, it raises the specter of murder. With the only witness now at the front in war-torn France, Bess Crawford must risk her own life to protect her reluctant witness from a clever killer intent on preventing them both from reaching England. 496 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

★ 369046 EXCUSHEL. By Charles Todd. LARGE PRINT EDITION. An explosion and fire at the Ashton Gunpowder Mill in Kent killed more than a hundred men. It’s called an accident, but for Bess Crawford, it raises the specter of murder. With the only witness now at the front in war-torn France, Bess Crawford must risk her own life to protect her reluctant witness from a clever killer intent on preventing them both from reaching England. 496 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99


PRICE CUT to $19.45

★ 6910491 THE PAINTED QUEEN. By E. Peters & J. Hess. LARGE PRINT EDITION. For Amelia Peabody, arriving in Cairo for the 1912-1913 excavation season will be unforgettable, as a parade of murder suspects make her question her suspicions. In the underworld of the Middle East, she must unravel a truly complex case of superstitions as she carves out a place for herself in an uncertain future. 479 pages. Center Point. Paperback. Pub. at $37.95


PRICE CUT to $1.95


PRICE CUT to $15.95


PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 369359 THE SILENT WOMEN. By Sara Blaedel. An online flirtation can have horrific consequences, as Detective Louise Poulsen realizes when she is contacted by a Copenhagen neighborhood where a young woman has been left bound and gagged after a brutal rape attempt. With the internet as his playground, the rapist will almost certainly strike again, unless Louise can unmask him. 368 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★ 3722252 THE BIRDWATCHER. By William Shaw. Police Sergeant MacGregor South is a highly intuitive detective with a deeply buried secret. When South was just a child, he may have killed a man. When a murderer from his small town on the coast of England, the victim turns out to be the only man who can connect South to his early crime. As he works to find the killer, he must work harder to keep his secret. 350 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00


★ 3698220 SOLD OUT.
[Page] 3787249 GREEKS BEARING GIFTS. By Philip Kerr. The war is over and Günther is an ordinary claims adjuster at a German insurance company. Until he's sent to Athens to investigate a claim of a two-masted schooner which burned and sank in deep water off the island of Bornholm. He was given to the owner of the boat first. What Günther now has is a badly mutilated body of a man. 511 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $17.00

3786587 ANGELICA’S SMILE. By Andrea Camilleri. A string of burglaries has got Inspector Salvo Montalbano thinking that the patterns of the crimes are so similar and brazen that Montalbano begins to think that a criminal mastermind is challenging him. This suspicion is confirmed when he starts receiving menacing letters from the anonymous Mr. Z. 293 pages. Penguin. Price: $14.95

3990431 BLACK LIES. RED BLOOD. By Kay Scarpetta. A hypertensive doctor who confides that her husband has a secret to tell—-one linked to the long unsolved murder of Aimee's father. Pub. at $27.95

3792232 THE DROWNED. By Karin Fossum. A 22-year-old month old boy is found drowned in a pond right beside his home. When Jacob Skarre arrives on the scene, he senses something is off with the mother's story. He consults Inspector Sejer. What could she be hiding? And to what lengths will she go to cover her guilt? 223 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00

2971408 NIGHTBLIND. By Ragnar Jonasson. Ari Thor Arason is a local policeman who has an uneasy relationship with the villagers in an idyllically quiet fishing village in northern Iceland where no one locks their doors. But the peace of this close-knit community is shattered by a murder, leaving Ari to piece together a puzzle that involves a new mayor and a psychiatric ward in Reyjavik. 213 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

375752X DEATH AT LA FENICE. By Donna Leon. When spouses of political enemies are killed in Venice, a serenely beautiful floating city of mystery and magic, the But that evil that occasionally rear its head is the jurisdiction of Guido Brunetti. A beautiful, suave, vengeful, vice-commissioner of police. And all his admirable abilities will have to come to play in the deadly affair of Maestro Helmut Wullner. 315 pages. HarperPerennial. Pub. at: $10.00. $7.95

2847590 EARTHY REMAINS. By Ann Cleeves. A routine case. He uncovers a suspicious stalker, into investigate the execution-style murder of a caretaker pulls him back. 308 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.00

9528455 COLD EARTH. By Ann Cleeves. While attending the funeral of an old friend, the tremoraine cause a mud slide near by and the body of a dark-haired woman wearing a red silk dress is discovered. D.I. Jimmy Perez becomes obsessed with uncovering truth and finding out who she was. 392 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

657467X THE HANGING GIRL. By Jussi Adler-Olsen. Carl Mork leads Department Q into the tragic cold case of a 17-year-old girl found dead, hanged in a tree. The only clue is the name on the note from the Danish island of Bornholm to a strange sun-worshipping cult in Sweden, where Carl, Assid, Rose, and Gordon attempt to stop a string of new murders. 354 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00

[Page] 3721536 MURDER ON THE CHAMP DE MARS. By Cara Black. Paris, April 1999. A single mother with her own detective agency, Aimee Leduc has her work cut out for her. The last thing she needs to take on is a personal investigation for a poor Gypsy boy. But Aimee is not his dying mother has a secret to tell—one linked to the long unsolved murder of Aimee's father. Pub. at $27.95

37971135 MAIGRET AND THE SATURDAY CALLER. By Georges Simenon. When Maigret is followed home by a man who confesses he intends to commit a crime, he tries to dissuade this strange visitor, but events soon take an unexpected turn. 148 pages. Pub. at $13.00

2860020 IN A HOUSE OF LIES. By Ian Rankin. A private investigator is found, locked in a car hidden deep in the woods. Worse still is that he was in an area that has been off-limits. Yet this also asks Scarpetta to her core, and she and her family are under threat. Matters are complicated when residue from a wound do not exist on earth. 385 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.99

6968457 BLACK AND BLUE. By Ian Rankin. Rebus is juggling four cases trying to nail one killer who might just lead back to the infamous Bible John. And he's doing it under scrutiny of an internal inquiry led by a man he has just accused of taking backhanders from Glasgow's Mr. Big. 394 pages. Orion. Pub. at $11.95

5970540 STRIP JACK. By Ian Rankin. Gregor Jack is caught in an Edinburgh brothel with a prostitute only too willing to show off her assets. Initially DI Rebus is sympathetic to the MP’s dilemma, but with the disappearance of Jack’s wife, the glamorous surrounding the popular young man begins to tarnish. Rebus wants to know why. 279 pages. Orion. Pub. at $12.95


2782987 CHAOS. By Patricia Cornwell. 385 pages. Morrow. Pub. at: $29.50

5391746 THE DROWNED BOY. By Karin Fossum. A rash of burglaries has got Inspector Salvo Montalbano thinking that the patterns of the crimes are so similar and brazen that Montalbano begins to think that a criminal mastermind is challenging him. This suspicion is confirmed when he starts receiving menacing letters from the anonymous Mr. Z. 293 pages. Penguin. Price: $14.95

2910748 THE DYING DETECTIVE. By Leif GW Persson. 426 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $27.95

294978X COP KILLER. By M. J. Skowron & P. Wahlbo. 308 pages. 4th Estate. Pub. at $13.95

6755062 COUNT TO TEN. By Julian Symons. 218 pages. Poisoned Pen. Pub. at $12.95


3742547 NO CURE FOR LOVE. By Peter Robinson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 552 pages. Harlequiner. Pub. at $19.99

[Page] 3714802 GULLIVER’S TRAVELS. By Jonathan Swift. Collector’s edition. First published in 1726, it is one of the finest satires in the English language. Swift’s mordant satire on the follies of mankind, his mockery of everything from government to religion and, despite the passing of nearly three centuries, remains just as funny and relevant today. Features gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. Illus. 548 pages. Macmillan. $17.00

655380X THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO. By Alexandre Dumas. Originally published in 1844. Impounded for a crime he didn’t commit, Edmund Dantes spends 14 years on an island where he trains for escape, he recovers a treasure and reinvents himself as the charming, mysterious, and powerful “Count.” Now he wants revenge on the man who betrayed him. 440 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $12.95

2878259 MY COUSIN RACHEL. By Daphne du Maurier. Rachel, a woman of exquisite beauty, descends on the great Cornwall estate of Philip Ashley. Despite his aroused suspicions, she soon enchants him. In this塔中, she entices him and, at the same time astringently pours into the hands of the men who betrayed him. 440 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $12.95

3709370 ROBINSON CRUSOE. By Daniel Defoe. A young Englishman finds himself on a remote tropical island with nothing but a few tools and his wits. After thirty years, he must battle cannibals, mutineers, and the elements in a tale so convincing that many readers at the time believed it to be non-fiction. Illus. 389 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at: $12.99

More Mysteries & Detectives
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### Classics & Literary Fiction

- **6912753** GRIEF COTTAGE. By Gail Godwin. 324 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95
- **2934213** THE GOLDEN ASS. By Lucius Apuleius. 293 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $15.00. $2.95
- **3704459** A NOVEL JOURNAL: Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. By Mark Twain. Canterbury Classics. Ppb. at $16.99. $2.95
- **2949741** EARLY FICTION IN ENGLAND: From Geoffrey of Monmouth to Charles Dickens. Ed. by Laura Ashe. 424 pages. Holloway House. Ppb. at $20.00. $3.95
- **3697770** GREAT EXPECTATIONS. By Charles Dickens. 582 pages. Paper Mill. Ppb. at $17.99. $4.95
- **3717926** A CHRISTMAS CAROL. By Charles Dickens. Illus. 125 pages. Arcuturus. Ppb. at $9.95. $4.95
- **3730387** BEST WORST AMERICAN. By Juan Martinez. 198 pages. Small Beer Press. Ppb. at $16.00. PRICE CUT to $1.95

### Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

- **3741184** HOW WILL I KNOW YOU? By Jessica Treadway. The discovery of high school senior Joy Enright’s body in the woods near a pond, ups an otherwise quiet small town. As the investigation unfolds, four characters tell the story from widely divergent perspectives. Joy’s mother, Martin, a black artist, Tom, a rescue diver; and Harper, Joy’s best friend. 405 pages. Grand Central. Ppb. at $14.99. $3.95
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377293 AN AMISH CRADLE. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Journey with four Amish families as they change, forever. Includes In His Father’s Arms by Beth Wiseman, A Son for Always by Amy Clipston, A Heart Full of Love by Kathleen Fuller; and An Unlikely Vow by Vannetta Chapman. 406 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. At $7.99

399432 A LOVE TRANSFORMED. By Tracie Peterson. When her husband Adolph dies on a trip to Austria, Clara is grief-stricken, as their marriage had never been a love match, but staggered by what might become of her and her children. She decides to take her family to her uncle’s ranch in Montana. But when dangerous secrets from her late husband’s past threaten everyone, Clara finds she must fight to remain and fulfill her dreams. 332 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. At $14.99

370137 SAINTS AMONG US. By Anne Hillerman. Arroyo Seco is a bit too quiet for the part-time stargazer, and when a demonstrations against the oil pipeline, the community becomes tense. But when her friends and neighbors rally around her, she realizes the power of community. 307 pages. Penguin. Paperback. At $15.99

372792 THE DAIRY CHILDREN. By Sofia Grant. Reeling from recent personal and professional setbacks, Katie Garrett flies to Boston for a weekend with her sister, only to find herself caught up in a life-threatening situation. But when dangerous secrets from the past threaten everyone, she must escape. 272 pages. HMH. Paperback. At $24.00

374626 THE LAST CHANCE MATINEE. By Mattea Scott. When Fritz Hudson suddenly passes away, he leaves a trail of Hollywood glory in his wake. Allie and Des are products of Fritz’s marriage to a beautiful starlet, and Cara the product of an affair. The sisters need to come together to fulfill their father’s dream in order to inherit a sizable inheritance—but can they do it? 465 pages. Pocket. Paperback. At $7.99

382497 THE FULFILLMENT. By Lavra Smurfit. To form a family with a rich and bountiful land and one extraordinary woman shares their lives. To Jonathan, Mary is a devoted and giving wife. To Aaron, she is a beloved friend. But when he’s prepared to share his life with the one woman he’s always loved, Jonathan must decide if he can trust her. 374 pages. Morrow. Paperback. At $14.99

396493 INHERITING EDITH. By Zoe Fishman. When Maggie Sheets inherits a house in Sag Harbor from one of her wealthy clients, she’s stunned. It comes with a catch however: the deceased’s 82 year old mother, Edith. A tenous bond forms and Edith, who feels the urgency of her diagnosis with Alzheimer’s, shares a secret that may change Maggie’s life forever. 365 pages. Alibi. Paperback. At $8.99

374257 SAILING LESSONS. By Hannah McKinnon. Wren lives with all her life on Cape Cod with her brother Lindy, her niece, Sidney, Shannon, and younger sister, Piper. Their lives have been dictated by the seasons, with sleepy gray winters followed by glorious summers. But this summer is different. It promises not only hard beginnings, but hopeful new beginnings. 365 pages. Alibi. Paperback. At $8.99

6689531 ENCHANTED AUGUST. By Brenda Novak. When New Yorkers Lottie and Rose see the ad for Hopewell Cottage in Maine, they’re smitten. They decide to go for it, bringing in two others—an elderly woman and an indie movie star–to help with the rent. What they expect is an idyllic getaway, but what they get is a challenge. 307 pages. Penguin. Paperback. At $16.00

2892510 BEFORE AND AGAIN. By Barbara Delinsky. After a deadly car accident that cost her fellow beloved daughter, her only goal now is to stay under the radar and make it through her remaining probation. Relocating to Vermont under a new identity, her life becomes a delicate balancing act between protecting herself and stepping in the glare to help a friend’s teenage son. 408 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $27.99

2912183 RUSSIAN WINTER. By Daphne Kalotay. Celebrated novelist Myra Dvorkin is forced to leave her beloved homeland to return home to Russia, where she must navigate the healing power of friendship and love in the healing power of friendship and love. 354 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. At $12.99

4445437 THE PATTERSON BRIDE. By Fiona Davis. When Maggie Sheets inherits a house in Sag Harbor from one of her wealthy clients, she’s stunned. It comes with a catch however: the deceased’s 82 year old mother, Edith. A tenous bond forms and Edith, who feels the urgency of her diagnosis with Alzheimer’s, shares a secret that may change Maggie’s life forever. 365 pages. Alibi. Paperback. At $8.99

397872 AN UNEXPECTED BLESSING. By Anneliese. When New Yorkers Lottie and Rose see the ad for Hopewell Cottage in Maine, they’re smitten. They decide to go for it, bringing in two others—an elderly woman and an indie movie star–to help with the rent. What they expect is an idyllic getaway, but what they get is a challenge. 307 pages. Penguin. Paperback. At $16.00

372537 THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET. By Carolyn Brown. Charlene is shocked. Her marriage is over, her life in a tailspin. But she’s determined to hold on to the anger she’s been fighting to stay. In the face of her grief, she decides to take a dig with them in their own private Neverland. 271 pages. Alibi. Paperback. At $15.00

379427 JOURNEY OF THE HEART. By Colleen O’Neil. When the restoration of Stanway House, the stately home that inspired J.M. Barrie to write Peter Pan, is threatened, three women each receive a letter in the mail posing the same question, May, Ingrid, and Lisbeth each receive a letter in the mail posing the same question, and each begins to see a glimpse of the past. 312 pages. Barbador. Paperback. At $9.99

375923 CITY OF LIES. By VICTORIA THOMAS. Elizabeth uses her gift to relieve so-called respectable men of their ill-gotten gains. But Oscar Thornton has lost a great deal of money, and is out for her blood. Forming a friendship with an unlikely honest man in a dishonest world, Elizabeth tries to keep her new life from being cut short by the shadows from her past. 312 pages. Avon. Paperback. At $9.99

379887 A TAPESTRY OF SECRETS. By Sarah Loudin Thomas. For decades, Perla has hidden the truth of a decision that still fills her with guilt. But now seeing her granddaughter Eliza may finally open the past to her family no matter the consequences. But then the opportunity is snatched from her in a most unexpected way. 294 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. At $14.99

287268 THE PATCHWORK BRIDE. By Sandra Dallas. Ellen is putting the finishing touches on a wedding quilt she is making for her granddaughter June, when she realizes that her stamps and calling the wedding off. Ellen tells her the story of Nell, a woman who goes to the High Plains of New Mexico Territory to search for her long-lost uncle and aunt. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $26.99

5885167 A WEEK IN WINTER. By Maeve Binchy. In the cozy Irish town of Stonybridge, Chicky Stark decides to renovate a dilapidated mansion and turn it into an inn. The charming inn soon becomes the talk of the town, and people from all over come to stay under the radar and make it through her remaining probation. Relocating to Vermont under a new identity, her life begins to change. 307 pages. Penguin. Paperback. At $16.00

374244X THE J.M. BARRIE LADIES’ SWIMMING SOCIETY. By Barbara J. Tidrow. Joan is determined to oversee the restoration of Stanway House, the stately home that inspired J.M. Barrie to write Peter Pan. But when she sees she can’t do anything right, she asks the J.M. Barrie Ladies’ Swimming Society and begins to take a daily dip with them in their own private Neverland. 271 pages. Alibi. Paperback. At $15.00

3785195 JOURNEY OF THE HEART. By Colleen O’Neil. When the restoration of Stanway House, the stately home that inspired J.M. Barrie to write Peter Pan, is threatened, three women each receive a letter in the mail posing the same question, May, Ingrid, and Lisbeth each receive a letter in the mail posing the same question, and each begins to see a glimpse of the past. 312 pages. Barbador. Paperback. At $9.99

377280 THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET. By Carolyn Brown. Charlene is shocked. Her marriage is over, her life in a tailspin. But she’s determined to hold on to the anger she’s been fighting to stay. In the face of her grief, she decides to take a dig with them in their own private Neverland. 271 pages. Alibi. Paperback. At $15.00

2814580 THE RUSHING WATER. By Kathleen Richmond. The Board of Foreign Missions sends Sophia to the Ponca Indian Agency in the bleak Dakota Territory. Soon she is ignored with a passion for the people she’s sent to help and with her uncle and aunt she finds love and acceptance. But when she returns to return Kate learns the ultimate test of her loyalty. 316 pages. Barbador. Paperback. At $9.99

3765714 AN ITALIAN WIFE. By Nan Miller. The traditional English countryside is the last place they’d expect to find a match for their snippet of a sister, but as the two women begin their new lives together, they discover that the answer is obvious. Their old high school friend Kat has extended the invitation of a lifetime to the couple to go on a trip to her family’s farm in Fiji. Come grow old in paradise, together, as sisters. Who could say no? 299 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. At $25.95

6973070 REFUNDING FELICITY. By M.C. Beaton. Felicity has 308 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. At $15.99

3784623 PIECES OF HAPPINESS. By Annie Osby. When sixty-somethings Gina, Maya, Ingrid, and LisBeth each receive a letter in the mail posing the same question, the answer is obvious. Their old high school friend Kat has extended the invitation of a lifetime to the couple to go on a trip to her family’s farm in Fiji. Come grow old in paradise, together, as sisters. Who could say no? 299 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. At $25.95

8563133 THE BOOKSHOP. By Penelope Fitzgerald. In 1959, Florence risks everything to open a bookshop, the only bookshop in the seaside town of Hardborough. By making a success of her business, Florence invites the hostility of the town’s less prosperous shopkeepers. Only too late does she begin to suspect that a town that lacks a bookshop isn’t always a town that wants one. 156 pages. HMH. Paperback. At $12.99
**Women in Fiction**

### 376896 CARNegie’s MaID
- By Marie Benedict. Clara’s not the experienced Irish maid who was hired to help at one of Pittsburgh’s grandest households. She’s a poor farmer’s daughter with nowhere to go and nothing in her pockets. But the other Clara Kennedy might just get Clara some money to send back home. A tale of the brilliant woman who may have inspired Andrew Carnegie’s transformation. 340 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

### 29107X THE DUCHess
- By Danielle Steel. Angelique has grown up at magnificent Belgravia Castle under the loving tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield. Upon his death, she is turned out by her step-brothers and to survive, she will use all her resources. Bennett, the castle’s head of house of pleasure in Paris, that will protect them, and serve only the best clients. 336 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

### 393138 AGAINST ALL ODDS
- By Danielle Steel. Camille Larmenais has been a big SoHo success, supporting her and her four kids since her husband’s untimely death. Now her children are grown and ready to take the reins of their own. And Camille realizes she can’t protect them from her choices, they can only love them as they make them. 336 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

### 379828 FAIRytaLE
- By Danielle Steel. Camille Larmenais returns to Napa Valley to help her parents run their winery and to nurse her mother in her final days. The last thing she needs. Her sister, Kate, has finally forgiven her their mother’s death–until her mother dies of cancer. News even more shocking comes just months later when Camille’s father announces he is marrying a Parisian countess. This seductress will interrupt her fairytale life like never before. 275 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

### 283903 TWO GOOD DOGS
- By Danielle Steel. Single mom Mychele is challenged by her new role as an inkeeper, and is disturbed by her teenage daughter’s emotional withdrawal. When a bewitched guest with a pit bull and a terrier shows up, Mychele is only a few days away from the mix, a makeshift family begins to form, with the help of two good dogs, 374 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

### 37845X THE HIGH SEASON
- By Judy Blundell. No matter how much the weather has put it off, Lovingly renovated, located by the sea in a quiet Long Island village two ferry rides from the glitzier Hamptons, the house is Ruthie’s nest. But by the end of one unhinged, unforgettable summer–nothing is the same, and least of all Ruthie. 396 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00

### 376409 THE GIRL WHO WROTE IN SILK
- By Kelli Estes. Inara Erickson is exploring her deceased aunt’s island when she finds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric hidden in the house, and every unseen layer of the secrets it holds. Inara’s life becomes intertwined with that of Mei Lien, a young Chinese girl mysteriously driven from her home a century before. 390 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

### 372198 MEET ME AT THE CUPCAKE CAFE
- By Jeny Colgan. Issy Randall can bake. She can create stunning, mouthwatering delectables. She’s much better at baking than filing, so when she’s laid off from her desk job and loses her council flat, Issy decides to open her own little cafe. But she soon learns that “piece of cake” recipe for starting fresh might be a little more complicated than she thought. 396 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

### 371100 THE LOVELIEST CHOCOLATE SHOP IN PARIS
- By Jennifer Colgan. Anna Trent may be a supervisor in a chocolate factory, but that doesn’t necessarily mean she knows how to make chocolate. So when a fatal accident gives her the opportunity to take her own version of La Chocolatier Chocolat, Anna expects to be exalted as a fraud. But with a bit of luck, Anna might learn that the sweetest things in life are worth working for. 360 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

### 362942 CHILD’S PLAY
- By Danielle Steel. During one hectic summer in Manhattan, Kate Morgan’s world turns upside down, when she discovers her three grown children having kept secrets from her. Instead of the perfect life she had planned for them, she’ll discover that sometimes the surprising changes of life are the ones we least expect–and the best. 372 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

### 372632 FALL FROM GRACE
- By Danielle Steel. After her wealthy husband’s death, Sydney Wells learns that he has failed to include her in his will. She finds herself in a fashion–where she is set up by her boss and faced with criminal prosecution. Now with nothing but a will to survive, Sydney must push herself to rebuild a life, bottom to top. 310 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

### 282545 Rushing Waters
- By Danielle Steel. When Hurricane Ophelia takes New York City, six people, along with their friends, families, and millions of other New Yorkers, are caught up in powerful and frightening events. In the midst of disaster, these disparate personalities are joined by their vulnerabilities, regrets, losses, and hopes. 319 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

### 3742794 A KISS BEFORE DYING
- By Ira Levin. Dorothy meets a handsome young man with an eye for her inheritance while she is in her first year of university. They are to be married and her life will be blissful; but Dorothy is pregnant and her fiancé’s plans are ruined. For Dorothy would not disinherit her father discovered the truth. Originally published in 1954. 275 pages. Corsair. Papercut. PRICE CUT to $4.95

### 3787299 THE READERS OF BROKEN WHEEL
- By Katarina Bivald. Broken Wheel, Iowa, has never seen anyone like Sara, who traveled all the way from Sweden just to meet her book-loving pen pal. When she arrives, Sara isn’t the only one to just leave. The residents of Broken Wheel are happy to look after their bewildered visitor–there’s not much to do in this small town–except open a bookstore! 394 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

### 3758370 MARILLA OF GREEN GABLES
- By Sarah McCoy. Plucky and ambitious, Marilla Cuthbert is thirteen years old when her world is turned upside down. Unexpectedly she must take on the full responsibilities of a farm wife: cooking, sewing, keeping house, and overseeing the day to day life of Green Gables with her brother and father. Eventually Marilla will face a reckoning between her dreams, and the small-town reality of life at Green Gables. 300 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

### 379260 THE BOOK THAT MATTERS MOST

### 374924 triESTe
- By Dasa Drndic. 360 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

### 2996975 THE SPACE BETWEEN SISTERS
- By Mary McNear. 316 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

### 374110 TODAY WILL BE DIFFERENT
- By Maria Dahley. 259 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00

### 3732216 THE BOOK CHARMER

### 3754308 DIFFICULT WOMEN

### 374995 THE UNRULY PASSIONS OF EUGENIE R.
- By Caroline DrSany. 419 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

### 374976 THE NIGHT SHE WON MISS AMERICA

### 37429X THE SHARK CLUB

### 3742903 SLOW HEAT IN HEAVEN

### 376555 HEART AND SOUL

### 267186 MAP OF THE HEART

### 58045X THE DOG WHO SAVED ME

### 377429 THE SUMMER EVERYTHING CHANGED

### 2988100 THE SUMMER OF US

### 3697575 BEACH HOUSE FOR RENT
- By Mary Alice Monroe. 408 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00

### 386146 DRIFTWOOD SUMMER

### 380907 VERY VALENTINE

### 374259 THE NIGHT THE LIGHTS WENT OUT

### 577524 THE SOUND OF GLASS
- By Karen White. 420 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00
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**Romance**

**2868575** ONE TOUCH COWBOY. By L. Leigh & V. Chadwick. For as long as Samantha can remember. Her hero. It came as no surprise to Samantha when she found out that the ranch-hardened cowboy always protected her from bullies went on to become the town’s sheriff. When he surprises her how incredibly hot he still is–how much she still wants him. Adults only. 291 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3714532** TWO FROM THE HEART. By James Patterson et al. In Tell Me Your Best Story. And he’s the one they choose. He’s handsome, he’s funny, he’s smart . . . and he’s got something special hidden behind his %20s. Forever. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**3751066** IT STARTED WITH CHRISTMAS. By Jenny Hale. Holly and her beloved Nana struggle through a snowstorm to reach their cozy family cabin, tucked in the snowy hills outside Nashville. But when they arrive, they find gorgeous and wealthy Joseph Fames, who’s been renting the house. Can they convince him he’ll be staying for the holidays! 390 pages. Forever. Paperback $5.95

**3711137** COLD HEART, WARM COWBOY. By Caitlin Crews. Rodeo queen Hanah Monroe gave up her crown to help rancher Hunter. His innocence. What she wants from Ty now is a divorce. But Ty can’t remember her after his accident, or their secret wedding. How can she leave him, when she can’t stop falling for him? Despite herself? And even if she’s willing to start over, will what happens when the truth comes out? 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2868996** O’HURLEY’S RETURN. By Nora Roberts. No one hires a private investigator: the judgmental Quinn. But in his hardness is a promise: “I will keep you safe.” Can she break through his boundaries to get to her heart? In Without a Trace, Trace O’Hurley is past redemption. But with Gillian’s help, this long-lost brother might become one of the O’Hurleys again. 475 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2998571** FROM THE HEART. By Nora Roberts. When a physicist and anthropologist agrees to help a writer research his novel, he never expected the passionate sparks in Tonight and Always. In A Matter of Choice, an international smuggling ring traps a beautiful antiques dealer in a web of danger. And when on-the-run TV reporters try to protect their love from professional rivalry, 581 pages. Berkley. At $7.99 $4.95

**2958273** DANGEROUS EMBRACE. By Nora Roberts, Novels. In Treasures Lost, Treasures Found, Kate’s father left a map leading to a gold laden sunken ship. To complete her father’s explorations, she must turn to Ky, the man she loved. Liz Palmer’s idyllic life changes when her employee is murdered and his brother storms into Liz’s life with revenge in his heart. 488 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3751562** SAPPHIRE DREAM. By Pamela Montgomerie. Brenna came to Castle Stour on the coast of Scotland seeking answers about her past. All she has is the shadowy pendant around her neck, and a vague feeling that she has seen this place before. She never imagined that she would be transported to a 17th century pirate ship, complete with a handsome captain who wants her to have nothing to do with the Captain. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2971733** WHAT A ROGUE DESIRES. By Caroline Linden. A street orphan, Vivian has grown up a pickpocket. Now she and her brother have reluctantly graduated to highway robbery. And handsome David Reese has become their victim–until he tracks her down and makes her his prisoner. Now David and Vivian are playing a dangerous game–in which the woman’s found a way to own a man’s heart. 310 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2997436** HIS NEW AMISH FAMILY/ THEIR AMISH REUNION. By P. Davids & L. Worth. Novels. In His New Amish Family, widow Clara’s house arrest begins to pay off. The help of Paul Bowman to save her uncle’s farm. Will sweet Clara and her children suddenly fill Paul’s empty life? In Their Amish Reunion, single mother Ava Jane’s first love, tornado survivor, he's reconnected from his community, his family, and the woman he never forgot. 427 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. At $5.99 $3.95

**2982182** WISH UPON A COWBOY. By Jenee Matr. Rancher and hockey coach Logan River is making a life for himself in Wyoming. He’s hindered by women more interested in marriage than meal planning. So when snarky Harper Evans arrives with zero romantic interest. In the holidays approaching and a storm closing in, Logan and Harper discover they have to work together to save his ranch. 377 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**3921140** THE STRANGER. By Maggie Anderson. As Maggie and Andrew’s friendship develops, Maggie slowly begins to trust–again–someone she never thought possible. Then, just when she thinks she’s finally found happiness, she discovers a dark secret from Andrew’s past. Is there more to this stranger than meets the eye? 330 pages. S&S & Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2944251** CHRISTMAS IN A COWBOY’S ARMS. By Leigh Greenwood et al. Collects six sweeping, epic tales of heroism, passion, family, and celebration from the genre’s most beloved authors. Titles include A Fairy Tale Christmas, Wilder still is Marshall’s growing desire to ride alongside his passionate spirit, into the depths of her heart. 342 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3595847** LORIE’S HEART. By Amy Lillard. Lorie knows that if she leaves the Amish community of Wells Landing, she may never be able to return. But the clues in the crumbling world–the world her father knew so well? Change is never easy, but with a bit of courage and the help of a handsome Englishe, she may find the love and peace she’s longed for. 342 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3699931** CHRISTMAS IN A COWBOY’S ARMS. By Leigh Greenwood et al. Collects six sweeping, epic tales of heroism, passion, family, and celebration from the genre’s most beloved authors. Titles include A Fairy Tale Christmas, Wilder still is Marshall’s growing desire to ride alongside his passionate spirit, into the depths of her heart. 342 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3882850** CHRISTMAS IN AN AMISH FAMILY. By Jenny Hale. Emma realizes that her life has become a forced marriage to a fellow convict. But when his plans may be shattered when the truth of his past comes to light. 374 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3847745** SWIFT HORSE. By Cassie Edwards. Marsha Eveland’s brother announces his plans to marry the sister of the Creek chief Swift Horse. Out of fear, Marsha seeks Swift Horse’s protection, but his plans may be shattered when the truth of Caroline’s past comes to light. 374 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2998674** DELICIOUSLY SINFUL. By Lilii Freisty. From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Hummer, he makes restaurant owner Phoebe Silver sizzle. Not only has Nick taken over her kitchen as the new chef, he’s taken over her mind and her body. His insatiable appetite for pleasure leaves her breathless, and not able to get enough of his taste. Can this hunger for each other last? 340 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3742725** PARADISE RULES. By Beth Kery. Lana grew up along Hawaii’s crystal blue shores, but for her, the picture-perfect paradise disguises the bitter secrets behind her family’s fortune and claim what rightfully belongs to her family. 361 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**289767X** SEDUCING THE HIGHLANDER. By Michele Sinclair. Of the seven McTiernay brothers sworn to protect their Scottish Highlands, Craig is most willing to place duty before love–until he’s enchanted by the last woman he expects. 392 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
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**3781607 AN AMISH HOMECOMING.** By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. In A Home Like Home, Eva knows she must put the past behind her, but is she ready to move into the future? When Love Returns is the story of Sarah and Adam who face the truth of their past so they can rekindle their first love. In What Love Built, Carolyn and Attlee must face pain before they have the bright future God has planned. 331 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3789253 AN AMISH WINTER.** By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. Three moving tales of romance and faith from the Ohio countryside. Home Sweet Home (previously An Amish Home) by Amy Clipston; A Christmas Visitor (previously An Amish Christmas Gift) by Kelly Irving; and When Winter Comes (previously Gathering) by Barbara Cameron. 394 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**379818X PRIZE OF MY HEART.** By Lisa Norato, Massachusetts, 1815. Three years ago, Captain Benjamin Talvis’s late wife abandoned their son, leaving no clue as to the whereabouts. After searching relentlessly, Brogan discovers his son was adopted by a New England shipwright whose daughter, Lorena Huntley, acts as loving guardian to the child—and soon captures Brogan. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**290571X CHRISTMAS IN ETERNITY SPRINGS.** By Emily March. After a devastating betrayal, Claire packs up the pieces of her life, along with a twenty million dollar secret, and moves to Eternity Springs. She opens a specialty shop, The Snowglobe, and hires a local, with the help of a surprise romance with Jax, the town’s new handyman. Claire’s heart begins to heal until her past comes knocking. 303 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3792192 LEFT FOR DEAD.** By Lisa Jackson. Novels. In Years of Pride Sheila is telling from the aftermath of the devastating tragedy that claimed the life of her father and destroyed the family’s winery. She now rides losing everything to Noah Wilder. In Devil’s Gambit Tiffany’s horse farm was in trouble long before she met Zane, a breeder with a shady reputation. Though she doesn’t trust him, she’s drawn to him like a magnet. 536 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3772772 ONCE UPON A COWBOY CHRISTMAS.** By Soraya Lane. Cody Ford’s father isn’t getting any younger, and Cody doesn’t want to be the one to keep him in the shop. Will he risk everything for the rest of the folks at the ranch back home. The last person Cody was expecting to see? His one-time girlfriend, Lexi, who’s been working as his dad’s new live-in-nurse at the ranch. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


**3785451 LAKE MAGIC.** By Kimberly Fisk. Jessa has figured out the formula to a special predication; she’ll force the steel-eyed flyboy, Jared Worth, into service for her company Blue Sky. It’s the only way Jared will ever see a dime of the money owed him by Jessa’s deceased fiancé. But these two restless souls will discover they’re save more than a business, they’re saving each other. 328 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3811396 PATHFINDER.** By Anna Schmidt. Captain Max McCord was a pathfinder for the army, now he’s the star of a Wild West show. When Max first eyes on Emma Elliot, he knows that anything between them would be impossible. And with the army’s strength of will calls to him. Now Max must decide if there’s room in his life for love, or will he hang on to the past? 342 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3804066 THE DRIFTER.** By Anna Schmidt. Caught between a greedy corporation and a desperate land, Maria Porterfield barely has time to mourn her father’s death. If her family is to survive, it’ll be up to her to take charge, but she can’t do it alone. When a mysterious drifter rides to town, this handsome cowboys seems like an answer to prayers. 378 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3786641 BEAUTIFUL SINNER.** By Sophie Jordan. If there’s a chance of finding love, Cassie Eastman will do anything to put everything in perspective. But after years locked up, Cruz is back home, facing the gossip, dodging reporters—and face to face with reporter Gabriella Rossi. She wants a story and Cruz wants her. He’s learned to not look for a good thing slip away. 355 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3770435 THE DUKE’S STOLEN BRIDE.** By Sophie Jordan. When Marian Langley is blackmailed into an engagement by a man she despises, Nathaniel, Duke of Warrington, reluctantly steals her away. Though he never intended to take a wife, he can’t tolerate the idea of Marian forfitting her freedom to another, yet he’s unsure he can give her what she demands—a real marriage. 355 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3698343 NEVER TRUST A PIRATE.** By Valerie Bowman. Miss Danielle LaCrosse is started to learn that the handsome gentleman is not her employer the Viscount, but rather his infamous pirate brother Captain Alexander Cade. He might not be able to save his own, but can Cade earn her trust and win her heart, as they embark on an adventure to confront a dangerous enemy from both their pasts? 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3741087 ONE WEEK TO THE WEDDING.** By Olivia Miles. Jill’s wedding plans are ruined when Kate Daniels, couldn’t be more excited to be planning her best friend’s wedding—in theory. With the wedding only a week away, Kate expects a few surprises. But what she doesn’t expect is to find herself falling for the wrong man, at the wrong time. Then she finds love’s betrayal forced Gillian to flee back to New York. Now, she’s only to have her happiness shaken to its core once again. Now, she must choose between her future and her past. 385 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

**3770149 CHRISTMAS WITH MY COWBOY.** By Diana Palmer et al. Novellas. Meadow Dawson needs Santa to deliver a solution to her relationship. But, when Snow Man dies, Kassie’s Cowboy, a brutal blue norther is battling Wyoming when Travis rescues the injured Kassie from her car. And in Her Outback Husband, Scott and Darcey MacArthur were the perfect couple until a rumor ended their union in heartbreak. 442 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2932628 MARRYING MY COWBOY.** By Diana Palmer et al. Novellas. In The Rancher’s Wedding Rancher who meets up with a screenwriter turned waitress, put their talents and hearts together. In Wind River Wedding, a young couple’s future in-laws try to take them out to nowhere. And finally, in The Cowboy Lassoes a Bride, a will be a bride’s plans on marrying her cowboy beau be doomed? 437 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3751597 SPIRITED BRIDES.** By Amanda McCabe. Sarah, Lady Iverton, is forgiven and married to her late husband’s work by excavating an ancient Viking village on an estate owned by Miles Rutledge. Although dismayed that a dig is being performed on grounds suited for crop, Sarah is charmed by her pursuit—and by a connection between them that promises wealth beyond any buried treasure. 224 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

**6072707 ROSE TO LOVE.** By Macomber & L. Goodnight. Novels. When Ellen decides to go back to school as a mature student in Love by Degree, she finds inexpensive lodging near campus, with a bad-tempered landlord, Reed Matthews. And a chemistry between him and Ellen might just warm him up. In The Rain Sparrow, thriller writer Hayden Winters lives a life colored by lies—until his meets Carrie Riley. 601 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2976994 TO LOVE A MAN.** By Karen Robards. In the exotic land of Africa, journalist Lisa Collins hopes to find a story of a world war. What she gets is more than she bargained for—a dramatic second chance with her husband. Then, his role as a masculine soldier of fortune named Sam Eastman. 375 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
Romance

3798744 HATTERAS GIRL. By Alice J. Wisler. Jackie Donovan prays for two things: an honest, worthy man to marry, and a bed and breakfast on the beautiful Outer Banks of North Carolina. In the meantime, she works for Lighthouse Views, writing articles about lovely ladies. When Jackie meets handsome Davis Erickson, she believes God has answered her prayer. 310 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3798833 A WEDDING INVITATION. By Alice J. Wisler. After returning home from teaching in a refugee camp in the Philippines, Samantha enjoys her quiet life working at her mother’s clothing boutique near Washington, D.C. When she receives an invitation to her friend’s wedding in Winston-Salem, NC, she’s excited to reconnect with her college pals. But the wedding turns out very differently than Sam expects. 312 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3795938 FLIRTING WITH FOREVER. By Molly Cannon. Flying is Theo Jacobson’s passion. Soaring above the clouds, he’s on to the next adventure; and the next woman. But all that changes when he comes face to face with the wedding planner for his brother’s nuptials—lingering Danielle, the very same woman who broke his heart without a backward glance years ago. 382 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $3.95

3779683 IT’S ALWAYS BEEN YOU. By Victoria Dahl. When Flynn Greene is cleared for service, the man she thought she’d lost forever is back in her life, with her, with a storm of memories and longing. But though resisting Aidan York’s passion proves impossible, Kate must try not to love him all over again—only to lose him again. 343 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

★ 289816X THE FAMILY GATHERING. By Robin Carol. Dakota Jones has left the military and is drawn to the down to earth people in the community his brother and sister have happily settled in. But he is unprepared for how quickly his whole past is felt complicated. While he enjoys the attention of the single women in town, he’s really only attracted to one woman—who isn’t interested in him. 378 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

★ 370958X THE ROGUE TO RUIN. By Vivienne Lorret. When a vile suitor from her past reappears, Ainsley Bourne claims an attachment to Reed Sterling, the devilish brute and owner of the gaming hall across the street. Against his judgment, Reed quickly plays the part of the besotted fiancé. But with every tantalizing touch and scandalous kiss, is it becoming more than a charade? 383 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3897400 COLD-HEARTED RAKE. By Kate Lysaght. Devon Ravenel, London’s most wickedly charming rake, has just inherited an earldom. But his powerful new rank in society comes with a catch. Not only is his new estate saddled with debt, and the late earl’s three sisters and the intoxicating Lady Trenear. 438 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

★ 3796355 THE GIFT. By Julie Garwood. Beautiful and audacious, Sara Winchester is no longer the child she was when she married Nathaniel, whose Amish infirmities and whose touch arouses her wildest, deepest desires. But their love will be tested by an ugly family scandal that threatens to tear them apart. With their future at stake, they must rediscover their love. 373 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★ 3786454 FROM HERE TO YOU. By Jamie McQuire. The moment Scott Tenner checks into the hotel where Darby is working, she knows he’s dangerous. He may want her to think he’s another hotter-than-heat loaf of bread, but Darby knows he isn’t. As for her, she’s been through too much to fall for a guy who would stand her up. But as Darby’s ex gets closer to finding her, both she and Tex will soon find out that what you don’t know can hurt you. 369 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

★ 376213 THE LORD MEETS HIS LADY. By Gina Conkle. One stolen kiss and Genevieve Turner’s handsome midnight savior disappears. Typical. Gen brushes it off and continues on with her new post, and hopefully to finding her grandmother as well. Instead, she finds her new employer is her mischievous highway hero. Surely a few more kisses won’t hurt 436 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★ 2875497 THE DAY OF THE DUCHESS. By Sarah MacLean. Malcolm Bevingstoke, Duke of Haverwall, knows a love affair with his lady from the ballroom isn’t right for either of them. But his perfectly match, Rafe’s brother Andrew, the Duke of Thornord, vows to save Miss Fiona from heartbreak and ruin. With one breathtaking seduction, Andrew discovers, genuine desires are awakened in Miss Fiona. 376 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2943866 THE WEDDING QUILT BRIDE/ANNA’S FORGOTTEN FIANCE. By M. Perry & C. Lighte. Novellas. In The Wedding Quilt Bride, when widowed lady Jane Stanley from his Highland community his brother and sister have happily settled in. But he is unprepared for how quickly things can get complicated. While he enjoys the attention of the single women in town, he’s really only attracted to one woman—who isn’t interested in him. 457 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

★ 2944340 HIGHLAND FLAME. By Mary Laird Dicollan Gordon has inherited his uncle’s run-down castle and ragtag clan. He knows the only way to solve any woman running. When he rescues the widowed lady Jane Stanley from his Highland warriors, the only way to keep her safe is to take her home with him. But will the irresistible clan of clansmen of the MacColl clan run? 309 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

★ 294958X BIG BAD BEAST. By Shelly Laurenston. Ric can’t believe his luck. He’s wanted this fiercely independent she-wolf from the day he first met her. Seraphina, Duchess of Haven, returns to London to protect her little sister from a family that would take her for ransom and make her pay for her father’s hubris. 402 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 288494X HANNAH’S JOY. By Katie Rugg. When firefighter and single dad Steve Springfield moves his four year-old daughter to Houston Texas, he’s consumed by one woman—the Audacious, Sara Winchester is no longer the child she was when she married Nathaniel, whose stutter makes him feel like a permanent outsider in his uncle’s run-down castle and ragtag clan. He knows the only way to keep her safe is to take her home with him. But will the irresistible clan of clansmen of the MacColl clan run? 309 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

★ 288994X HANNAH’S JOY. By Marty Perry. Working in her aunt’s bakery is a way for Hannah to get back on her feet, but she isn’t sure if she can ever find the perfect running. When he rescues the widowed lady Jane Stanley from his Highland warriors, the only way to keep her safe is to take her home with him. But will the irresistible clan of clansmen of the MacColl clan run? 309 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

★ 2882014 THE DOCTOR’S DATE. By Heidi Cullinan. Dr. Owen Gagnon and Hiro director Ernie Andrews are infatuated for their hospital hallway shouting matches. So imagine the town’s surprise when Erin bids an obscure amount of money to win in the hospital bachelor auction. And Owen wins the date by insisting Erin move in with him. 378 pages. Dreamsprinter. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

★ 5990467 A HAND TO HOLD. By Kathleen Fuller. Ruth is a new teacher at the Amish schoolhouse, and she’s not getting the respect she deserves from her students. When handsome Zache tries to help, she resents his interference. But when she finds out the truth about why he hated school, they begin to see one another in a new light. SHOPWORN. 278 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★ 3694550 THE PROMISE OF A LETTER. By Kathleen Fuller. Roman leaves the Amish tradition long ago. But when he learns that his grandmother has died and left a letter urging him to reconcile with his brother, Roman decides to return home--only to expect to face a world he abandoned--but he isn’t expecting to find love with Leanna Chupp. 305 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★ 3769062 HEARTS IN HARMONY. By Beth Wiseman. Despite their differences, Mary and Levi share a love of music, and a shared concern about whether their talents are God given gifts or temptations leading them into the English world. Both Mary and Levi will need to reconcile with what their hearts say right or regret. And it could bring them together or tear them apart. 310 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

★ 37673X SURVIVE THE NIGHT. By Katie Rugg. Koy O’Connor Gunnerson has always had one goal–to reclaim the life she left and the heartbreak and ruin. With one breathtaking seduction, Andrew discovers, genuine desires are awakened in Miss Fiona. 376 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3768302 ROCKY MOUNTAIN COWBOY CHRISTMAS. By Katie Rugg. When firefighter and single dad Steve Springfield moves his four year-old daughter to Houston Texas, he’s consumed by one woman—the. 288 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

★ 3775283 MY FAVORITE THINGS. By Lynsay Sands. Novellas. Collects three classic tales of Christmas and love: In All I Want, Prudence needs a Christmas miracle to make her wish come true. When she is rescued by the French Henri, Brinnie finds herself being wooed by a true gentleman, and getting the best Christmas present of all. And In The Fairy Godmother, she’ll do anything to save her. 402 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2865806 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER. By Lynsay Sands. Lady Edith Drummond owes her life to Niels Buchanan and his brothers. Falling after an illness to a castle overrun by rugged Highlands is disconcerting, but so is learning that she’s slowly falling in love with the handsome hero. 374 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2881624 FALLING FOR THE HIGHLANDER. By Lynsay Sands. Lady Murine Carmichael has known her share of heartbreak and ruin. With one breathtaking seduction, Andrew discovers, genuine desires are awakened in Miss Fiona. 376 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

★ 3767272 PUPPY CHRISTMAS. By Lucy Gilmore. Ford’s whole life revolves around his cute service pup, Dakota. And he meets Lila Vasquez. Smart, capable, and amazing at helping Emily gain confidence with her new service puppy at her side. Lila is everything he could ever want. But while Ford tempts him beyond measure, and he wants to protect her with his life and her heart. 282 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95
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**A COLDWATER CHRISTMAS.** By Delores Fossen. Recently divorced a second time, Jana wants to keep her mother from marrying the gold-digging father of Jana’s ex-husband, Kace. Asking Kace for help may be wrong given their history. But as the stakes and Christmas stress ratchets up, Jana knows much more wrong would be to let a love this magical slip away again. 376 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**THE OUTLAW’S HEART.** By Amalie Dear. Despite a post-marriage escape and impromptu marriage, Evelyn Perkins flees Boston and heads West. When her train is boarded by outlaws, she is taken for ransom. Fearing being returned to her husband, she refuses to cooperate. Evelyn becomes the responsibility of Gabriel Sloan who’s steady gaze reaches her wounded heart. 314 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**THE COTTAGE ON PUMPKIN AND VINE.** By Kate Angel et al. For three unsuspecting revelers, it’s going to be an enchanted weekend at the cottage on Pumpkin and Vine, filled with candy corn kisses and midnight black-kitten’s–along with some real Halloween surprises. The kind that make your heart skip a beat. Titles range from $2.95 to $5.95. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**MY FOREVER HOME.** By Debbie Burns. Between the dogs at the shelter who felt her heart and taught her the meaning of family with a fox-dog lover, Mason, Tess begins to find her self-confidence. But Mason is afraid of the fact of his hoping to get back to his professional baseball career might ruin everything–and if the meaning of this is a free-spirited stray husky enters her life, and teaches them forgiveness. 344 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**LOVE AT FIRST BARK.** By Debbie Burns. With a dozen adorable collies get dumped in St. Louis’ biggest park, everyone at the High Grove Animal Shelter mobilizes for a large-scale rescue. And the park looks to round out Friday. As collies, volunteers Ben and Mia unexpectedly plunge into a new phase of their lives. Who knew it would lead to so many upheavals–and new beginnings? 340 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**THE PRINCE OF BROADWAY.** By Joanna Shupe. As the owner of the city’s most exclusive casino, Clayton Madden holds the fortunes of prominent families in the palms most exclusive casino, Clayton Madden holds the hearts of every man–and sometimes a beautiful woman. Clayton agrees to mentor Florence, who was experimented on until his tortured body made her a target. But the threat is closer than she thought. 456 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 **$5.95**

**LETHAL NIGHTS.** By Lora Leigh. Ilya Dragovich, aka Dragon, is no stranger to the dark side. As a safe-house owner for security agency Brute Force, Dragon knows that the balance of good and evil is an uncertain one that will allow her to explore the kind of pleasure she has dreamed of. When Dragon is kidnapped by her father, she finds that she must trust Abram to save her life, 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**THE DOGS OF CHRISTMAS.** By W. Bruce Cameron. Josh Michaels is caring for his ex-husband, Abram is hiding a wicked side—one that will allow her to explore the kind of pleasure she has dreamed of. When Dragon is kidnapped by her father, she finds that she must trust Abram to save her life, 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**BAD FOR YOU.** By J. Daniels. Shay is the kind of girl who makes the world take notice. Spanking her brother’s best friend, she’s fallen for Kerri. Can a surprise litter of kittens change her life? 252 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 **$2.95**

**DYLAN’S REDEMPTION.** By Jennifer Ryan. Book Three: The McBrides. Dylan, the boy Jessie loved, skipped town and never looked back. Stills, when a mysterious woman later runs off the road, Jay fears his job has made her a target. But the threat is closer than either of them think. 345 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 **$4.95**

**THE MENDING.** By Susan Lantz Simpson. Malinda can’t help but worry about her future, convinced that a challenging health issue leaves her undesirable when it comes to marriage. Houston’s attention is a big city doctor that is smitten by her–an unsettling distraction she has kept to herself. 279 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$3.95**

**THE TRUTH ABOUT COWBOYS.** By Lisa Renee Jones. When a young woman moves to Texas to write a cowboy romance, she didn’t know Jason Jerils would lift her world into a new dimension with his sinful smile and his bad attitude. Every time she turns around, he’s there to reluctantly save the day. But the closer she gets to this man, the closer she gets to the learning the truth about cowboys. 397 pages. Entangled. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**
Abby is used to his irascibility. But when a dangerous figure waiting game. Letting Keena go was the biggest mistake he ever made, in Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Maximillian shows up in newspaper. Romance runs second—until her silent partner,* ANY MAN OF MINE.*

into Nick Scarpelli shakes Jolana Shannon’s armor and to show Grange she can be useful on anywhere. That’s all she wants. Well, that and amazing sex, and the kind of daredevil escapade any man of his country. As the conflict is getting heated, Diego remembers the night five years ago, when things heat up behind closed doors, it’s the prince have to work together if they’re going to catch a killer. And contrary manner as frustrating as it is seductive, but they’ll Sebastian of Alucia find common er Eliza Tricklebank’s* THE PRINCESS PLAN. By Juan Perez. worked for Wilder Adventures and Expeditions.

Peg arrives determined to break through his defenses. Logan brings her a puppy. But he can’t dismiss her. She tells him what the others had refused to tell him. She tells him the truth. Beneath the ill-fitting suit, his son-tutor is a woman! But he can’t dismiss her—in his own right. This begins their passionate connection.

Dbq

409 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

INSTANT ATTRACTION. By Jill Shalvis. Accountant Katie Kramer is a quintessential good girl, working hard while trying to ignore the feeling that she doesn’t fit in anywhere. That’s all she wants. Well, and that and amazing sex, and the kind of daredevil escapade she’s always wanted. And it looks like the Dutchess of Mellery is back on her trail. But Molly is kind to the irresistible bull rider. But Ty and Darla soon discover a precious little Christmas surprise that might help them embrace a life together.


3796028 TO LOVE A DUCHESS. By Karen Rainney. Spy, Adam Drummond, has intrigued Mallery Smithway House with one purpose only, to gather proof that the late Duke of Masley was a traitor to his country. At the same time, Adam is drawn to the beguiling, yet dangerous, Alyce Ensley of Masley. For Drummond, not exposing his masquerade will require challenging and tender moves. 306 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99

4.95


3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3787830 COUNTING ON A COUNTLESS. By Eva Leigh. The newly minted Earl of Blakemere’s scandalous ways have all but emptied Malloween’s wealthy mentor comes to his aid and leaves him a sizable fortune. The only stipulation is he must marry within one month to inherit the money. Kit, Earl of Blakemere, needs a bride and has big-city dreams. But the press wants to know the truth. Beneath the ill-fitting suit, his son-tutor is a woman! But he can’t dismiss her—not while he’s learning so much about passion.

3787029 TO BED THE BRIDE. By Karen Ranney. Allegedly Pregnant MP McKnight to many fascinating people, but the lady he encounters on the lands bordering his ancestral Scottish home outshines them all. Eleonor Sutherland is beautiful, and she knows the shocking of the worst men Logan knows. She also seems lonely, so Logan brings her a puppy. Thus begins their passionate connection.


3.95

3769198 COME BACK TO ME. By Sharon Sala. Twenty years after high school sweetheart Phoenix Puckett abandoned her by her families, Aidan is called back home to Blessings, Georgia, and is there to help them in ways he never imagined. 312 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

5.95

3769197 COME BACK TO ME. By Sharon Sala. Twenty years after high school sweetheart Phoenix Puckett abandoned her by her families, Aidan is called back home to Blessings, Georgia, and is there to help them in ways he never imagined. 312 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

5.95

3793109 THE PRINCESS PLAN. By Julia London. Prince Sebastian of Alucia finds commoner Eliza Tricklebank’s congress mate attractive and constructive, but they have to work together if they’re going to take on a killer. And when things heat up behind closed doors, it’s the prince who’ll have to decide what comes first—his country or his heart. 392 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

5.95

3792803 MY FAKE RAKE. By Eva Leigh. Lady Grace Wyck asks her colleague, anthropologist Selene Halloway, to enlist as a faux suitor to help her land her ideal husband. In the course of their fake courtship, Grace’s feelings for Sebastian grow. And as Sebastian becomes more in love with Grace, he will share the truth of his feelings even if it means losing her heart. 336 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

5.95

3796556 FOR NOW AND FOREVER. By Diana Palmer. Novels. After getting her heart broken seven years ago, Keena Whitman fLED town. Now she’s back and Nicholas realizes letting Keena go was the biggest mistake he ever made, in A Waiting Game. As Greyson McCallum’s longtime assistant, Abby is used to his irascibility. But when a dangerous figure from her past reappears, Grayson offers to protect her in A Loving Arrangement. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

5.95


5.95

4297730 INSTANT ATTRACTION. By Jill Shalvis. Accountant Katie Kramer is a quintessential good girl, working hard while trying to ignore the feeling that she doesn’t fit in anywhere. That’s all she wants. Well, and that and amazing sex, and the kind of daredevil escapade she’s always wanted. And it looks like the Dutchess of Mellery is back on her trail. But Molly is kind to the irresistible bull rider. But Ty and Darla soon discover a precious little Christmas surprise that might help them embrace a life together.


3811069 HOT WINTER NIGHTS. By Jill Shalvis. Happy to get home from a trip to her parents’ in the wildness area, especially once their anger no escaping each other in the confines of the...
When a Duke Loves a Woman
By Lorraine Heath
The Duke of Thornley is trying to save the Shetland Islands from the threat of a mysterious tragedy. He is left at the altar and later saved from thugs by a woman. After nursing him back to health, Gillie agrees to help him search for his missing fiancée. She's been fired from her position as an editor—and left by her friend Jack on their adventures, but her mother is busy trying to find out who he is. When Tish's life is threatened, Shaw will stop at nothing to save her.

The Legacy
By Michael Phillips

The Cottages
By Michael Phillips
When Loni is informed that she has a heritage property in the Shetland Islands she wants only to sell it and be done with it. But when she arrives, she is stunned to find that “the Cottage” is not at all what she expected, nor is David Tulloch, the man most of the islanders believe to be the rightful heir. Book two of the Secrets of the Shetlands series. 405 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

The Treasure of the Celtic Triangle
By Michael Phillips
Having accepted his uncle’s dying request to restore the missing heir to the Westbrook estate, young Scotsman Percy Drummond begins his journey. But with only a hint to lead him to Ireland, circumstances in Wales threaten the future, and his engagement to Florilwyn Weston hinges in the balance. 437 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

Fire in the Night
By Linda Byler
The Amish community of Lancaster is being terrorized by barn fires. A flame just as bright is burning inside of young Sarah Beiler, who finds herself in a love triangle with the flirtatious boy tending to her barns—and who also happens to be dating Sarah’s friend, Rose. 326 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

The Little Amish Matchmaker
By Linda Byler
Simon can’t stop thinking about the pretty Amish teacher at the local one-room school. But he’s on the side of the angels—or is he? So, in this romantic holiday tale, Simon’s little brother, Isaac, takes matters into his own hands. 187 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

The Disappearances
By Linda Byler
Soon after Amish newlyweds Sadie and Mark settle into their new home, they are visited and questioned by a trio of FBI agents. The agents warn Sadie that her valuable horse is putting her in grave danger—an offer to find her husband, who’s run off with another woman, won’t be enough to buy his release. 313 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

Running Around (and Such)
By Linda Byler
Lizzie Glock longs to fit into her quiet Amish community. Her two sisters, Jane and Hannah, are ready to get married and settle into the traditional rhythm of having children and keeping house. But Lizzie isn’t sure that’s what she wants for her future. 345 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

When Strawberries Bloom
By Linda Byler
Lizzie Glock’s dream of teaching at an Amish school has finally come true, but troubles at home and in her romantic life soon arise, planting doubts in the mind of her new life. 286 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

To All, Dark Cowboy
By Eloisa James
For beautiful, witty Lavinia Gray, love at first sight for Summitville High’s most popular boy, Caleb Dalton, finally turned into a “Christmas of Yes”—and this year, she’s feeling right in his arms?

In Love with a Duke
By Eloisa James
Lettie McCall, the eldest of the McCall sisters, is about to marry Logan Roden, a man who’s been dumped by his fiancée. Logan is a temptation Vanessa knows she can’t afford, until the chemistry between them explodes. 376 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

Cowboy Christmas
By Eloisa James
Lady Betsy Wilder longs for one last unexpected kiss from Caleb has her wondering if he’s the missing piece to her happiness. 346 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

Cowboy Christmas Redemption
By Maisey Yates
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
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The Cowboy Christmas Match
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Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.

The Cowboy Christmas Match
By Maisey Yates,
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s sister, it’s strictly off-limits. If only he could convince her to leave the small town he’s loved since losing her husband.
**376530X CHRISTMAS IN VERMONT.** By Anita Hughes. When Emma's best friend signs her up to help a Vermont innkeeper, she books Emma's lost love Fletcher, who's staying there, and Emma might be able to rekindle what was lost between them. That is until Emma sees the innkeeper again. 329 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99

**379323X CHRISTMAS IN PARIS.** By Anita Hughes. She was supposed to be here in Paris on her honeymoon, but in the end she'll settle for the city she called it off. Isabel is an ambitious financial analyst, and Neil suddenly decided to take over his grandparents' farm. But after a chance encounter with fortune-teller Giselle, who calls her to the city, she begins to question everything she thought was important. 277 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**20398624 ARABELLA.** By Georgette Heyer. Daughter of a modest country gentlewoman, Arabella is on her way to London when her carriage breaks down outside the hunting lodge of the wealthy Mr. Beaumaris. Her pride stung by a remark of her host's, Arabella pretends to be an heiress, a pretense that deeply amuses the jaded Beau. Originally published in 1949. 325 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**3734056 TREASURED VOWS.** By Cathy Maxwell. As stubborn as she is beautiful, Phadra Abbott, the headstrong heiress has decided to track down her spenthirt explorer father. Now her stuffy guardian, Grant Morgan, must accompany Phadra on her latest misadventure. It’s not only his sworn duty that compels him, but a desire to hold Phadra in his arms and love her for all time. 382 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2878003 IF I EVER SHOULD LOVE YOU.** By Cathy Maxwell. He’s inherited a title, but not a penny to speak of, so the Earl of Rochdale knows he must find a wife—preferably pretty, good-tempered, but definitely wealthy. His choice: Leonie Charnock. However—Leonie doesn’t want to be anyone’s wife. 277 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2976943 SWEET HAVEN.** By Shirley McCoy. In Benevolence, Washington, the Lamont family’s delectable handmade chocolates are a precious tradition, and always a reason to return home. And for the most rebellious of the three Lamont daughters, there’s a chance to create the tempting new future, complete with delicious happiness. 314 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3774937 SWEET HAVEN.** By Shirley McCoy. Once Sinclair gets his hands on his mother’s beloved candy business, Benevolence, Washington for good this time. Trouble is he can’t quite stay away from Adeline’s optimism, enticing plus-size curves, and kindness to those who need it most. Maybe he has a small-town farm after all. 331 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3797755 MIRACLE IN A DRY SEASON.** By Sarah Loudin Thomas. It’s 1954 and Perla’s encounter with a fortune-teller and a close call with a turtle, she begins to question everything she thought was important. 277 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3787449 HOLLY.** By Jude Deveraux. As Christmas approaches, Nick Taggart—a man who's made the whole world laugh and tempts her with a surprising promise—turns her plans to reunite with her old beau upside down. One man can seduce her with fortune and charm, but the other can offer the simple gift of love. 308 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95


**6917534 MY ITALIAN BULLDOZER.** By Debbie Macomber. My Italian Bulldozer: An Italian Village Romance EDITION. After his longtime girlfriend leaves him, Paul Stuart travels to Tuscany, hoping a change of scenery will offer a cure for heartache. What follows is a delightful romp through the lush sights and flavors of the Tuscan countryside, as Paul encounters a rich cast of characters including a young American woman and a charming town—where anything can happen, even love, as you’ll see in the three stories included here: One Night at the St. Nicholas; Birdie’s Flight; and Spirit of Texas. 323 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**137589X CHRISTMAS IN HARMONY HARBOR.** By Debbie Mason. Evil Christmas is worried about saving her holiday shop from powerful real estate developer Caine Elliot. She’s risking everything on a unusual proposition she hopes will save her. But as their pretend relationship leads to a very real attraction, a past secret is revealed. Now, can a summer of love make up for a lifetime of secrets? 316 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**4767572 KISS ME IN CHRISTMAS.** By Debbie Mason. Actress Chloe O’Connor is one of America’s sweethearts, but back home she is still remembered as a shy, awkward schoolgirl. When she runs into Easton McBride she turns from daytime drama queen to tongue-tied teenager. Could a kiss have the power to bring back the small-town girl who stole his heart years ago? 329 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.99

**3785246 SNOWBOUND AT CHRISTMAS.** By Debbie Mason. Grayson Alexander is snowed in at the charming town of Christmas, Colorado, for the holiday weekend got so hot. But between working with sexy Cal O’Connor on set and keeping the other men at bay, he can’t find the time to pursue a career on stage—as long as the shadows from her past don’t catch up with her. 338 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**3766233 THE RELUCTANT RAKE.** By Jane Ashford. Novels. In The Reluctant Rake, Miss Davenport is asked to help a woman in the arms of another woman. Unless she can beat this rival, Julia stands to lose all she wants. In How to Beguile a Baron, Miss Danvers is caught between two men, and now at the St. Nicholas for the most talked about ball of the season. It’s the kind of Texas night where anything can happen, even love, as you’ll see in the three stories included here: One Night at the St. Nicholas; Birdie’s Flight; and Spirit of Texas. 323 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**6892337 HONOR.** By Lyn Cote. When选用 one man can seduce her with fortune and charm, but the other can offer the simple gift of love. One man can seduce her with fortune and charm, but the other can offer the simple gift of love. One man can seduce her with fortune and charm, but the other can offer the simple gift of love. One man can seduce her with fortune and charm, but the other can offer the simple gift of love. One man can seduce her with fortune and charm, but the other can offer the simple gift of love. One man can seduce her with fortune and charm, but the other can offer the simple gift of love. One man can seduce her with fortune and charm, but the other can offer the simple gift of love. One man can seduce her with fortune and charm, but the other can offer the simple gift of love.
Westerners & Cowboy Stories

**2817569 DAY OF INDEPENDENCE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. With a snowstorm blowing, Smoke and Sally Jenson prepare to welcome freedom on the American frontier, this is the astonishing story of the greatest trapper in the West's most notorious names, from Doc Holliday to Wyatt Earp to Billy the Kid, and some of the other legends who capture their imaginations.

**5653634 THE DARKEST WINTER.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Exiled from the Smoky Mountains for gunning down a man in self-defense, Brock Weston tries to make a new home in St. Louis. But some men are just too wild to let anyone get in their way, and for Brock to have a chance of survival-and they're hoping history doesn't repeat itself! 424 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $7.99.

**2644375 DIE BY THE GUN.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. In this first in the exciting new series, Detective Jake Holliday is faced with a shocking crime-a heist that ends with a hide once by signing on as a cattle drive chuckwagon cook. Mac's troubles with blood and tears, Chet Byrnes built a life in Texas and ride into Arizona hoping to find a new home. And for the sake of his family, Chet will have to risk dying before he can meet the woman who would make it all worthwhile. 412 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $7.99.

**2997215 HANG THEM SLOWLY.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Vance Brewster is a half-breed boy. But Capt. Stewart and Willbur Coleman, undercover cowboys, are two new ranch hands working at his side. All three get caught up in a brewing, trigger-happy Montana range war between the Rafter M and Three Rivers Ranches. When the fury suddenly explodes in a hail of gunfire, the three men must show their hands. 359 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $7.99.

**6811947 RIDE THE SAVAGE LAND.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Ace and Chance Jennings agree to lead a wagon full of women across Texas. These five brides are to be ready to get hitched in San Angelo, Texas, and it's their job to get them to church on time. But this is no ordinary drive, this is one hard journey that could get them all killed. 378 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $7.99.

**3727165 ONE THOUSAND WHITE WOMEN.** By Jim Fergus. Based on an actual historical event but told through fictional diaries, this is the story of a remarkable woman who traveled west in 1875 and marries the chief of the Cheyenne nation, and her conflict of being caught between two worlds. 482 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. At $15.99. **3739345 RIDE THE HIGH LONESOME.** By Rosanne Blittner. Those outlaw should have made darn sure Bowden was dead. Now he vows he'll have his revenge no matter the cost. But the woman he intends to marry, and the single-mindedness of the native of the northern Britania offers the perfect opportunity. 526 pages. Corng. Paperback. At $17.95. **3976892 IN HELL OR TEXAS.** By Brian McClellan. In this follow-up to A Bloody Business, Valetta and her band ofetics are once again on a quest to find a wealthy man's daughter and return her to his late wife's family. But the journey ahead is deadlier than the hired guns behind them. 305 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $13.95.


**2866528 THE AMERICAN FRONTIER.** By Will W. & J.A. Johnstone. For the greatest trapper in the West's most notorious names, from Doc Holliday to Wyatt Earp to Billy the Kid, and some of the other legends who capture their imaginations.

**3711717 HEAVEN IS A LONG WAY OFF.** By Win Blevins. After running away as a teenager, he finds himself in a village on the West's most notorious names, from Doc Holliday to Wyatt Earp to Billy the Kid, and some of the other legends who capture their imaginations.


**2981759 A HIGH SIERRA CHRISTMAS.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. With a snowstorm blowing, Smoke and Sally Jenson prepare to welcome freedom on the American frontier, this is the astonishing story of the greatest trapper in the West's most notorious names, from Doc Holliday to Wyatt Earp to Billy the Kid, and some of the other legends who capture their imaginations.

**3705706 THE REVENANT.** By Michael Punke. A thrilling tale set in the 19th-century American frontier, this is the astonishing story of a real trapper and frontiersman Hugh Glass. What happens to him after he is left for dead by his own bear, only to be left to die by his fellow trappers, Glass is driven to survive by one desire: revenge. 262 pages. Picador. Paperback. At $16.00.

**372990X THE NECKLACE.** By Claire McMillan. When Nell Quince inherits a valuable necklace, she learns of a family secret involving Ambrose Quincy who bought the necklace from India in the 1920s to give to the woman he intends to marry. And Connie Courtney is torn apart by the tragic death of their parents. As the siblings find their destinies converging once more, they realize that the vengeance and redemption they both desperately seek could cost them their lives. 409 pages. 9781585421559.

**3739108 GHOST FIRE.** By Wilbur Smith with T. Harper. 1754. Inseparable twin boys, birth and growing up in India, Theo and Connie Courtney are torn apart by the tragic death of their parents. As the siblings find their destinies converging once more, they realize that the vengeance and redemption they both desperately seek could cost them their lives. 409 pages. 9781585421559.

**3732703 HAMMERS OF ROME.** By Douglas Jackson. 80 AD. Gaicus Valerius Verrens is back where he belongs, at the head of a legion. And this is no ordinary legion. Taunted by ill fortune, that could all be swept aside with a single strike of his native of the northern Britania offers the perfect opportunity. 526 pages. Corng. Paperback. At $17.95.


**2870781 THE RINGS OF DESTINY.** By Sherrilyn Kenyon. 695 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $14.99. **37397483 BETWEEN HELL AND TEXAS.** By Dusty Richards. With blood and tears, Chet Byrnes built a life in Texas and ride into Arizona hoping to find a new home. And for the sake of his family, Chet will have to risk dying before he can meet the woman who would make it all worthwhile. 412 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $7.99.

**3705951 STORM’S THUNDER.** By Branden Boyce. From his birth aboard the gleaming Santa Fe, to his years with the famous Ringling Bros. with the promise of a new life in California. But when a robbery mars him in the desert, he’s pursued by a murderous, insane lawman who does his evil bidding. And the only way to avenge his family is to stagger out of the desert alive. 358 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $6.99.

**371117X HEAVEN IS A LONG WAY OFF.** By Win Blevins. After running away as a teenager, he finds himself in the village on the West's most notorious names, from Doc Holliday to Wyatt Earp to Billy the Kid, and some of the other legends who capture their imaginations.

**3705951 STORM’S THUNDER.** By Branden Boyce. From his birth aboard the gleaming Santa Fe, to his years with the famous Ringling Bros. with the promise of a new life in California. But when a robbery mars him in the desert, he’s pursued by a murderous, insane lawman who does his evil bidding. And the only way to avenge his family is to stagger out of the desert alive. 358 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $6.99.

**3755983 BETWEEN HELL AND TEXAS.** By Dusty Richards. With blood and tears, Chet Byrnes built a life in Texas and ride into Arizona hoping to find a new home. And for the sake of his family, Chet will have to risk dying before he can meet the woman who would make it all worthwhile. 412 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $7.99.
**Westerns & Cowboy Stories**

**297698** A TIME FOR VULTURES. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. To save the survivors of Hapgood's Group from the greed of King Fisher to Hell. But the deadly deacon has a clockwork arm that can draw a pistol faster than the eye can blink. It will take the devil to bring peace to this town. Or the frontier legend called Flintlock. 362 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**1883622** THE LONELY MEN. By Louis L'Amour. When Apache brave kidnap Tell Sackett's nephew, Tell is forced to cross the border to the Sierra Madre, a place where even more troubling is the boy's mother, who seems to be intentionally luring Tell right into the center of an ambush. 171 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**456778X** UTAH BLAINE. By Louis L'Amour. Colonel Blaine broke both legs and headed north. During his travels he saves the life of a Texas rancher from would-be executions looking to steal his land. Now Colonel Blaine has a unique proposition that involves the worthy Texan playing dead, and taking care of the outlaws one by one. 211 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**580423X** CONACHER. By Louis L'Amour. Evie Teale and her children are alone in an untamed country where Indians and thieves make it easier to die than to live. Miles away, her children are alone in an untamed country where Indians and thieves make it easier to die than to live. 299 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**5804639** VALLEY OF THE SUN. By Louis L'Amour. A collection of nine remarkable tales that are gritty, tough, and unforgivingly authentic. Here is the West as an unforgiving land where for every friend there is an enemy, for every handshake a fist, for every dispute a duel or a shootout. This collection's stories take place in the Valley of the Sun, Arizona. Includes "Seven Kids," "The Burning Hills," and "That Slashed Nose." 177 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**3675769** TREASURE MOUNTAIN. By Louis L'Amour. Orrin and Tell Sackett had to come to New Orleans looking for answers to their father's disappearance twenty years before. But with one misstep the brothers could disappear in the bayou before they even set foot on the trail—and never discover the secret that was worth killing for. 187 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**580433X** THE HIGH GRADERS. By Louis L'Amour. Back in Rafter Crossing, Mike Shelvin tries to unravel the mystery of Eli Patterson's death, the man who'd been like a father to him, and he finds the town is in a turmoil. As he searches, he is led deeper and deeper into a conspiracy that controls not only the fate of Rafter Crossing but the heart of a beautiful, tormented young woman. 300 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**5804183** THE BURNING HILLS. By Louis L'Amour. Wounded during a violent feud with Bob Sutton, Trace Jordan is near collapse when he descends from the heat of the desert into a cool canyon. He seeks to find a beautiful woman, Maria, caring for his injuries. Maria and her family have also suffered at the hands of Sutton. Their escape is through the heat-blasted desert. And if that doesn't kill them, the Apaches will. 145 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**5804587** THE COLLECTED SHORT STORIES OF LOUIS L'AMOUR, VOLUME 7: FRONTIER STORIES. Here are tales of honest thieves and crooked lawmen, of dream chasers and treasure hunters, of men and women hoping for a second chance and others down to their last. From the lookout for ancient hidden gold to the toughest lawman of our western heritage that will live forever. Includes "To Make a Stand," "West of Dry Creek," " Home is the Hunter," and "To Hang Me High." 220 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**2997185** FALLOn. By Louis L'Amour. Hopalong Cassidy finds his friend Pete Melford murdered, and any indication of the ranch that Pete left his niece Cindy has vanished. In search of Pete's killer and the location of Cindy's land, Hopalong signs on at the Box T ranch and finds it as serious as it is hauntingly beautiful. 348 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $6.95

**6810640** TRiBBLE SHOOTER. By Louis L'Amour. To find out why the brothers could disappear in the heat-blasted desert and with relentless suspense, a dashing young man is forced to turn into an outlaw. 300 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95


**3789921** LAST STAGE TO HELL JUNCTION. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Holding their captives at a hotel in the ghost town known as Hell Junction, the Hargreave gang demands a $50,000 ransom. But when the ransom isn't paid, the gang finds a way to infect the gang and rescue the hostages. Because Sheriff York knows when you're in Hell, justice takes no prisoners. 302 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $7.99


**5998451** LOUIS L'AMOUR'S LOST TREASURES, VOLUME 1, with B. L'Amour. These collections celebrate L’Amour’s vision and virtuosity, including the first seven chapters of a powerful novel about the Trail of Tears, a chilling Western horror story, and a character from L’Amour’s first western family. 638 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**3766688** BLOOD SKY AT MORNING/ APACHE SUNDOWN. By Jerry Sherman. In Blood Sky at Morning Zak Cody has been appointed by President Grant to the role of enforcer of America’s untamed regions and he must find the truth when the Apaches come under siege for murders they didn’t commit. In Apache Sundown Zak Cody is on the trail of a gold-seeking killer and numerous obstacles get in his way. 456 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


**3772271** DEAD AND BURIED. By Tim Bryant. At Fort Concho, Texas Ranger Willie John receives word that a bounty hunter is tracking the notorious outlaw known as Phantom Bill. Willie John has every reason to join the party: duty, revenge, and a chance to win back the land and fame and fortune. But the bounty hunter happens to be Gentleman Jack—who tried to kill Willie John once—this time he might succeed. 314 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**2945866** WILD SIDE OF THE RIVER. By Michael Zimmer. Ethan Wilder has been in the badlands for the last three months. Upon his return to the family Bar Five Ranch, Wilder finds his life in chaos. When his father is found dead, he sets out to make sense of what happened and avenge his death. 200 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**2945584** PROMISE OF REVENGE. By Lauran Fate. Two novellas by an incomparable talent. In "Amphawa," the owner of the name tells the story a former convict who must avenge the murder of a marshal to save his own tarnished name. In Promise of Revenge, Tom Barker seeks revenge against the town that turned its back on him. He finds sanctuary. With the help of a young woman and her family, he attempts to turn his life around in Arizona. 278 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

**2945390** GUNMAN'S REVENGE. By Max Brand. Originally published in 1921. An orphan, Terry, is poised to inherit his father's ranch. But Vance, convinced that lawlessness runs in the blood, will do anything to sabotage the plan—even murder the lawman who killed Terry's father at the boy's birthday party. 292 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**2945355** IRON DUST. By Max Brand. Events in the town of Hanging Rock change in a single day. When the belligerent Buck Heath confronts him, he fights back with a single punch, knocking Heath down and probably killing him. Assaulted with feelings of guilt and terror, Heath flees into the wilderness where he turns into an outlaw. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

**2945622** ROBBERS’ ROOST. By Zane Grey. A rollicking Wild West adventure originally published in 1932. While a battle rages between a railroad tycoon and a renegade cowboy in a remote mountain canyon, Jim Wales struggles to rescue Helen Herrick, who has been captured and held for ransom. 295 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**6734219** ARIZONA AMES. By Zane Grey. Rich Ames didn’t set out to be a gunfighter. It was forced on him. When two men roughed up his sweet sister, Rich reached for his trusty Colt and shot them on their own turf. Then the smoke cleared, Rich was the only one standing, now he was out for revenge against the town that turned its back on him. 382 pages. Talbot. Paperback. $3.95

**6823005** SHADOW ON THE TRAIL. By Zane Grey. Another battle rages in a young man’s life. The robber promises his dying mentor he will go straight. All he wants now is to settle down on the ranch for a nice peaceful life. But he has his doubts, and struggles to find sanctuary. With the help of a young woman and her family, he attempts to turn his life around in Arizona. 278 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

**2959208** THE PURPLE SAGE/ THE RAINBOW TRAIL. By Zane Grey. Novels. In Riders of the Purple Sage, Mormon rancher Jane Witherspoon endures persecution, religious zealots, and cattle rustlers trying to prey on the innocent. When John Shefford rode into Utah in search of a new life, and found it with a woman who’s been charged with murder. Now he has to outrun a posse. 680 pages. Forge. $9.95
**Westerns & Cowboy Stories**

581701 WILDFIRE IN HIS ARMS. By Joanna Lindsey. With his work in Montana chronicled now that the Calhoun-Walker feud has ended in marriage rather than bloodshed, Degan sets out for California. That is until the U.S. Marshal who saved his life calls in a favor. Will he have to transport a bold young woman to be put on trial. But he finds an unexpected desire for her is now spiking a wildfire of passion. 394 pages. Gallery. Pub at $26.00. $3.95

6845835 THE HIGH ROCS/STAMPING GROUND. By Elmer Lestrange. Novels In the High Rocks Deputy U.S. Marshal Page Murdock rides into the Bitterroot Mountains of Montana to bring in Bear Anderson for trial, but it may be more than he can handle. Stamping Ground finds Murdock on assignment to glean Cheyenne leader Ghost Chief, who is responsible for several massacres. 425 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub at $9.99. $3.95

375796X CAPE HELL/THE BOOK OF MURDOCK. By Loren D. Estleman. A new volume collates the unconventional tales of the West. Journey of the Dead brings together a haunted gunslinger and a Spanish alchemist for a searching tale of unsolved questions. In The Undertaker's Wife, an undertaker is called to dissemble the suicide of a famous financier to prevent economic panic. 537 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub at $9.99. $3.95

3758109 JOURNEY OF THE DEAD/ THE UNDERTAKER'S WIFE. By Loren D. Estleman. No one could have predicted the apparent fate of the bandits, beasts, beauties, rustlers, ranchers, and cowboys of the American West. Now they want to hunt down Joe to collect the bounty on his head. There's just one problem: he doesn't know, someone else on Barnaby's trail has his fortune. But now he's been called back into his own territory. Young brothers Jeffrey and Todd are forced apart, and destined to reunite when the Civil War reaches Texas. 551 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub at $9.99. $7.95

369223X THE DELIVERANCE/FIRE ARROW. By Richard S. Wheeler. Novels. In The Deliverance Barnaby Skye and his Crow with theгони́доть to unlock the town's secrets. Jones walks into the middle of it all, and this time he maybe the hero that this town needs. 255 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub at $9.99. $3.95

2977206 GOING HOME/DOWNRIVER. By Richard S. Wheeler. Novels. In Going Home, Royal Navy deserter Barnaby Skye decides to return to England to clear his name. But for this mountain man, plenty of frontier perils await. Barnaby is back in Downriver when down the Missouri River to get work as a post trader. Little does he know, someone else on Barnaby's trail would kill for his job. 665 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub at $9.99. $7.95

368015X GIVE-A-DAMN JONES. By Bill Blakely. In this small Montana town tensions are running high; a convict trying to prove his innocence, a cattleman who craves respect, a dentist at odds with a blacksmith, and an editor ready to unlock the town's secrets. Jones walks into the middle of it all, and this time he maybe the hero that this town needs. 255 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub at $9.99. $3.95

3772744 CAPTAIN RANGER'S/DAY THE COWBOYS QUIT. By Elmer Lekton. Novels. In Captain Ranger's Day the Cowboys Quit, with the Mexican War and Mexicans and Texans are still spilling blood over ownership of the Nueces Strip and Captain L.H. McNeilly is brought in to keep the peace. The Day the Cowboys Quit, with Bishop Hugh Hitchcock tries to keep the peace between rancher and cowboy in 1863 Canadian River country. 567 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub at $9.99. $7.95

3752295 HARD RIDE. By Elmer Lekton. Barnaby and his wife are stranded in their camp when a party of Americans and sold into bondage in Mexico. In a desperate move to rescue, unloading his rifle on the criminals. One of them, a teenager boy who was holding the horse calmed the panic. Neall believed the boy's wounds to be mortal. That is, until he received a letter vowing revenge. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub at $1.95. $3.95

3815978 JOE PEPPER/MANY A RIVER. By Elmer Lekton. Novels. In Joe Pepper, this Texas badman is convicted of murder, facing the hangman. But before he goes, he has a few stories he wants to get straight. In Many a River, the Barfield family is attacked by a band of Indians. They manage to escape their jailer, but a Texas ranger through Texas. Young brothers Jeffrey and Todd are forced apart, and destined to reunite when the Civil War reaches Texas. 551 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub at $9.99. $7.95

2974191 THE MAN FROM YESTERDAY. By Wayne D. Overholser. When the Shelly gang tried to rob the bank, Neal Clark rushed to the rescue, using his rifle on the criminals. One of them, a teenage boy who was holding the horse calmed the panic. Neal believed the boy's wounds to be mortal. That is, until he received a letter vowing revenge. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub at $1.95. $3.95

3775927 BLOOD AT SUNDOWN. By Peter Brandvold. The prophet isn't the only man marked for death. His past has caught up with him, and now he's on the run from a band of right-handed killers. 408 pages. Paperbound. Pub at $7.99. $5.95

377585X THE COST OF DYING. By Peter Brandvold. Oct 15. The prophet isn't the only man marked for death. His past has caught up with him, and now he's on the run from a band of right-handed killers. 408 pages. Paperbound. Pub at $7.99. $5.95

3775797 BLOOD AT SUNDOWN. By Peter Brandvold. The prophet and the deadly Louise Borakowski have a new enemy in fashion; the Dakota territory in search of the Griffin Hatchet gang. But with an attacking blitzard, they decide to split up in order to bag their prey—and crate the horses. But when Augustus Driggs transfers to a state penitentiary, all that changed. Ruthless and willing to leave a bloody path of destruction in his wake, Driggs seems to have more friends than enemies. 3774961 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub at $3.95. $27.00


2978369 DEADLY IS THE NIGHT. By Dusty Richards. 426 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub at $7.50. $3.95


6779867 THE DYING GRASS. By William T. Vollmann. 1356 pages. Viking. Pub at $55.00. $3.95

4567730 SHALAKO. By Louis L'Amour. 198 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub at $7.95. $5.95


6917550 SILVER CITY. By Jeff Quinn. 376 pages. Putnam. Pub at $27.00. $3.95


---

**Westerns & Cowboy Stories**


---

**Military Fiction**

- **2984655** WILD WEST. By Elmer Kelton. 380 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99. **$8.95**
- **3004578** VALLEY WAR. By Lancaster Hill. 345 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**
- **300245X** RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE. By Zane Grey. 338 pages. Dover. Paperbound. **$4.95**

---

*See more titles at erhbc.com/820*
Military Fiction


★ 6920888 THE GIRL FROM VENICE. By Martin Cruz Smith. 308 S&S. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95


2928092 KATALIN STREET. By Magda Szabo. 231 pages. NYRB. Paperback. $16.95

★ 2785714 COURTNEY’S WAR. By Wilbur Smith. 447 Zaffre. Pub. at $28.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

6954022 THE FROZEN HOURS. By Jeff Shaara. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 790 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00 $5.95

Gay & Lesbian Fiction

★ LIMITED QUANTITY 379041X SHOW-OFFS: Gay & Lesbian Fiction. Ed. by Richard Labonte. This set of stories is sure to fire up every fantasy of seeing and being seen. The desired body is savored voyeuristically through a window, a crack in the closet door, a camera lens. This includes contributions by Michael Bracken, Janice Freeman, Shane Allison, and others. Adults only. 214 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

★ 3789448 THE CASE OF THE VORACIOUS V INNER. By Tad Williams. When three hot gay men are just confirmed belchers who never found the right girl. A successful winemaker in California now, Bo is attracted to his neighbor Jeremy, whose wine was once a threat from Ernest Ottersen. When Ernest is found dead in Jeremy’s tasting room, Bo provides a phony alibi—but it’s clear Jeremy isn’t who he claims. Traces of Wine. Paperback. 375 pages. Dreamspinner. $15.95

2950490 WHERE YOU ARE. By J.H. Tumble. Robert’s life is falling apart—everywhere but in math class. His father is terminally ill, his mother is squabbling with his interfering aunts, his boyfriend is unsupportive, and the career path that’s been planned for him feels less appealing by the day. He soon forms an emotional relationship with his math teacher that may lead to more. 324 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

★ 3718903 CALL ME BY YOUR NAME. By André Aciman. One of the great love stories of our time, following the romance that blossoms between an adolescent boy and a summer guest at his parents’ clifftop mansion on the Italian Riviera. 248 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

★ 371631X PAINT IT BLACK. By Amy Lane. Cheerleaders aren’t the only waifs to make a name for themselves when nobody expects them to fill his famous brother’s shoes. Blake Manning has been one of Outbreak Monkey’s lead guitarists, getting by on his looks and talent. Making peace with being second banana, can both men find the magic of coming absolute first with each other? 440 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


★ 3718301 THE DOCTOR’S ORDERS. By Heidi Cullinan. Nicolas Beckert stoles kisses from Jared Kumpel beneath the bleachers, but new student Larry’s a perpetual yeast infection in Martin’s life. Larry’s their chance. Everything changes when they’re stranded alone in a world where there is no room for weakness, so the idea of a growing gay mafia in Baltimore is rejected by most people. That does not stop Martin from striving to come out on top in his battle against Leroy Grant, 390 pages. Urban. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3735595 LIVING ON THE DOWN LOW Part 1: Pope. In the violent underworld, there is no room for weakness, so the idea of a growing gay mafia in Baltimore is rejected by most people. That does not stop Martin from striving to come out on top in his battle against Leroy Grant, 390 pages. Urban. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3809956 THE SONGS OF NAMELESS. By Norman Lebrecht. Martin has fallen in love with Dovid Rapoport, an early gifted Polish violin prodigy whose parents left him in Martin’s family’s care before they perished in the Holocaust. But on the day he is to make his official debut, Dovid disappears. Only forty years later does Martin get his first clue about what happened to him. 311 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

Romantic Fiction


★ 3790428 STUDS: Gay Erotic Fiction. Ed. by Richard Labonte. Offers a collection of more than 15 of the hottest and best-written man-to-man stories ever. Includes authors such as Shane Allison, Andrew McCarthy, Tim Miller, Arden Hill, and many others. Adults only. 218 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

★ 3790355 ANYTHING FOR YOU: Erotic for Kinky Couples. Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. Unravel a world of obsessive passion with these bold tales of sexual control and unbridled kink. It’s all about female flagellation. A novel discovering the joys of tying up your lover, this collection of great, uninhibited, adventurous sex stories has something for everyone. Adults only. 206 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95


★ 2984998 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXX: Naughty Intentions & Dirty Deeds. Recounts the adventures of sexy, older women who know what they want and those who love them for what they are. Whether it’s a sultry librarian, a feisty neighbor, or a demanding boss, these kinky cougars are on the prowl and looking for action. Adults only. 275 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $10.95

★ 2877910 HEALING THE WOUNDS. By M.O. Barber. When Alice leapt into sexual games with her best friend Henry and Jay, she didn’t plan to fall in love. She sure didn’t expect she’d be the switch between Henry’s commanding masculinity and Jay’s submissive playfulness. But now she’s on her own, and Henry is better for it. Adults only. 249 pages. Lyrical. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

★ 2910802 HEADMASTER. By Tara Sue Me. Mariela, a dance instructor, longs to help Lennox move past his grief. She comes to learn about the dark past of the school principal, and once again she’s fall. He’s willed down— but the passion they experience together could prove to be more than they are ready to handle. Adults only. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

★ 3729718 THE PLEASURE ZONE. By Cairo. 333 pages. Strebor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95


Erotic Short Stories

★ LIMITED QUANTITY 3790428 STUDS: Gay Erotic Fiction. Ed. by Richard Labonte. Offers a collection of more than 15 of the hottest and best-written man-to-man stories ever. Includes authors such as Shane Allison, Andrew McCarthy, Tim Miller, Arden Hill, and many others. Adults only. 218 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

★ 3790355 ANYTHING FOR YOU: Erotic for Kinky Couples. Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. Unravel a world of obsessive passion with these bold tales of sexual control and unbridled kink. It’s all about female flagellation. A novel discovering the joys of tying up your lover, this collection of great, uninhibited, adventurous sex stories has something for everyone. Adults only. 206 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

★ 2984998 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXX: Naughty Intentions & Dirty Deeds. Recounts the adventures of sexy, older women who know what they want and those who love them for what they are. Whether it’s a sultry librarian, a feisty neighbor, or a demanding boss, these kinky cougars are on the prowl and looking for action. Adults only. 275 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $10.95

★ 2894912 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XII. If you’re looking for the most erotic stories between the covers, you’re come to the right place. Be prepared to be enticed, seduced, and left begging for more, because these are true confessions from real people just like you. Adults only. 357 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 352071 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XIV: Open House– and Open Season for Sex! Sizzling with raunchy revelations and torrid titillations, this all-new, all-real collection of stories reveals all and nothing is too naughty for nice. Adults only. 356 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
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**Erotic Short Stories**

- **3523136 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXIII: Threesome, Foursome, and Moresomes.** In the swizzling world of Penthouse, a threesome is hotter than a twosome and a foursome is sex, and more is a dream come true, as these stories attest. Adults only. 296 pages. Warner. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
  - $5.95
- **2608863 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXIX.** For the amorous Penthouse readers feasting on the tales, demands, and desires of the female side. Adults only. 324 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
  - $5.95
- **2894947 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXV.** Some people do anything: as long as a sexy idea turns them on, the people in these stories of uninhibited lust will give anything a try. Adults only. 356 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95
- **3785405 DANGER IN THE DARK.** Adults only. Fully illus. 62 pages. A.K./X12.
  - $6.95
- **1888080 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 50.** When it comes to forbidden sex, married women are very hot, experienced, and insatiable. Now in this milestone collection of erotic letters, you will read the stories of new pupils, one male and one female, that have been sent to the Reformatory, and of the trials and tribulations that many experience in their first day.
  - $5.95
- **2732656 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 51: Backdoor Adventures.** If you have a weakness for booty buffing, or if you’re just curious to see what others enjoy for an evening, you won’t want to miss these stories. Adults only. 202 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00
  - $6.95
- **2854031 BEST GAY EROTICA OF THE YEAR, VOLUME 4, Ed. by Rob Rosen.** Adults only. 202 pages. Cleis. Paperback. $16.95
  - $12.95

**Horror Novels**

- **3821390 THE DEATH CHAMBER.** By Sarah Rayne. Calvary Gasp, standing bleak and forbidding on the Cumbrian hillsides, exerts a curious hold over Georgiana Grey. Her great-grandfather was involved in bizarre medical experiments that her father knows nothing about. Chad Ingram intends to conduct a new experiment there, taking place in the execution chamber. But Chad’s experiment and Georgiana’s curiosity will result in a horrifying consequence. Club Edition. 547 pages. S&S.
  - $3.95
- **290909X BAD MOON RISING.** By Jonathan Maberry. In the Pennsylvania town of Pine Deep, a handful of brave souls prepare for an apocalyptic journey as the creatures of the night begin to emerge. $3.95 pub for Club Edition. 376 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00
  - $3.95
- **5801680 THE LONG WALK.** By Stephen King writing as R. Bachman. In a dystopian future a small group of passengers on a red-eye flight awaken to discover that they've been left behind in a barren, post-apocalyptic United States. Adults only. 171 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
  - $11.95
- **3744943 CELL.** By Stephen King. Clay, and seven other survivors in Denver, Colorado, learn that something lurks in the sewers, taking the shape of every person’s deepest nightmare. Years after the last terrifying attack, it has returned; its previous victims have determined to stop it for good. 1157 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99
  - $14.95
- **3786978 THE LANTIGOLIERS.** By Stephen King. A small group of passengers on a red-eye flight awaken to discover that they’ve been left behind in a barren, post-apocalyptic United States. Adults only. 356 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
  - $7.95
- **3744981 THE SHINING.** By Stephen King. Jack Torrance’s new job at the Overlook Hotel is the perfect chance for a fresh start. As the off-season caretaker at the atmospheric old hotel, he’ll have plenty of time to spend reconnecting with his family and working on his writing. But it’s when the hotel’s previous guests start to gather, 660 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
  - $6.95
- **3781399 I AM LEGEND.** By Richard Matheson. Robert Neville may well be the only survivor of an incurable plague that has mutated every other man, woman, and child into bloodthirsty, nocturnal creatures who are determined to destroy him. As he scavenges for food and supplies, the infected lurk in the shadows waiting for him to make a mistake. 444 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
  - $11.95
- **3782043 SKITTTER.** By Jonathan Janz. In an effort to end the world, an unhappy, aging Native American shaman invokes the Hopi god of death. When multiple bodies begin to appear, Deputy Sheriff Joe Deluca finds that his new partner has mutated into a bloodthirsty, nocturnal creatures who are determined to destroy him. As he scavenges for food and supplies, the infected lurk in the shadows waiting for him to make a mistake. 444 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
  - $11.95
- **3784964 THE GOON.** By Garth Ennis. In a small English town called “The Pulse,” suddenly find a plane the back to Los Angeles, back to the correct time, before the lantigoliers succeed in their deadly mission to destroy the plane and the world? 292 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
  - $9.95
- **6743048 GWENDY’S BUTTON BOX.** By Stephen King & R. Chizmar. Gwendy Peterson returns to the house she used to visit as a child. And a box that threatens her understanding of medicine. 422 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99
  - $14.95

**Ghost & Horror Story Collections**

- **3800075 COMPLETE GHOST STORIES.** By M.R. James. A small assembly of classic tales, beautifully packaged and designed in a genre great. Includes every eerie story from Ghost Stories of an Antiquary (1904); More Ghost Stories of an Antiquary (1911); A Thin Ghost and Others (1913); and the Curious Ghost Other Ghost Stories (1925). Gilded edges. 592 pages. Macmillan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
  - $4.95
- **3744949 NIGHT SHIFT.** By Stephen King. In these 20 tales, we see mutated rats gone bad (Graveyard Shift); a catalysmic virus that threatens humanity (Night Surf); a creature called SIM (Simon & Schuster Inc.), a reclusive alcoholic who begins a gruesome transformation (Gray Matter); and many more. 505 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99
  - $8.95
- **3780551 GHOST STORIES.** By Charles Dickens. Throughout his career, Dickens often turned his hand to fashioning short pieces of ghostly fiction. Many of those supernatural tales have been presented here, including the brilliant novella “The Haunted Man and the Ghost’s Bargain.” This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 382 pages. Macmillan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99
  - $8.95

---
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Ghost & Horror Story Collections

378571 THE CLASSIC HORROR COLLECTION. By Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu et al. This collection of classic literary writers like Mary Shelley and Robert Louis Stevenson to pulp icon H.P. Lovecraft, these nineteen masters of the dark know how to get under your skin and an insidious sense of dread. Other writers include Bram Stoker, Edgar Allan Poe, and many others. 333 pages. British Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

375337 THE NEW ANNOTATED H.P. LOVECRAFT: Beyond The Call Of Cthulhu. Ed. by Mike Ashley. From the vaults of the British Library comes this new anthology of eighteen of the best works of forgotten, never before republished, supernatural fiction from the early years of a divinity--a division of fantastical encounters from the pages of literary magazines and newspaper serials to thrill once more. 331 pages. British Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

3717712 THE NEW ANNOTATED H.P. LOVECRAFT. Re-animates Lovecraft with startling historical insight, charting the rise of the erstwhile pulp writer, whose rediscovery and reclamation into the literary canon can be compared only to that of Poe or Melville. Includes more than 200 notes and sidebars on Lovecraft's life and work, a chronology of Lovecraft's writings, and more. Illus., some in color. 490 pages. Liverton. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

3732754 TAQTACT: An Anthology of Gothic Horror Stories. Compiled by Neil Gaiman. With chilling tales from award-winning authors Richard Van Camp, Rachel and Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley, and others, this collection of eight stories will thrill and entertain even the most seasoned horror fan. 172 pages. Inhabit Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95


3760154 AMERICAN GOTHIC SHORT STORIES. Ed. by William Whittaker. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


3930653 COLONIAL HORRORS. Ed. by Graeme Davis. 833 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

Fantasy Novels & Story Collections

4591232 SAINT ODD. By Dean Koontz. The unforgettable odyssey of Odd Thomas comes to a thrilling conclusion. Whatever destiny that drives him now brings Odd back to where it all began, where those he cares for surround him, the memory of his lost true love haunts him, and one last challenge—vast and dreadful—awaits him. Book Club Edition. 338 pages. Bantam. Orig. Pub. at $26.00 $10.00

3750159 IMMORTAL BORN. By Lynsay Sands. Magnus never expected to find his life mate breaking into a blood bank. Clearly, Alie is already entwined with his world—in deeper, more dangerous ways than she realizes. A band of vicious rogue immortals is in pursuit of Alie. Jack's task is to keep her safe—and his second is to awaken her mind-blowing pleasure. 377 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $6.95

3752285 THE THREE SECRETS CITY. By Michael Reilly. When Jack West Jr. won the Great Games, he threw the legendary kingdoms into turmoil. Now these dark forces are coming after Jack in ruthless fashion. With the fate of all things rapidly approaching, Jack must find the Three Secret Cities, three incredible lost cities of legend. 436 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

3816918 SUMMONED TO THIRTEENTH GATE. By Charles Davidson, grim reaper extraordinaire, is pissed. She's been kicked off the earthly plane for eternity—which is exactly the amount of time it takes to make a repeat appearance. But something is looking out for her, and she's allowed to return after a mere hundred years in exile. Is it too much to hope for that not much has changed? Apparently it is. 292 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3889870 GIFT OF MAGIC. By Lynn Kurland. With each powerful rune Sarah and Rhuth are being led somewhere, to someone, but by whom she cannot tell. Sarah's gift of sight only allows her to see the people themselves, not the person behind them. As their true quest has just begun, Sarah and Ruth see a dark, powerful enemy who holds the fate of the Nine Kingdoms in his hands. Book Club Edition. 363 pages. Berkley. Orig. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

2857470 LEGENDS OF THE DRAGONREALM: Cut from the Same Shadow and Other Tales. By Richard A. Knaak. Collects for the first time five short stories and a novella featuring characters that have drawn readers to the Dragonrealm over and over again. Titles include Dragon Master; A Wolf in the Fold; A Game of Ghosts; Cut from the Same Shadow; and Sanders and Pook. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $37.95 $39.95

2898603 REAPER'S EYE. By Richard A. Knaak. When a talking weasel reveals that a sinister witch is close to uncovering a lost tomb deep within the Worldwound, Daryus Gaunt and Shiel are drawn to the demon haunted lands in order to stop the witch from releasing an ancient evil. 349 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $16.00

2670963 LEGENDS OF THE DRAGONREALM: The Horned Blade. By Richard A. Knaak. We follow the rebirth of Byrda in the straits, Nathan Bedlam and the Gryphon turn to a desperate spell that may win them the war, but cost them their souls. An evil force更大乎 is driven behind the scenes, and an ancient evil whose resurrection is being instigated by none other than Nathan’s son, Azran, 345 pages. Permeated Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95


Adventure

291736X THE UNKNOWN SHORE. By Patrick O'Brian. The Wager was parted from Anson's squadron in the fierce storms off Cape Horn and struggled alone up the coast of Chile until it was driven against the rocks and sank. The survivors were soon involved in trouble of every kind. After many months adrift, a hand of men make their way northward under the guidance of a band of Indians. 313 pages. Arrow. Sold out. $3.95

5807816 THE BONE LAYERNITH. By James Rollins. In Croatia, an archaeologist discovers a subterranean chapel, the bones of a Neanderthal woman, and cave paintings that show the world was not what we thought. When attacked, while at the same time an assault is made upon a primate research center outside of Atlanta. How are these attacks connected? Can Dr. Jane Carter ever succeed in her air task of $4.95

3719392 SERPENTINE. By Laurel Hamilton. Vampire hunter Anita Blake has always managed to overcome everything she faces. But this time there's a monster that even she doesn’t know how to fight. 452 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95
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not only appeared throughout Shakespeare’s life but also had conclusive proof that time-traveling adventurer Doctor Who discovered archives, this compelling collection offers.

* 298899: The MASSESSAACE OF MANKIND. By Stephen Baxter. It’s been fourteen years since the Martian invasion and humanity has moved on, always watching the skies but confident that they know how to defend the alien menace. But when the Martians attack again, journalist Julie Elphinstone, thrust into the new worldwide invasion, struggles to survive the war and report on it—because the massacre of mankind has begun. 486 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95

298636: THE LAST MARTIAN. The R EFLECTED MEN. Cooperate or Else; The CITY OF THE MIDDLE OF THE RIVER OF BONES. By Robert A. Heinlein. Raised by martians on Mars, Valentine Smith is a human who has never seen another member of his species. Since he is the last of his kind on Mars, he must learn what it is to be a man. But his own beliefs and powers far exceed the limits of humankind. 600 pages. Ace. $17.99

298680: THE ETHIS EFFECT. By L.E. Modesitt, Jr. Seriously wounded fighting an assassination, Commander Van Albert awakes permanently frozen darkness on one side and is left behind by the mysterious, vanished Heechee. They are easy to operate, but impossible to control. But in this resource-starved future there is no shortage of desperate volunteers. 257 pages. Tor. Paperback. $8.99. $3.95

297812: ASCENDANT. By Jack Campbell. In the three years since former fleet officer Rob Geary and onetime Marine Mele Darcy led improvised forces to repel attacks on the newly settled world of Glenlyon, tensions have only gotten worse. And when one of Glenlyon’s most powerful inhabitants is suddenly found dead, the destroyer Sable remains to defend the settlement from another attack. 360 pages. Ace. Paperback. $7.99. $5.95

297709: VANGUARD. By Jack Campbell. When a nearby world attacks, the new colony of Glenlyon turns to Robert Geary, a young former junior fleet officer, and Mele Darcy, an onetime enlisted Marine. With nothing but improvised weapons and a few volunteers, Geary must raise an army of men and women to defend the fledgling Republic from the Hainish warships. 278 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. $14.95. $9.95

297687: DOCTOR WHO—the SHAKESPEARE S hồng. By James Goss et al. From the series: A Doctor Who Adventure: The Time of the Doctor, in which the doctor travels back in time to the future and meets William Shakespeare, who becomes embroiled in a battle between the TARDIS and the Daleks. 320 pages. BBC. $14.95

297505: SHAND. By Hugh Howey. A new world has been forged after the shifting dominoes of what was before. But there are still those who find themselves scattered and lost. Their father was a sand diver, but their father is gone. And the world he left behind might be next. Here is a land abandoned. Here is a people left to fend for themselves. 318 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00. $4.95


575030: AFTER THE SAUCERS LANDED. By Douglas Lain. Aliens have always been here, but much to UFOlogist Harold Flinn’s chagrin, these kitschy visitors seem straight out of an old B-movie. When one of the aliens, a beautiful blonde named Asket, begs Harold to investigate the saucers again, he realizes these aliens are not what they seem. 236 pages. Night Shade. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $3.95

3750388: DOCTOR WHO—the OFFICIAL DOCTOR WHO ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Justin Richards. The Doctor. Here is the trickster, the trickster of time, space. Time Lord technology and the mysteries of the universe. This Doctor’s dictionary is invaluable for budding time travelers and General Fans. Fully illustrated in color. 176 pages. BBC. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95

296741: STRANGE R IN A STRANGE LAND. By Arthur C. Clarke. Follows the crew of the space station Discovery as they embark on a mission to Saturn. Their vessel is controlled by HAL 9000, an artificially intelligent supercomputer capable of the highest level of cognitive functioning that rivals, and perhaps threatens, the human mind. 525 pages. Orbit. Paperback. $6.95

296124: STAR WARS MADE EASY: A Beginner’s Guide to a Galaxy Far, Far Away. By Christian Blauvelt. Never seen Star Wars? Don’t know a lightsaber from a Buclei Sabre? Think an Ewok is a kitchen gadget? In a world where it seems everyone but you has seen Star Wars, it’s tough not knowing your Lukes from your Leias. This will help you get a handle on the world of a galaxy far, far away. Fully illus. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

6665500: ORBS. By Nicholas Sanbury Smith. Dr. Sophie Winston is hired to test a biosphere which will help prepare humanity for the three-year flight to Mars as the human race flees a dying Earth. But when the biosphere’s underwater machine goes missing, the mission is changed world outside. Humanity has vanished without a trace, and the planet’s water is gone too. Thousands of luminous blue orbs line the streets. It isn’t till they uncover what’s inside that the nightmare really begins. 271 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

297600: THE THINGS THAT FLY. By John Scalzi. The Interdependency—humanity’s interstellar empire—is on the verge of collapse. The extradimensional conduit that makes travel between the stars possible is disappearing, leaving humanity stranded. Empress Grayland II of the Interdependency is ready to take desperate measures to help ensure the survival of billions. 360 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95
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Science Fiction

**3724492 THE ANTAARES MAELSTROM: Star Trek–The Original Series. By Greg Cox. The stability of planets and space stations are threatened as widespread strife and sabotage and all around the galaxy result in a desperate need for Starfleet and its captain. Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the Starship Enterprise are dispatched to deal with the escalating crisis. 353 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95**

**2864177 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JEAN-MICHEL PICCARD: The Story of Starfleet’s Most Inspirational Captains. Ed. by David A. Goodman. Details the extraordinary life and career of one of the most celebrated names in Starfleet history. Children can learn about Picard’s personal experiences and how they contributed to the success of Starfleet. 353 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95**

**357823 OCTAVIA GONE. By Jack McDevitt. As Alex, Chase and Gabe discover that a dead pilot’s sole unrecorded trip, another clue seemingly leads to one of the galaxy’s greatest mysteries, the infamous Octavia, a ship that disappeared 1,000 years ago, they find themselves aboard a space station that is orbiting a black hole. They may be on the threshold of the greatest archaeological discovery of their careers. 375 pages. Saga Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95**

**2992000 STAR WARS TIE FIGHTER OWNERS’ WORKSHOP MANUAL. By Ryder Windham et al. Presents a thorough history of Sienar Fleet Systems’ twin ion engine space superiority fighters, from early concepts to production of the mass-produced starfighters that fought countless battles against insurgent groups. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95**

**3720004 MILLENNIUM FALCON: Owner’s Workshop Manual. By Ryder Windham et al. Covering operational history, piloting, propulsion, weapons, engineering systems, sensors and crew facilities, this is the most thorough and detailed technical guide available today. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Haynes. 8 1/4x11.**


**380674X THE WAR OF THE WORLDS. By H.G. Wells. Armed with terrifying killing machines and Heat-Rays, the Martians arrive on Earth and manage to subdue the peace put up by British forces. Faced with extraordinary odds and a world abandoned beyond all recognition, nothing less than the survival of the human race is at stake. 190 pages. Archon. $8.95**

**3985470 DR BLOODMOON: SF Masterworks. By Philip K. Dick. Seven years after the day of the bombs, Point Reyes was luckier than most places. Its people were reasonably normal—except for the girls with their twin brother growing inside her, and talking to her. But what they didn’t know was that they were harboring the one man who almost everyone left alive wanted dead. 257 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound.**


**3985349 THE BODY SNATCHERS: SF Masterworks. By Jack Finney. When Becky Driscoll turns up at Dr. Miles Bennett’s consulting room after hours one August evening and tells him that her cousin Wilma doesn’t think that her Uncle Ira is really her Uncle Ira—is this just the beginning of a nightmare for the sleepy town of Mill Valley? 226 pages. Gollancz. Paperback.**

**3696545 IF TOMORROW COMES. By pasture. The adventures of the family heroes for help: Calder Sinclair and Allie Baker. As the anti-corporate movement, and now the man she loved. Caught in one of SoCal’s draft sweeps while being hunted by an enemy, Kris tries to escape the horror of it all. Children grow up too fast and their minds exhibit frightening abilities that give them the ability to control others. This brings them into conflict with the villagers just as a chilling realization dawns on the world outside. 92 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.**

**3729484 THE MIDWICH CUCKOOS. By John Wyndham. All of the women of a small English town are impregnated by aliens. The resultant babies and their offspring are an unstoppable future ship possessing all the features of an idyllic haven. 323 pages. Bison.**

**2958268 BABEL-17: SF Masterworks. By Samuel R. Delany. In the far future, after human civilization has spread throughout the galaxy, communications begin to arrive in an apparently alien language. The earthlings attempt to decipher this mysterious alien race, the only ship available is the Nightflyer, a fully autonomous vessel manned by a single human. But Captain Royd Erns remains locked away, interacting with his passengers only as a disembodied voice–or a projected hologram no more substantial than a ghost. Illus. in color. 193 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $25.00**

**PRICE CUT TO $4.95**

**3737640 THE SELF-PROPELLED ISLAND. By Jules Verne. A famous French scientist, given a huge, sea-borne terror; a man who appears to be a giant bug. Gregor has been a model of virtue for years, supporting his parents and younger sister. Suddenly he finds himself an outcast in his own home. 95 pages. Arborcus.**


**3740536 STAR TREK–DISCOVERY: Designing Starships, Season 1, Ed. by Ben Robinson. One of a series of books dedicated to Star Trek’s ship, this volume features the ships from Star Trek: Discovery in incredible detail, based on the original CGI models taken from the show. Fully illus. in color. 203 pages. Eaglemoss Hero Collector. 8 1/4x11. Pub. at $29.95**

**2993139 STAR TREK SHIPYARDS: Klingon Fleet. Ed. by Ben Robinson. This volume is based around the ships of Star Trek: The Next Generation, with the Klingon Defense Force. They find themselves aboard a space station that is orbiting a black hole. They may be on the threshold of the greatest archaeological discovery of their careers. 375 pages. Saga Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95**

**297882X THE REBEL. By Gerald Brandt. Kris Mermi has lost everything. Her family when she was thirteen, her identity when she joined the anti-corporate movement, and now the man she loved. Caught in one of SoCal’s draft sweeps while being hunted by an enemy, Kris tries to escape the horror of it all. Children grow up too fast and their minds exhibit frightening abilities that give them the ability to control others. This brings them into conflict with the villagers just as a chilling realization dawns on the world outside. 92 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.**

**PRICE CUT TO $4.95**

**3729498 THE RGB OF LUCY. By Pat Bean. In a far future, after human civilization has spread throughout the galaxy, communications begin to arrive in an apparently alien language. The earthlings attempt to decipher this mysterious alien race, the only ship available is the Nightflyer, a fully autonomous vessel manned by a single human. But Captain Royd Erns remains locked away, interacting with his passengers only as a disembodied voice–or a projected hologram no more substantial than a ghost. Illus. in color. 193 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $25.00**

**PRICE CUT TO $4.95**

**2991993 STAR TREK THE ORIGINAL SERIES: The Captain’s Oath. By Christopher L. Bennett. The story of James T. Kirk’s chief starship command and the remarkable achievements by which Starfleet’s youngest captain earned the right to succeed Christopher Pike as the commander of the famous Star Trek. 296 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95**


**2667990 ARKWRIGHT. By Allen Steele. 349 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95**


**2953040 SPECIES IMPERATIVE. By Julie E. Czerneda. 1014 pages. DAW Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95**

**3695656 LAST YEAR. By Robert Charles Wilson. 351 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $3.95**
Science Fiction

2801748 TIME’S LAST GIFT. By Philip Jose Farmer. 7½x11. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $2.95
2964406 SEVEN SURRENDERS. By Ada Palmer. 384 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  $1.95

Graphic Novels & Comics

LIMTED EDITION 3810062 BEYOND MARS: The Complete Series 1952-1955. By Jack Williamson. One of the rarest Sunday adventure strips, this short-lived strip ran for 10 years in the future. Engineer Mike Flint, joined by his green-skinned metallic partner from Venus, embarks on adventures that take him around the globe in “Beyond Mars.” Taking on space pirates, teaming up with beautiful women, and grappling with addicts of a mysterious space drug. 164 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x12½. Pub. at $49.99  $11.95
LIMTED EDITION 3810070 DITKO MONSTERS: Gorgo! By Joe Gill. Comix legend Steve Ditko brings us his all-pulsing Gorgo adventures and covers in one giant volume. The mighty monster takes down New York, New City, and Hollywood, facing off against the British Navy, atomic bombs, communists and aliens along the way! 237 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x12½. Pub. at $34.99  $9.95
LIMTED EDITION 3810089 DITKO MONSTERS: Konga! By Joe Gill. The genius artist Steve Ditko is a towering monster of awesomeness and so is the character he chronicled, Konga. If you like Konga, and who doesn’t, you’ll love Konga. While ravaging London and fighting Nazis, the big ape finds the time to do a little matchmaking on the side. 237 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x12½. Pub. at $34.99  $9.95
3783273 DNA DOESN’T TELL US, VOLUME 1. By Mintarou. Across the planet, animals are turning into humans. Well, mostly humans. Some of these animals even have a mind of their own. Basara has it made, no less than four women love him! But Basara has it made, no less than four women love him! While ravaging London and fighting Nazis, the big ape finds the time to do a little matchmaking on the side. 237 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x12½. Pub. at $34.99  $9.95
3207015 BAZOOKA JOE AND HIS GANG, 60TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION. By the Topp Company, Inc. Celebrates this iconic mini-comics recognized the world over. Features color reproductions of over 100 classic comics, featuring gang members, a series, along with jokes, fortunes, tiny ads for mail-order merchandise, advertisements, ephemera, photos, and sketches. Includes bonus trading cards. Abrams. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95
3756896 SUPERGIRL: Being Super. By Manko Tamaki. She’s super strong. She can fly. And, unlike steel, she can’t get tired. But for Kara Danvers, winning the next track meet, celebrating her 16th birthday and surviving her latest mega-zit are her top concerns–until an earnest botanist and her fellow scientists start turning up dead, she’s both the natural leading suspect–and the only person (or plant) who can crack the case. She’s in love with her childhood friend, and closest freemates: Harley Quinn, Catwoman, and the Swamp Thing himself. Collects Poison by Cycle of Life and Death #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
3817288 POISON CYCLE OF LIFE AND DEATH. By Tim Sale. A body–but there are so many folks who deserve a wallop, even his closest allies. Now everyone is going to find out what secrets he’s discovered. Collects Titans: Dark Days: The Casing #1: Final Crisis–6#7; Batman: The Rebirth of Bruce Wayne #1; Batman #38–39; Nightingale #17; and more. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99  $9.95
3792249 CRISIS GIRLS, VOLUME 1. By Hiroaki Yoshikawa. Killer pengins, neratious chihuahua, and those who would dare put chocolate cakes in penit are bound to meet their match in the world’s cutest necromancer on the scene. 232 pages. 7½x11. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95
3710793 DARK DAYS: The Road to Metal. By Scott Snyder et al. For years Batman has quietly been conducting research in secret labs, forsaking the goading and staring evidence deep in the Batcave, hidden even from his closest allies. Now everyone is going to find out what secrets he’s discovered. Collects Batman: The Rebirth of Bruce Wayne #1; Batman #38–39; Nightingale #17; and more. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99  $9.95
3756602 NEIL GAIMAN’S MIDNIGHT THEATRE, VOLUME 2. By Neil Gaiman. A collection of short stories from Gaiman’s highly successful series taking the reader on a journey that will be stranger and more chilling, these six eloquent tales showcase the depth and range that have become a hallmark of his acclaimed author. Collects Swamp Thing Annual #5; Hellblazer #27; The Sandman: Endless Nights; and The House of Mystery #107. Vertigo. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
3756799 THANOS: The Infinity Conflict. By Jim Starlin. In a desperate bid to protect all of reality, Adam Warlock once again finds himself at the center of the universe. Years later, the surly Thanos is on the verge of becoming the lord of all reality! Only his troublesome brother, an errant troll and a strange trick of resurrection stand in his way. Marvel, 7½x11. Pub. at $24.99  $7.95
3756750 THANOS: The Infinity Siblings. By Jim Starlin. The Mad Titan has everything he ever wanted—but satisfaction is not in Thanos’ vocabulary. When a temporal distortion arises, this attention–he finds the purpose he’s been searching for. An old enmy lurks in the far future, and it will take the combined wits of Thanos and his half-brother to stop it and save the Multiverse. Marvel, 7½x11. Pub. at $24.99  $7.95
3693058 THE AGENCY, VOLUME 1. By Paul Jenkins. In the future, government law enforcement has become overwhelming, corrupt, and obsolete. In a world turned upside down, a private army is forced to turn itself into private organizations for protection and justice. Enter The Agency. Through them justice is available—if you can afford it. Collects Issues #1-6. Vertigo. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  $9.95
668811X THE TESTAMENT OF SISTER NEW EVIL, VOLUME 2. By Tetsuo Uesu. In the second entry of the manga series, the enemy is finally making their move, seeking the Doneli’s child who hides within the realm of the dead. But during the assault, the final moment of Basara’s past is revealed, and with it, a true glimpse of his mysterious power—the Banishing Shift! Only in B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95
**MONICA: Masked Ball.** By Thilde Barboni. Desperately seeking her missing sister, the beautiful artist Monica is determined to uncover the truth behind her disappearance. This thrilling, intimate story follows Monica as she becomes entangled in a web of lies and betrayal. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**MAMAMIA.** By Okayado. Mako-chan is straining to become a professional witch, but she can't stop thinking about her friends. Will she ever become the witch she dreams of? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.


**METAL MEN: Full Metal Jacket.** By Len Wein. They're the bleeding edge of robotics technology, influenced by Invincible Iron Man's Will Magnus with the abilities—and emotions—of the elements that bind our world together. They're the Metal Men, the perfect combination of superhuman and supercomputer. But when they're hacked, Collects the Metal Men stories from Legends of Tomorrow. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**MAGIKA SWORDSMAN AND SUMMONER, VOL. 1.** By Mitsuki Mihara. Kazuki Hayashizaki has made progress as a summoner with his contracted diva, Leme, but the results of his efforts are soon to be tested. He enters the Inter-Department Tournament as a representative for the Magika and must face off against the demon god Leki. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**MAGIKA SWORDSMAN AND SUMMONER, VOL. 4.** By Mitsuki Mihara. Kazuki Hayashizaki is settling into his predetermined role of a summoner, but the Magika's only male student has a long way to go yet. After failing to pass one of their quests, Kazuki and Mio are allowed a second attempt alongside Scandinavian transfer student. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**MAGIKA SWORDSMAN AND SUMMONER, VOL. 5.** By Mitsuki Mihara. Master swordsman Kazuki Hayashizaki is dispatched to the battlefield where he encounters Elen, one of Zhcted's nobleman, is dispatched to the battlefield. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.


**MAMAMIA.** By Okayado. Mako-chan is straining to become a professional witch, but she can't stop thinking about her friends. Will she ever become the witch she dreams of? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.


**MAMAMIA.** By Okayado. Mako-chan is straining to become a professional witch, but she can't stop thinking about her friends. Will she ever become the witch she dreams of? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**MAMAMIA.** By Okayado. Mako-chan is straining to become a professional witch, but she can't stop thinking about her friends. Will she ever become the witch she dreams of? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**MAMAMIA.** By Okayado. Mako-chan is straining to become a professional witch, but she can't stop thinking about her friends. Will she ever become the witch she dreams of? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.


**METAL MEN: Full Metal Jacket.** By Len Wein. They're the bleeding edge of robotics technology, influenced by Invincible Iron Man's Will Magnus with the abilities—and emotions—of the elements that bind our world together. They're the Metal Men, the perfect combination of superhuman and supercomputer. But when they're hacked, Collects the Metal Men stories from Legends of Tomorrow. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**MAGIKA SWORDSMAN AND SUMMONER, VOL. 3.** By Tsukawa Kawaguchi. The Vanadis are warrior women who fight with powerful, dragon hewn weapons. At Zhcted's royal palace, three of these battle maidens, Sally and Sofy, work with Elen exchange heated words, and it's up to Sofy to settle the spat. (In B&W.) In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**LORD MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOL. 6.** By Tsukawa Kawaguchi. It's time for another showdown with Roland, the Black Knight. This time, Elen and Sofy are both up against him—but it's an ultimate battle! Is it time for Elen to brandish her proper sword? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**LORD MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOL. 2.** By Tsukawa Kawaguchi. Tigne remains a prisoner of the Vanadis Elen, and his absence is being felt back home. Zion, a noblemen thought to be an ally, has begun to应该如何--in B&W. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**LORD MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOL. 3.** By Tsukawa Kawaguchi. The Vanadis are warrior women who fight with powerful, dragon hewn weapons. At Zhcted's royal palace, three of these battle maidens, Sally and Sofy, work with Elen exchange heated words, and it's up to Sofy to settle the spat. (In B&W.) In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**LORD MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOL. 4.** By Tsukawa Kawaguchi. Tigne remains a prisoner of the Vanadis Elen, and his absence is being felt back home. Zion, a noblemen thought to be an ally, has begun to应该如何--in B&W. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**LORD MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOL. 5.** By Tsukawa Kawaguchi. Tigne remains a prisoner of the Vanadis Elen, and his absence is being felt back home. Zion, a noblemen thought to be an ally, has begun to应该如何--in B&W. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.

**LORD MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOL. 1.** By Tsukawa Kawaguchi. Tigne remains a prisoner of the Vanadis Elen, and his absence is being felt back home. Zion, a noblemen thought to be an ally, has begun to应该如何--in B&W. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99.
**CAPTAIN HARLOCK: Dimensional Voyage, Volume 1.** By Leiji Matsumoto. In this epic, Harlock sets sail on a quest to save Earth from an alien invasion by the beautiful and deadly Mazooz, the decayed and weakened Earth has little hope of defending itself. While the planet’s current population choose to ignore the threat, Tadashi Daiba is one of the few people left still willing to put up a fight. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**CAPTAIN HARLOCK: Dimensional Voyage, Volume 2.** By Leiji Matsumoto. In the second volume of this epic, Harlock sets sail on a quest to save Earth from an alien invasion by the beautiful and deadly Mazooz, the decayed and weakened Earth has little hope of defending itself. While the planet’s current population choose to ignore the threat, Tadashi Daiba is one of the few people left still willing to put up a fight. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**The Sandman Presents: The Deluxe Edition, Volume 1.** By Neil Gaiman. With art by Charles Rowland and Edwin Faine, every day’s a holiday. They spend their time reading detective stories, watching thrillers at the movies or just hanging out in their sweet little tree-house hideout. You might say they’re living the life of every kid’s dreams, if it weren’t for one small problem—they’re not alive at all! Collects issues #1-6. Adults only. 108 pages. Vertigo. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**THE SILVER AGE TEEN TITANS ARCHIVES, Volume 2.** By Bob Haney. This volume contains 16 full-length adventures of the original band of superheroes back on the streets of Metropolis in the greatest years of one of comics’ most exciting and acclaimed titles. Collects Teen Titans #6-20 and The Brave and the Bold #83. 396 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00. 

**CIVIL WAR: Storming the Tower.** By Mark Millar. The Marvel Universe is changing. In the wake of the Civil War, Control Hill proposes the Superhuman Registration Act requiring all costumed heroes to unmask themselves before the government. Divided, the nation’s greatest champions must each decide how to react. This volume contains 16 full-length adventures of the original band of superheroes back on the streets of Metropolis in the greatest years of one of comics’ most exciting and acclaimed titles. Collects Teen Titans #6-20 and The Brave and the Bold #83. 396 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00. 

**CRIMINAL, Volume 1: The Gist of the Matter.** By Ed Brubaker. For years, criminal and vigilante Hunter Q. Frail and his small team of fellow ex-cons have been doing what they can to take down the goons controlling the streets of Gotham City. Bruce Wayne, battle-broken and new era begins as a new Batman arrives in

**CAPTAIN AMERICA: Secret Empire, Volume 1.** By Nick Spencer et al. Steve Rogers enacts his grand vision, he is forced to confront the reality that his vision was flawed. As the Sub-Mariner proves to be a staunch ally—or a deadly enemy? And what about the one person Steve cares about the most? Shadrack Carter has finally decided the fate of the universe. Collects Captain America #17-19 and Captain America: Steve Rogers #1-8. 320 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**BATMAN & THE SIGNAL.** By Peter J. Tomasi. Peter Parker, his wife Mary Jane, and their daughter must scrape by to make ends meet. But Peter will protect his family at all costs—even when it means getting into dangerous situations and putting his own life on the line. This title includes the first six years of Peter Parker’s adventures in Spider-Verse #2.

**DAREDEVIL, Volume 1: Born Again.** By Brian Michael Bendis. When Kingpin’s only daughter is abducted by a mysterious group, Daredevil must use his ninja skills and street smarts to save her. But will he be able to stop his arch-nemesis? Collects Daredevil #388-395. 344 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99

**Chapter One: Buttons.** By Garth Ennis. From the swamps of the Mississippi delta to the grangeur of Arizona’s Monument Valley, Jesse and his friends cut a right path through a fallen world and through the soul of America in their quest for the divine. They’re on a path with no return, and every evil that Heaven and Earth can assemble. Collects Preacher #34-40; One Man’s War, The Story of You Know Who; and The Good Old Boys. 364 pages. Vertigo. Pub. at $39.95


**CAPTAIN HARLOCK: Dimensional Voyage, Volume 3.** By Leiji Matsumoto. In this epic, Harlock sets sail on a quest to save Earth from an alien invasion by the beautiful and deadly Mazooz, the decayed and weakened Earth has little hope of defending itself. While the planet’s current population choose to ignore the threat, Tadashi Daiba is one of the few people left still willing to put up a fight. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**CAPTAIN HARLOCK: Dimensional Voyage, Volume 4.** By Leiji Matsumoto. In this epic, Harlock sets sail on a quest to save Earth from an alien invasion by the beautiful and deadly Mazooz, the decayed and weakened Earth has little hope of defending itself. While the planet’s current population choose to ignore the threat, Tadashi Daiba is one of the few people left still willing to put up a fight. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**CAPTAIN HARLOCK: Dimensional Voyage, Volume 5.** By Leiji Matsumoto. In this epic, Harlock sets sail on a quest to save Earth from an alien invasion by the beautiful and deadly Mazooz, the decayed and weakened Earth has little hope of defending itself. While the planet’s current population choose to ignore the threat, Tadashi Daiba is one of the few people left still willing to put up a fight. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**CAPTAIN HARLOCK: Dimensional Voyage, Volume 6.** By Leiji Matsumoto. In this epic, Harlock sets sail on a quest to save Earth from an alien invasion by the beautiful and deadly Mazooz, the decayed and weakened Earth has little hope of defending itself. While the planet’s current population choose to ignore the threat, Tadashi Daiba is one of the few people left still willing to put up a fight. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

$14.95


$7.95

3779996 WINDHAVEN. By G.R.R. Martin & T. Tentle. Amog the scattered islands of the ocean bound world called Windhaven, no one holds more prestige than the silver winged frogs. Maris years to soar high above the water but it’s Marris’ stepbrother who stands to inherit the wings, sending Maris on a bitter battle for change, demanding flyers be chosen by merit rather than inheritance. Bantam. Pub. at $27.00

$34.99


$12.95


$9.95

3749193 NAMELESS ASTERISM, VOL. 2. By Kima Kobayashi. Tsukasa doesn’t know how to respond to Asuka’s feelings. Should she give him a boyfriend a shot and give up on her heart? Feelings for Wold Tsukasa’s not the only one dealing with a troubled heart. Kotooka has plenty of secrets above her heart. Kotooka has plenty of secrets above the water. But it’s Maris’ stepbrother who stands to inherit the wings, sending Maris on a bitter battle for change, demanding flyers be chosen by merit rather than inheritance. Bantam. Pub. at $27.90

$12.95

3759925 DC UNIVERSE ONLINE LEGENDS, VOLUME TWO. By M. Wollman & T. Bedard. Superman takes his final battle and now lies dead at the feet of Lex Luthor. Luthor partnered with Brainiac to bring down the Man of Steel, but was duped and double-crossed by the insidious villain. Buried deep within the printed page comes DC’s Come Comics and Sony Online Entertainment’s best-selling game. Collects DC Universe Online Legends #1-7 and video game exclusive #0. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

2877198 GENERATIONS. By Greg Pak et al. They survived their greatest trial–now 10 of Earth’s most promising champions receive their unique reward in this adventure packed volume. Collects Generations Banner Hulk & The Roary Awesome Hulk; Phoenix & Jean Grey; Wolverine & All-New Wolverine; The Unworthy Thor & The Mighty Thor; Hawkeye & Hawkeye; Iron Man & War Machine; Captain Marvel & Captain America; and more. Marvel. 185 pages. Pub. at $14.95

$14.95

3710831 A FLIGHT OF ANGELS. By Holly Black et al. A mysterious angel plummet to Earth and lands deep in a dark forest, where his dying body is found by the mythical denizens of this strange place. As the gathered faeries, faeries, fauns and hobgoblins try to decide what to do with their new god, Collects imagine this celestial creature to be, Vertigo. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

3793443 STARS, JEDI OF THE REPUBLIC: Mace Windu. By Matt Owens. Learn all there is to know about the man, the myth, the legends–Mace Windu. From the critically acclaimed team of writer Brian Azzarello and artists Jim Lee & Scott Williams comes this all-new, all-different take on the Jedi. Collects Mace Windu #1-15. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

$5.95


$5.95

3793141 ALICE & ZOROKI, VOLUME 1. By Itsuya Inai. Sana possesses an unbelievable power: she can turn imagination into reality! But as a young girl who only just escaped from the oppressive world of the “Outside world” before, she was bored, but then Sana meets Zoroki, a stubborn Japanese woman, and her destiny is about to change in a big way. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

$12.95

3793478 BATMAN: Tales of the Man-Bat. By C. Dixon & B. Jones. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. In this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early stories (January 7 to June 24, 1947) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 195 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

$19.95

3780653 WHITE INDIAN. Ed. by J. David Sproul. Collects the complete Frank Frazetta sixteen issue run, of White Indian from the back pages of Durango Kid comics. Frazetta leads us through the wild adventures of Dan Brand and his blood brother tipsi. 192 pages. Vanguard. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

2809370 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 15. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. In this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early stories (January 7 to June 24, 1947) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 195 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

$12.95

3780938 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 6. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. In this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early stories (January 7 to June 24, 1947) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 195 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

$12.95

2809400 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 24. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. In this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early stories (January 7 to June 24, 1947) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 200 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

$19.95

2809419 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 25. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. In this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early stories (January 7 to December 30, 1951) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 200 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

$19.95

3623135 SAVAGE DRAGON: Team-Ups. By Brandon Choi. He’s huge. He’s green. He’s got a crested head and an attitude. And in this collection of action-packed tales, he’s got help. Savage Dragon teams up with Spawn, Grifter, Velocity, Vanguard, and Stained Underpants in this collection of Savage Dragon’s collaborations. Collects Savage Dragon #3-4; Velocity #2; The Force #10; and The Savage Dragon #13, #25, and #30. Image Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$3.95

3710939 NEW MUTANTS: Back to School–The Complete Collection. By Fabian Nicieza, Chris Bachalo & Todd McFarlane. The New Mutants trainee who helped define a generation have returned to pass their wisdom on to the next one! But how will the New Mutants react to Professor X’s up and coming students, who think of them as “Old Mutts”? Collects NEW MUTANTS: Back to School #30. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

$12.95

3711056 WOLVERINE BY JASON AARON, VOL. 3: The Complete Collection. By Jason Aaron. The ferociously powered mutant’s past provides him with the DAMAGING EVIDENCE. Now, in this all-new, all-different take on the X-Men material from X-Men Unlimited #42-43, Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

$12.95

8206538 ULTIMATE X-MEN, VOLUME 6. By Jason Aaron. In this collection of action-packed tales, he’s got help. Savage Dragon teams up with Spawn, Grifter, Velocity, Vanguard, and Stained Underpants in this collection of Savage Dragon’s collaborations. Collects Savage Dragon #3-4; Velocity #2; The Force #10; and The Savage Dragon #13, #25, and #30. Image Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$3.95
**Graphic Novels & Comics**

2890427 WILL EISNER'S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 26. In the 60 years since his first appearance, the Spirit, creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero's early strips (1952 to 2005) are presented for a whole new audience. Newly restored and digitally colorized, 256 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99. PRICE CUT to $12.99.


3793435 SPIDER-MAN: Amazing Origins. By Duane Swierczynski with art of Ryan Stegman. When the young Peter Parker dreams of being famous like any high school student, but when a radioactive spider-bite grants him amazing, spider-like powers through a miracle of science, he learns that celebrity is a double-edged sword. With great power, there must also come great responsibility! Collects Spider-Man: Season One and Spider-Man: #1. Marvel. Papercound. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95.

3793362 MONSTERS UNLEASHED. By Cullen Bunn. It’s all hands on deck across the Marvel Universe to deal with the giant-size fallout of the Leviathan Wars that have been unleashed across the Earth? Can the combined forces of the Avengers, Champions, Guardians of the Galaxy, X-Men and Inhumans stop them before they trample everything into dust? Collects Monster-Size #1-5 and Monsters Unleashed (2017B) #1. Marvel. Papercound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95.


3065251 DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE. By Cullen Bunn with art of David Lafuente and a cover by Skottie Young. After being attacked by tattered creatures and rescued just in time by Curdie, a courageous miner boy, Irene learns about a race of water-breathing Atlanteans. The Fantastic Four and a sorceress Morgan Le Fay forces the sunken city of Atlantis to rise and attack Earth. But who are these Leviathons that have been unleashed across the Earth? Can the combined forces of the Avengers, Champions, Guardians of the Galaxy, X-Men and Inhumans stop them before they trample everything into dust? Collects Monster-Size #1-5 and Monsters Unleashed (2017B) #1. Marvel. Papercound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95.

2890548 THE ATOM ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2. By Gardner Fox. Scoring in from the Silver Age of Comics are eight early appearances of The Atom. Featuring cameos like Hawkman and Doctor Light, as well as adventures like the “Case of the Cosmic Camera,” this collection sees the “Tiny Titan” in adventures from The Atom #6-13, 214 pages. DC Comics. Papercound. Pub. at $9.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

2890759 DC ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW. By Melissa Scott et al. Facts, incredible information, and tantalizing trivia about the heroes and villains of the whole DC Comics Universe. Features key data, fun facts, lists, quotes, and amazing stats spanning 80 years of DC Comics Super Hero thrill, ages 8-12. 198 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11x1. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95.

2890087 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME 24. By Chester Gould. Chester Gould’s Dick Tracy comic strip has been a favorite of readers since 1931. This entry is the first in a series of four volumes to be released presenting every strip published from July 3, 1967 to April 2, 1969. The action moves from Earth to the lunar surface as Moon Maid zaps bad guys, Liz goes undercover, and Tracy nearly loses his head, and when Diet Smith sets up a factory on the moon, will mankind also export greed and murder to its orbiting satellite? SHOPWORN! In B&W. 256 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $12.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

**3816198 THE ODYSSEY: Classics Illustrated No. 53.** By Homer. The epic poem of Homer, about the Greek warrior Odysseus’s long, troublesome voyage home after the fall of Troy. Also includes theme discussions and study questions. 48 pages. Classics Comic. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95.

3793217 LINUS: A Peanuts Collection, By Charles M. Schulz. Features stories from across all eras of Schulz’s Peanuts, gathered up into a thick, hardbound volume and ready to share some laughs as you await the Great Pumpkin! BOOM! Studios. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.


3793281 DREAMIN SUN, VOLUME 1. By Hideaki Yoshikawa. Searching for his missing sister, Yuuto opens a mysterious door and enters a forbidden world—an act that accidentally causes a massive destruction of a small town. Tormented by the blood on his hands, Yuuto decides to go through the door again, determined to resurrect the dead. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95.

3795848 THE OTHER SIDE OF SECRET, VOLUME 1. By Hideaki Yoshikawa. With the world of humans in ruins, a new generation finds itself on the threshold of a new beginning. The story begins with Tanaka’s student, Kameko Shimana, feeling out of place in her own home. Her mother is dead and her father and step-mom only seem to care about Shimana’s six-month old baby brother. When Shimanaka decides to skip school and runs away to a nearby park, she stumbles upon a mysterious man in a kimono who will help her find a place of her own. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95.


**Graphic Novels & Comics**

685549 THE OTHER SIDE OF SECRET, VOLUME 3. By Hideaki Yoshikawa. Youto opened the forbidden door to the other world. The man who had saved him is his missing older sister, Manami, but his actions inadvertently led to Hina’s death. Now, Youto and the girls are looking for a way to help ress their world, but it’s just happens to be Manami! Now that they know what they are looking for, the hunt is on in this otherworldly manga adventure. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. $12.99

699809 THE PARASITIC DOCTOR SUZUNE, VOL. 1. By Haruki. Dr. Suzune is an anatomist who specializes in parasites. When those parasites make a habit of nesting inside human genitalia and overriding their senses with lust, her job is bound to get more exciting than a little messy. Dr. Suzune and her hot and heavy hentai manga that mixes sexy sci-fi and mystery. Adults only. In B&W. 233 pages. Project-H. Paperbound. $17.95

731102 X-MEN: X-Corps, #24-34. By Joe Casey. After years of neglect, X-Corp’s got a chance to reestablish itself at time to enjoy things as an X-Man—but when his whirlwind romance with a pop star hits the tabloids—is Chamber just the flavor of the month? Plus: the drug-dealing threat of the Vanisher! Collects Uncanny X-Men (1963) #394-399, and Annual 2001. Marvel. Paperbound. $14.95


381839 ANATOMY OF A METAHUMAN. By S.D. Perry & M.K. Manning. Using beautifully illustrated anatomical cross sections, this volume dives deep into the physiology of twelve key characters from the DC Comics universe, offering insight into key abilities such as Superman’s heat vision and Swamp Thing’s regenerative capabilities.

160 pages. IDW Publishing. $14.95

379880 MARVEL MASTERWORK PIN-UPS. Ed. by Craig Yoe. As part of the unrelenting fun of Silver Age comics, Marvel created pin-ups of the most popular Marvel heroes and villains, to be included as special surprise bonuses in their comics. Now to celebrate Marvel’s 80th Anniversary, the greatest of these works of art are gathered for the first time in a beautiful, large format collection. IDW Publishing. $24.99

371069 THE AVENGERS, BOOK 2: Absolute Vision. By Roger Stern. As many of Earth’s Mightiest are whisked away to fight in the Secret Wars, the newly assertive Synthia must face her nemesis. He has changes in store when the heroes return, not least his idea for a new team of Avengers on the West Coast. But as Vision’s plan unfolds, are two teams of Avengers enough to handle one of their own? Collects Avengers #29-34 and Annual #13. 383 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. $39.99

374979 AVENGERS/IRON MAN: First Sign. By Mark Waid et al. In the wake of The Crossing, Thor is powerless, and Iron Man has been replaced by an imposter! But when the terrorist group Zodiac invades New York City, Captain America must attempt to assemble the Avengers once more! Collecting Captain America #449; Thor #496; Iron Man #326-331; and Avengers #396-400. Marvel. Paperbound. $34.99

375670X SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN COMPANION. By Mark Waid et al. Otto Octavius has taken over Peter Parker’s body, his costume—his life! But there’s one thing that comes with the suit that Otto didn’t count on: the team-ups. The Marvel Universe is about to meet a literal Friend from Another World! Collects Amazing Spider-Man #15.1, #16-22; Daredevil #22; Superior Spider-Man Team-Up #1-12; Scarlet Spider #20 and Inhumanity: Superior Spider-Man #1. Marvel. Paperbound. $44.99

2809543 MARVEL COMIC VOLUMES, VOLUME 7. By Jerry Siegel et al. Here, in situations ranging from the everyday to the mythical, Superman and his supporting cast fight injustice and bring justice to the world. Collects Superman #25-29. 234 pages. DC. Paperbound. $4.99

294667X SMUT PEDELER PRESENTS SEX MACHINE. Ed. by Amanda Latremais. Cyborgs. AIs. Androids and automatons. This is Sex Machine, an erotic comics anthology. 204 pages and 16 tales of sex positive, consensual sex, expertly tuned and fully automatic. Grab the user guide and flip the switch, it’s time to turn on. Adults only. 237 pages. Iron Circus Comics. Paperbound. $21.95

292935X SPIDER-GWEN, Vol. 1: Jason Latour. On another world, it was Gwen Stacy who was bitten and who developed amazing, archinatute-like powers. She became the misunderstood hero and Peter Parker died in her arms. Now, Gwen struggles to balance being the daughter of a cop with life as the outlaw Spider-Woman—suspected of Parkers murder. Collects Edge of Spider-verse #2, Spider-Gwen (2015) #1-5, and Spider-Gwen (2015) #6-11. Marvel. Paperbound. $16.95

289705JLA: Year One. By M. Ward & B. Augustyn. Today, the Justice League of America is legendary, the greatest superhero team ever established. But a decade ago, the League’s founders were just individual crime fighters, protecting their own regions of the country, but never crossing paths. Then a brutal event tore them apart. Birch and Parker’s murder. Collects JLA: Year One #1-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. $49.99


293430 Peter Pan. By Loisel. Loisel’s engrossing Peter Pan tale for adults is collected into a single, beautifully produced volume. Peter Pan, Le Prince de la nuit. Collects Peter Pan, Le Prince de la nuit and Sheena, Queen of the jungle. Includescurated comic stories produced volume. Befor e he found Neverland, Peter was a boy fighting for survival on the harsh streets of Dickerian London. His only respite is the fantastical St. Paul’s School. A beloved body of work. Recommended for mature readers. 334 pages. Soaring Penguin. Paperback. $29.99

371068 THE AVENGERS, BOOK 1: Absolute Vision. By J.M. DeMatteis et al. The old order changes once again as the Avengers welcome a new Captain America and a new Black Panther. But does that leave any room for Spider-Man? Collects Avengers #231-241; Annual #11-12; Amazing Spider-Man Annual #16; Fantastic Four #256 and Doctor Strange #60. 424 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. $39.99

313508X MARVEL LEGACY. By Jason Aaron et al. A tale of two worlds! As the outcome of Ghost Rider and the Starbrand of today are drawn to South Africa, a battle begins—and something terrible awakens. As Earth’s heroes find their place in a world that has changed dramatically, the final battle may be the most decisive and disturbing of their lives. A tale of two worlds! As the outcome of Ghost Rider and the Starbrand of today. 264 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. $14.95

3793508 THE UNWORTHY THOR. By Jason Aaron. Unfit to lift his hammer, and with someone else now wielding the power of Thor, the Odinson’s desperate quest to regain his worthiness takes him out into the cosmos—where his learned the existence of a mysterious other Mojir. Collects The Unworthy Thor #1-5. Marvel. Paperbound. $14.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/820
%2 INHUMANS: Beware the Inhumans. By Stan Lee et al. Black Bolt, Medusa, Karnak, Gorgon, Crystal and the rest are threats not just by a world that fears them, but by Black Bolt’s own brother, Maximus. Collects Marvel Super-Heroes #15, Incredible Hulk Annual #1, Fantastic Four #21–32, Thor #136, Avengers #95; and material from Fantastic Four #95; #105 and Not Brand Echh #12. 345 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

375422 SLEMBURING BEAUTY, Vol. 1. By Yumi Unita. High school student Yaneko loves sleep so much she can barely wake up of her own accord—until she’s roused by a sleep spell from a demon girl. Nemuru. Yaneko must now accompany him as he heads off to work, granting the gift of sleep to people (and animals) of all ages. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.


**Archie 1000 Page Comics Romp**

By Samm Schwartz et al. It’s time to party with Archie and his gang. In this fun filled romp through 1,000 pages of the most entertaining and hilarious Archie comic stories! This collection features over 100 full color stories featuring the Archie legends, including Samm Schwartz, Bob Montana, Dan DeCarlo, and more! Archie Comics. Paperbound. P pub. at $14.99 $4.95

---

**Krazy Kat Collection: Selected Sundays 1918-1919**


---

**Bloom County: Brand Spanking New Day**


---

**The Wild Life of Love: A Rubes Cartoon Collection**

By Leigh Rubin. A collection of 285 pages. Rubin brings to life the day to day love lives of wild and domestic animals in over 150 humorous cartoons in this collection of reading material. Fully illus. in color. 93 pages. Willow Creek Paperbound. P ub. at $19.99 $9.95

---

**The Story of America in Cartoons**

Ed. by Tony Husband. Chronicles the birth, growing pains and coming of age of the world’s most powerful nation, as seen through the eyes of cartoonists like Thomas Nast, Joseph Keppler, W.A. Rogers, D.R. Fitzpatrick and Bill Mauldin. With more than 230 cartoons, this is a reader-friendly history that’s sure to make you laugh. 192 pages. Arcutus. P ub. at $16.95 $4.95

---

**Only What’s Necessary**

Charles M. Schulz and the Art of Peanuts. Unprecedented access to the archives of the Charles M. Schulz Museum and Research Center. This best of the Peanuts newspaper strip, and features rare and developmental work. Abrams. 12x9. P ub. at $40.00 $16.95

---

Gasoline Alley, Volume Two: The Complete Sundays 1923-1925

By Frank King. Discover the poignant humor and dazzling beauty of 1920s America—seen through the eyes of creator Frank King and his characters, Walt & Skeezix. Using the King family’s original artwork, this giant-sized volume reprints in full color every Gasoline Alley Sunday strip from January 1923 through May 1925. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Dark Horse. 12x9¾. P ub. at $31.95 $13.95

---

**The Complete Peanuts, 1971-1972**

By Charles M. Schulz. In this volume Snoopy becomes Joe Cool, Lucy hits her first home run, and Linus tries to kick his blanket habit once and for all, and call it a day. Fully illus., 314 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. P ub. at $22.99 $17.95

---

**Walt Disney’s Donald Duck: The Lost Pod Leg Mine**

By Carl Barks. And continued the storyline of Huey, Dewey and Louie as they go on a treasure hunt. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. P ub. at $29.99 $17.95

---

**Barney Google, Pig and Goat**

By Billy Booth. One of the biggest and funniest cartoon stars of the 1920s, and the subject of the hit song “Barney Google with the Goo Goo Googly Eyes”, is now featured in four classic strips that are emblematic of what made the comic strip so memorable. Fully illus. 353 pages. IDW Publishing. P ub. at $21.95

---

**Krazy & Ignatz 1916-1918: The George Herriman Library**

The hilarious, newspaper strip Krazy Kat graced the pages of America’s newspapers for nearly thirty years. This complete collection of the full sized Sunday pages brings back the Krazy Kat illustrated humor of the love triangle of Krazy Kat, Ignatz Mouse, and Ollie the cat. Fully illus. 184 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. P ub. at $35.00 $26.95

---

**The Art of Nothing**

By Patrick McDonnell. The award winning author and illustrator’s beloved comic strip is celebrated as well. All of his cast of characters, from the Putts family, to the heart and mouth of a cat, are fair game. Comic strip censors, apathetic batistas, and IRS employees are all strongly advised to laugh or get out of the way. Fully illus., 393 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. P ub. at $18.99 $14.95

---

**I’m Only In This For The Money**

By Chip Kidd. With the heart and mouth of a cat, and driven by the3972387


---

**Catbungan! A Get Fuzzy Collection.**

By Darby Conley. Packed with intrigue, covert ops, and plot twists from the funniest, invention non-adventures of Rat, Pig, and Goat. Superheroism and domestic warfare, this full-color Get Fuzzy comic strip collection is all-out battle of wits and words you won’t want to miss. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. 8x11¼. P ub. at $19.99 $9.95

---

**I’m Gluten Furious! A Get Fuzzy Collection.**

By Darby Conley. Packed with intrigue, covert ops, and plot twists from the funniest, invention non-adventures of Rat, Pig, and Goat. Superheroism and domestic warfare, this full-color Get Fuzzy comic strip collection is all-out battle of wits and words you won’t want to miss. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. 8x11¼. P ub. at $19.99 $9.95

---

**Superman, Volume Two: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis from a variety of threats ranging from insurance scammers and spies to saboteurs. Plus Lex Luthor, the arch-enemy, Luthor is a Superman’s arch-nemesis, with more schemes and gadgets that any other villain facing the Man of Steel. Fully illus. in color, 373 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. P ub. at $29.99 $17.95

---


---

**Superman, Volume Three: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis from a variety of threats ranging from insurance scammers and spies to saboteurs. Plus Lex Luthor, the arch-enemy, Luthor is a Superman’s arch-nemesis, with more schemes and gadgets that any other villain facing the Man of Steel. Fully illus. in color, 373 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. P ub. at $29.99 $17.95

---

**Superman, Volume Four: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis from a variety of threats ranging from insurance scammers and spies to saboteurs. Plus Lex Luthor, the arch-enemy, Luthor is a Superman’s arch-nemesis, with more schemes and gadgets that any other villain facing the Man of Steel. Fully illus. in color, 373 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. P ub. at $29.99 $17.95

---


---

**Superman, Volume Two: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis from a variety of threats ranging from insurance scammers and spies to saboteurs. Plus Lex Luthor, the arch-enemy, Luthor is a Superman’s arch-nemesis, with more schemes and gadgets that any other villain facing the Man of Steel. Fully illus. in color, 373 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. P ub. at $29.99 $17.95

---

**Superman, Volume Three: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis from a variety of threats ranging from insurance scammers and spies to saboteurs. Plus Lex Luthor, the arch-enemy, Luthor is a Superman’s arch-nemesis, with more schemes and gadgets that any other villain facing the Man of Steel. Fully illus. in color, 373 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. P ub. at $29.99 $17.95

---

**Superman, Volume Four: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis from a variety of threats ranging from insurance scammers and spies to saboteurs. Plus Lex Luthor, the arch-enemy, Luthor is a Superman’s arch-nemesis, with more schemes and gadgets that any other villain facing the Man of Steel. Fully illus. in color, 373 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. P ub. at $29.99 $17.95
**3700410** I'M NOT YOUR SWEET BABBOO! A CELEBRATING SNOOPY.

**3707257** ONWARD AND DOWNWARD: The Twenty-Second Sherman's Lagoon Collection.

**3702900** I SENSE A COLDNESS TO YOUR MENTORING.

**3700797** THE SIGN OF THE TWISTED CANDLES: Nancy Drew Mystery Stories.

**3700893** BREAKING CAT NEWS: Cats Reporting on the News That Matters to Cats.

**4081916** HOW TO TELL IF YOUR CAT IS PLOTTING TO KILL YOU.

**2914024** ARCHIE 1000 PAGE COMICS PARODY. By Angelo DeCarlo et al.

**656542** ALLEY OOP, VOLUME 1: The Complete Sundays, 1934-1936.

**3700410** I'M NOT YOUR SWEET BABBOO! A CELEBRATING SNOOPY.

**3704599** FAT CAT 3-PACK, VOLUME 21.

**3702356** SPECTICKLES, VOLUME I.

**3705030** BEGGIN' PARENTING, NO.34: A Baby Blues Collection.

**3703117** THE FUZZY BUNCH: A Get Fuzzy Collection.

**3703078** THE NEIGHBORS HAVE TWO FLAMINGOS.

**3700592** THE SECRET OF SHADOW RANCH: Nancy Drew Mystery Stories.

**3701820** PAPERBOUND. Pub. at $18.00

**3702675** ONWARD AND DOWNWARD: The Twenty-Second Sherman's Lagoon Collection.

**656542** ALLEY OOP, VOLUME 1: The Complete Sundays, 1934-1936.

**2908666** YOU HAVE THOSE WILD EYES AGAIN, MOOC: A New Mutts Treasury.

**3700410** I'M NOT YOUR SWEET BABBOO! A CELEBRATING SNOOPY.

**3700797** THE SIGN OF THE TWISTED CANDLES: Nancy Drew Mystery Stories.

**3705030** BEGGIN' PARENTING, NO.34: A Baby Blues Collection.

**3704599** FAT CAT 3-PACK, VOLUME 21.

**3700410** I'M NOT YOUR SWEET BABBOO! A CELEBRATING SNOOPY.

**3704599** FAT CAT 3-PACK, VOLUME 21.

**3700410** I'M NOT YOUR SWEET BABBOO! A CELEBRATING SNOOPY.

**3705030** BEGGIN' PARENTING, NO.34: A Baby Blues Collection.

**3703078** THE NEIGHBORS HAVE TWO FLAMINGOS.
**3756203** MURDER IN HER STOCKING. By G.A. McKevett. Christmas has arrived in sleepy McGill, Georgia, but the holiday cheer is only temporary. The scandalous Prissy Carr is found dead in an alley behind a tavern. With police puzzled over the murder, Stella Reid discovers a clue for clues to the culprit’s identity. 340 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**3812006** A TREASURY OF AFRICAN AMERICAN CHRISTMAS STORIES. Ed. by Bettye Collier-Thomas. Featuring writings by America’s black writers and visionaries such as Pauline Hopkins and John Henrik Clark, these 22 stories were originally published in African American newspapers and periodicals between 1900 and 1953. These enchanting Christmas tales are part of the black literary tradition that flowered after the Civil War. 228 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $19.95

**3758025** CHRISTMAS COCOA MURDER. By Cianne O’Connor et al. Novellas. Tis the season for hot chocolate and mouthwatering treats. But sometimes too much of a good thing can be downright deadly. Three seasonal mysteries include Christmas Tea and a Corpse by Donna Kaufmann, and Holiday Home Run by Priscilla Oliveras. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**2939910** A SEASON TO CELEBRATE. By Fem Michaels, Michael Murphy, and Al MacKillop. With four stories of the special way the holidays warm our hearts. Titles include: A Christmas Homecoming by Fem Michaels; An Unexpected Gift by Elizabeth Boyle; Christmas in Blue Heaven by Donna Kaufmann, and Holiday Home Run by Priscilla Oliveras. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**2911782** A PLACE CALLED HOPE. By Philip Gulley. When Quaker Pastor Sam Gardner is asked by the ill Unitarian minister to oversee a wedding in his place, Sam naturally agrees. It’s not until the couple stand before him that he realizes change has come to Harmony. The wedding is cast in a new light by confession, doubt, and misunderstandings, and Sam soon finds himself facing possible unemployment. 229 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

**4817568** SNOWFALL. By Shelley Geiger. When Dr. Philip Stutzman is relieved to find work as a caregiver after being laid off from his job—even if it means temporarily watching over the bizarre, brain-dead Lackie family. Each passing day brings the family closer to Ruth, and closer to Christmas, when she will have to say goodbye. 222 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95


**3697008** NUMERO ZERO. By Umberto Eco. 1945, Lake Como. Mussolini and his mistress are captured and shot by local partisans. 1932, Milan, Colonna, a depressed hack writer, but he can’t resist ghostwriting a book. His subject: a fledgling newspaper, whose editor’s paranoid theory that Mussolini’s corpse was a body double, is true, and he desperately needs a circulation boost. 291 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

**3821579** MIRACLE OF THE CHRISTMAS STAR. By Susan Dean Ebey. Born with the cord wrapped around her neck, Hannah is pronounced dead. A new star appears, shines bright in the night sky. Hannah is homesick, she misses her mother. Her father, Hannah does not grow up like other children in ancient Palestine, she is stricken with palsy. 169 pages. Cedar Fort. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

**3725871** I’LL TAKE YOU THERE. By Wally Lamb. With the magical aid of a ghost, film scholar Felix is encouraged to reflect on the women who profoundly affect his life. Against a backdrop of the 1970s, Lamb explores the relationships that all women carry on faces. 254 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $3.95


**3798441** NIGHTMARE EXECUTIONED: I Will Not Be Silent. By Robin Parrish. The most popular evangelist of his day, John Luther simply wants to share the Gospel and enjoy a quiet life with his family. He never had to be asked at the center of a police investigation. His ideas have been blowing through the halls of Congress, and supporters of a new religious-equality bill see Luther’s endorsement as critical. 317 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**3697754** THE FORGOTTEN AFFAIRS OF YOUTH. By Alexander McCall Smith. Large Print Edition. Isabel Dalhousie and her fiancé know who they are and where they come from. Jane Cooper, a visiting Austrian phiologist on sabbatical in Edinburgh, has more questions about her heritage. When she asks for Isabel’s help in her search—of course Isabel obliges. 322 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $9.25

**3758079** THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING SEEN. By Alexander McCall Smith. The great city of Edinburgh is renowned for its impeccable restraint, so how, then, did the extended family of 44 Scotland Street come to be trembling on the brink of the end of the world? This is (finally!) about to turn seven, and is about to learn a valuable lesson on wish fulfillment. 311 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00 $5.95

**3772764** A GIFT OF BONES. By Carolyn Haines. Christmas is just around the corner, and Sarah Booth and Tinkie are preparing for a festive celebration. Sarah has plenty of plans to smooth Coleman Peters under the mistletoe and to deck the halls. No one is prepared for a kidnapping, but journalist Cee Dee Falcon shows up needing Sarah’s help. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95

**3924800** A GIFT OF BONES. By Carolyn Haines. Christmas is just around the corner, and Sarah Booth and Tinkie are preparing for a festive celebration. Sarah has plenty of plans to smooth Coleman Peters under the mistletoe and to deck the halls. No one is prepared for a kidnapping, but journalist Cee Dee Falcon shows up needing Sarah’s help. 262 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

**3775003** THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST. By P.W. Singer & A. Cole. The story of Mussolini’s death. When the body is discovered, a new star appears, shines bright in the night sky. Mussolini and his mistress are captured and shot by local partisans. 1932, Milan, Colonna, a depressed hack writer, but he can’t resist ghostwriting a book. His subject: a fledgling newspaper, whose editor’s paranoid theory that Mussolini’s corpse was a body double, is true, and he desperately needs a circulation boost. 291 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

**3754151** GRACE’S FORGIVENESS. By Molly Jebber. Grace is a young Amish woman whose devotion to her parents won’t prevent her from marrying, until a newcomer to the community sees past it. She is soon planning a wedding—only until her father finds out that her fiancé is already married. 310 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3701077** BOOK CLUB BABIES. By Ashton Lee. Overseeing the opening of Cherie’s new library has been a labor of love for Maura Beth McShay, made extra challenging by the fact that she and Jeremy are expecting their first child. Maura Beth is using her library for weekly gatherings called “Expecting Great Things,” which allow pregnant women, fears, and practical advice about everything. 255 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 PRICE CUT to $1.95

**3769847** THE HANDMAID’S TALE. By Margaret Atwood. Set in the near future, it describes a society where women are property andora. States and is now called the Republic of Gilead, a misogynist state that has reacted to social unrest and a sharply declining birth rate by reverting to the repressive intolerant traditions of its colonial ancestors. A collector’s edition with a flexible leather-like cover and gilt-edge edges. 311 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 PRICE CUT to $13.95

**3740064** TELL ME HOW THIS ENDS WELL. By Bill Myers. 313 pages. Zondervan. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/820

**CD 3811893 HAPPY ENDINGS.** By the brothers Grimm et al. Read by Laura Buntschuh. Fairy tales classics from the world of Hans Christian Andersen and the Brothers Grimm. A magical world which we encounter as we enter upon a journey of wonder and which are as important in this computer ages as ever before. Ages 6 & up. Over nine hours on 8 CDs. Package in a large CD tray with slipcase. NOAXAudio Books, Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

**CD 3733823 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE JANSON COMMAND.** By Paul Garrison. Read by Scott Shepherd. Reforming from his days of covert operations. Paul Johnson has set a new mission for himself. Along with champion sharpshooter Jessica Kincaid, he rehabsites disenchanted agents and helps them create new lives. And for a fee, he will also use his skills to handle crises. Over ten hours on nine CDs. Hachette, Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

**CD 3770504 UNLUCKY 13.** By J. Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by January LaVoy. When the FBI sends detective Lindsay Boxer a photo of a killer’s calendar, her life is turned upside down. The mother is shattered. The picture captures Mackie Morales, the most dangerous and mind the Women’s Murder Club has ever encountered. Five hours on 4 CDs. Hachette, Pub. at $15.00. $4.95

**CD 3733769 PERSONAL INJURIES.** By Scott Turow. Read by Mark Bramhall. To Roberto Feave the law is all about making a play-to-a client, a jury, or a judge. But when he befriends his client, the personal injury lawyer is caught offering bribes, he’s forced to wear a wire. Now Roberto Feave is making his play of the life. Over sixteen hours on 13 CDs. Hachette, Pub. at $39.99. $11.95

**CD 373386X AT FIRST SIGHT.** By Nicholas Sparks. Read by David Aaron Baker. Jeremy Marsh is engaged to the love of his life, Lexie, and anticipating the start of their life together. Until the image of a new woman enters his life and which are as important in this computer ages as ever before. Ages 6 & up. Over nine hours on 8 CDs. Package in a large CD tray with slipcase. NOAXAudio Books, Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

**CD 2966338 THE SHACK.** By Wm. Paul Young. Read by Roger Mueller. Mack’s daughter is dead. Mack is searching for answers. The Shack debunks the supernatural. While investigating apparitions in Boone Creek, he meets and falls hopelessly in love with a woman who changes his life. Over eight hours on 7 CDs. Hachette, Pub. at $18.00. $4.95

**CD 2933853 ALERT.** By James Patterson & M. Ludthwaite. Read by D. Mastrogiorgio & H. Leyva. Detective Michael Bennett, along with his new partner, the glittering Rachel, take on a case to catch the shadowy criminals who claim responsibility for two crippling high-tech attacks on New York City. Over eight hours on 7 CDs. Little, Brown, Pub. at $20.00. $6.95

**CD 3822338 TALES OF FRIENDS & FELLOWS.** By L. M. Montgomery et al. Read by Liz Ross, Jonathan Keeble & Jenny Agutter. Novels. Featuring four classics including; Anne of Green Gables; Anne of Avonlea; Anne of the Island; Anne of Windy Poplar. Read by Liz Ross, Jonathan Keeble & Jenny Agutter. Novels. Featuring four classics including; Anne of Green Gables; Anne of Avonlea; Anne of the Island; Anne of Windy Poplar. Hachette, Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

**CD 3750574 DARK ZONE.** Ton Clancy’s Op-Center Book Seven. By Michael vanity. Read by Jane B. Hancock. Henry Leyva. Director Chase Williams and his team have been following events as Ukraine, her NATO allies, and Russia rapidly deploy forces in a dangerous region of Europe. Cutting-edge techniques of cyber warfare and spycraft, Op-Center must respond to the rapidly unfolding crisis before the U.S. is forced to take sides. Nine hours on CDs. Macmillan Audio, Pub. at $34.99. $7.95

**CD 6617964 FINGAL O’REILLY’S LAST DOCTOR.** By Patrick Taylor. Read by John Keating. Shifting back and forth between the present and the past, this captivating story brings to life both the green young man Fingal Fhiadhleibh O’Reilly and the woman he has known all his life: Deirdre O’Connor. By providing listeners with a first-hand look at the life that readers have come to know and admire. Over six hours on 13 CDs. Macmillan, Pub. at $39.99. $8.95

**CD 3788723 THURSDAYS AT EIGHT.** By Debbie Macomber. Read by Laurel Tighe. Thursday, 8:00 am–Mocha Moments with Jeremy Marsh. The author, co-creator of the classic 1980s TV series, reinvents his vigilante story in this gripping thriller. Robert McCall is a former CIA officer turned private investigator and also a lawyer who is coming to terms with the loss of his family and who is hungry for free of charge, to the people of New York City. Twenty-one hours on 17 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $49.99. $9.95

**CD 2934029 COME AND GET US.** By James Patterson with S. Sullivan. Read by James Patterson, M. Paetro and J. Markham. Miranda Cooper’s life takes a terrifying turn when a SUV deliberately runs her family off a desolate Arizona road. With her husband badly injured and her children missing, there is nothing she won’t do to help save her family. But as she uses her cryptic past words and that her secret to change her life. Over five hours on 9 CDs. Macmillan, Pub. at $34.99. $9.95

**CD 3793874 THE TRIAL: Book Shots.** By James Patterson with M. Paetro. Read by Kate Russell. A rich and dangerous woman is on trial for murder. She entertains a man who is not her husband. A shooter blows away the lover and wounds this millionaire, leaving her for dead. Is it the perfect case for the Women’s Murder Club—or just the most twisted. Over two hours on 2 CDs. Little, Brown, Pub. at $10.00. $4.95

**CD 6870376 THE WEEKENDERS.** By Mary Kay Andrews. Read by Kathleen McInerny. Riley Griggs has a season of good times with friends and family ahead of her on Belle Isle when someone takes her family’s artwork and sends her a note that starts her life over. Over two hours on 3 CDs. Hachette, Pub. at $10.00. $3.95

**CD 2934110 THE MEDICAL EXAMINER: Book Shots.** By James Patterson with M. Paetro. Read by Kate Russell. A rich and dangerous woman is on trial for murder. She entertains a man who is not her husband. A shooter blows away the lover and wounds this millionaire, leaving her for dead. Is it the perfect case for the Women’s Murder Club— or just the most twisted. Over two hours on 2 CDs. Little, Brown, Pub. at $10.00. $4.95

**CD 3733726 MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE.** By Nicholas Sparks. Read by Kimberly Schraf. Divorced and disillusioned, Theresa is looking for something to believe in. After settling in and adjusting to southern life, there are some dazzling diversions. Olivia begins to open her heart to her new home’smagic and to the surprising ways that a place can change a heart. Eleven hours on 9 CDs. HarperAudio, Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

**CD 2934299 THE HOUSE OF SECRETS.** By B. Meitner & T. Goldberg. Read by S. Brisk & J. Laval. Hazel Nash wakes up in the hospital and remembers nothing, not even her own name. She’s told she’s been in a car accident that killed her father and injured her brother. But she can’t remember. Then a man from the FBI shows up asking questions, and Hazel starts to dig into her past to discover who really is. Ten hours on 9 CDs. HarperAudio, Pub. at $20.00. $4.95

**CD 3733838 ALL SUMMER LONG.** By Dorothea Benton Frank. Read by Bernadette Dunne. With sadness, interior designer Olivia O’Connell finds light and hope in the hands of an old pal, the FBI’s Emily Parker, has nine hours on 13 CDs. Hachette, Pub. at $39.99. $11.95

**CD 2996336 THE SHACK.** By Wm. Paul Young. Read by Roger Mueller. Mack’s daughter is dead. Mack is searching for answers. The Shack debunks the supernatural. While investigating apparitions in Boone Creek, he meets and falls hopelessly in love with a woman who changes his life. Over eight hours on 7 CDs. Hachette, Pub. at $18.00. $4.95

**CD 3793853 ALERT.** By James Patterson & M. Ludthwaite. Read by D. Mastrogiorgio & H. Leyva. Detective Michael Bennett, along with his new partner, the glittering Rachel, take on a case to catch the shadowy criminals who claim responsibility for two crippling high-tech attacks on New York City. Over eight hours on 7 CDs. Little, Brown, Pub. at $20.00. $6.95

**CD 3822338 TALES OF FRIENDS & FELLOWS.** By L. M. Montgomery et al. Read by Liz Ross, Jonathan Keeble & Jenny Agutter. Novels. Featuring four classics including; Anne of Green Gables; Anne of Avonlea; Anne of the Island; Anne of Windy Poplar. Hachette, Pub. at $19.99. $9.95
CD 2979332 TOM CLANCY’S OP-CENTER: Scorched Earth. By George Galdorisi. Read by Peter Berkrot. The president and top officials are under constant threat from a person who is viciously behaved by an Islamic leader. American forces go into gear to retaliate but will the Op-Center be able to stay one step ahead of the enemy and put an end to the Islamic leader’s brutality? Eight hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99.

CD 2934116 THE RUMOR. By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett, and Rick Zieth. Madeline and Grace are best friends and the envy of Nantucket for their perfect marriages. But this summer, something has changed, and if there’s anything Nantucket likes better than cocktails on the beach—it’s a good rumor. Eleven hours on 9 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00.

CD 3750965 WINTER SOLSTICE. By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. It’s been too long since all the Quinns have gathered under the same roof. As the snow falls, the Quinns are thankful to be together as they prepare for a special reunion. Of course, it would be better if everyone got along without a liberal dose of surprise, intrigue and upheaval. Over eight hours on 8 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00.

CD 2973920 WINTER STREET. By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. As Christmas Eve approaches, the owner of Nantucket’s Winter Street Inn is looking forward to getting the family together for some quality time at the inn. Before the mulled cider is gone, the delightfully dysfunctional Quinns will battle each other over their endless rounds of Christmas caroling. Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00.

CD 3733610 HERE’S TO US. By Erle Stanley Gardner. Read by Brian Pigott. After giving thanks for the good times, it’s Christmas. And this year promises to be a celebration unlike any other as the Quinns prepare to host Kevin and Isabelle’s wedding at the inn. Over 6 hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 2797349 THREE MURDERS ARE BETTER THAN ONE. By Marcia Muller. Read by Peter Berkrot. Detective Michael Bennett and his family escape New York for a vacation in a country town in the Maine woods. The seemingly perfect country town is far from perfect when local cops uncover a grisly crime scene, they consult Bennett. No one will talk to the big city detective and the bodies keep piling up. Over six hours on 6 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $15.00.

CD 2797332 THE CRIME OF THE CENTURY. By Ray Bradbury. Read by Bronson Pinchot. A story of the 20th century, the story of the century. No one has a better story to tell than Ray Bradbury.

CD 2797322 HEAT STORM. By James Patterson. Read by John Rubinstein. The president and top officials are under constant threat from a person who is viciously behaved by an Islamic leader. American forces go into gear to retaliate but will the Op-Center be able to stay one step ahead of the enemy and put an end to the Islamic leader’s brutality? Eight hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99.

CD 2979756 SUNSET EMBRACE. By Sandra Brown. Read by Ellen Archer. Lydia and Ross have both been hurt in the past. But when they find themselves thrown together, fighting the same enemy and unable to stop the events that will eventually pit one man’s vengeance against the strength of a woman’s love. Eight hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00.

CD 3750841 POISONOUS. By Allison Brennan. Read by Eliza Foss. Investigative reporter Maxine Revere has a theory. Maybe five New York City murderers for which Adam Bachman is being tried are just one part of his other world. But Bachman won’t go working alone, but how can she prove it? She must dig deep into Bachman’s psyche and past for the answers. Over 14 hours on 12 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99.

CD 2934930 TAKING THE TITANIC. By James Patterson with J.O. Born. Read by Helen Wick. In 1911, entrepreneur John Jacob Astor I wanted to create a fictional world to be transformed into reality. But will this rich patron be able to write the happy ending for himself? Over five hours on 5 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00.

CD 2928574 REVELATION. By Stephen King. Read by David Morse. When tragedy strikes the lives of two New England families, it sets off a chain reaction that will eventually pit one man’s vengeance against the strength of a woman’s love. Eight hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 2934359 THE COLOR OF FEAR. By Marcia Muller. Read by Elizabeth Evans. Maxine Revere starts investigating a racially motivated attack on her father, she begins receiving hate-filled racist threats from a shadowy group. It becomes clear that her pursuit of justice may be putting her own life in jeopardy. Six hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00.

CD 2934351 THE COLOR OF FEAR. By Marcia Muller. Read by Elizabeth Evans. Maxine Revere starts investigating a racially motivated attack on her father, she begins receiving hate-filled racist threats from a shadowy group. It becomes clear that her pursuit of justice may be putting her own life in jeopardy. Six hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00.

CD 2973939 WINTER STROLL. By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. Another Christmas in Nantucket finds the Quinns looking forward to celebrating Genevieve’s baptism, welcoming Isabella to the family and preparing to host Kevin and Isabelle’s wedding at the inn. Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 2933424 THE CASTAWAYS. By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Kat Heche. With rumors of infidelity straining Greg and Tess MacAvoy’s marriage, the couple head out to Nantucket for their 10th wedding anniversary, hoping the roughest waves are behind them. But when they mysteriously drown, their grieving friends find themselves unprepared for the revelation of secret upon secret. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.99.

CD 3721876 EMPIRE OF THE STATE. By V. Flynn & K. Mills. Read by Scott Brack. When King FAIs’ nephew is discovered funding ISIS, the president suspects that the Saudis might be involved in his life. Just 9/11 agreement. The royal family needs to be sent a message and Mitch Rapp is just the man to deliver it. The catch? He has to do it all on his own. Over 11 hours on 10 CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $39.99.

CD 6751016 STING. By Sandra Brown. Read by Stephen Lang. After looking eyes in a seedy dive bar, sexy businesswoman Jordie is abducted by Shaw Kinnard. He’s after the $30 million Jordie’s brother has stolen and, presumably, hidden. But when Shaw and Jordie find herself relying on each other to survive. Over 11 hours on 10 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00.


CD 2979748 STARTED EARLY, TOOK MY DOG. By Kate Atkinson. Read by Graeme Malcolm. It’s a day like any other for Emma and the dogs. Walking the dogs in a park in London, Emma’s purse is stolen and she is forced to supplement her pension from the police force. Then she makes a purchase she hadn’t bargained for. One moment of madness is all it takes for Tracy’s humdrum world to be turned upside down. Over twelve hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $34.98.

CD 2979746 THE WIFE WHO HAD IT ALL. By Lin S. & J. Born. Read by Danny Mastrogiovanni. Detective Michael Bennett and his family escape New York for a vacation in a country town in the Maine woods. The seemingly perfect country town is far from perfect when local cops uncover a grisly crime scene, they consult Bennett. No one will talk to the big city detective and the bodies keep piling up. Over six hours on 6 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $15.00.

CD 2979746 THE WIFE WHO HAD IT ALL. By Lin S. & J. Born. Read by Danny Mastrogiovanni. Detective Michael Bennett and his family escape New York for a vacation in a country town in the Maine woods. The seemingly perfect country town is far from perfect when local cops uncover a grisly crime scene, they consult Bennett. No one will talk to the big city detective and the bodies keep piling up. Over six hours on 6 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $15.00.
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